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have spmng from Brahma's head and body, and they called them- 
* .t: 

selves jy3^«twlce-bom." A lower caste, the Sudwtii came from 

his feet, ^se were the wor]clng people, who ,]i4re considered 

to be fit only ^ serve the higher castes menial capacities, 

and worthy only of ^the scorn of the self Righteous Brahman, who 
himself / 

taught all below BBfi In the sc|^e of being to looK upon 

him as a god. All who \belonged ts^other races than the Aryan 
Pariahs ' 

were^BSBEBg,_outcastes. These^^w€re divided up Into many classes 

and degrees, and every castj^'^had Its special privileges, or spe- 

clal duties, which were^^orbidden to the caste below. Those of 

the lowest castes wei^ scarcely permitted the right to live. 

At first these distinctions of caste'were not very rigid, and many were adm 

admitted to tl^ higher castes from the l^wer, but the^^ di¬ 

visive tendencies grew gradually stronger Hll they became fixed and un¬ 

alterable. I have spoKen of these things InNthe past tense, 

but all that I of Hinduism is descriptive of that 

religion as It exists today. 

Five hundred years before the coming of Ohrlst a son was 

bom to a petty ra^a, or King of one of the countries of 

Hindustan. The child was named Gautama, of SaKyamunl. He 

grew to manhood, married, and a son was bom to him, but 

he was not contented with his lot.. The people were oppressed, 

they were poverty strlcKeii,/degraded, suffering, and no 

man cared for them, the priests of the multitudinous gods 

least of all. And though the people were zealous In the 

service of the gods, bestowing upon them and their priests, 

the Brahmans, a large proportion of their hardly earned 

living, Gautama could see no good that came to them from 

the gods. They were taught that Brahma included all things, 

even things as low and despicable as th^comraon people, but 

that they had become separated from Brahma by Ignorance 
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and false tellef, that they could only attain to salvation 

through Knowledge,hy which they could divest themselves of 

the false belief that they had any Individual existence, and 

that when thetijsucceeded In accomplishing this, when they could 
s. 

see themselves, not as self, hut as Brahma,_they became Brahma, 

they became absorbed In his essence, and were delivered from 

the suffering necessarily attending all human existence. BSBBBBBBBBBSBBBBg 

BBBBBBBHBBBBBNSBBlfBNBBBigBinSIlgllBMBNBlIfilfBlfBHBHSifBlIBVBlfBNSBBHBHBhSNBlfBNBllBItBirh 

But fate had laid It upon them that they must pass through 

an Interminable series of deaths and rebirths, each rebirth 

being necessary to carry to BSflapEBBBB their fruition the 

deeds done In the former existence. Knowledge could shorten 

the number of these re-lncarnatlons, ascetic practices could 

shorten them to some extent, but the Knowledge of Brahma, and 

of the Identity of the Individual with him. In this alone did 

salvation consist. No moral quality, good or bad, had anything 

to do with the result, for the result terminated In Brahma, 

whotfcranscended all such human and finite conceptions as the 

distinctions between good -or evil. To Know ones self as 

Brahma was to rise Into that exalted sphere of the Infinite 

where all distinctions of every Kind disappeared. 

Geutamab distressed evident Inability of 

the gods of the prevalent religion to meet the needs of a 

suffering world, and he meditated long and deeply on the 

sub;Ject. One morning he arose early and, leaving his beloved 

wife and son sleeping, he went forth as a pilgrim and a men¬ 

dicant to seeK In seclusion and prolonged meditation some 

clue to the riddle of existence. He attached himself to 

one teacher after another, undergoing penances and self 

torture, then retired for six years to a ;]ungle In a distant 

range of mountains. 
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range of mountains. At length ho found In meditation the hoy 

to all his douhts and questionings, and ho went forth from his 

retreat, now hecome the Buddha, the Enlightened One. The way 

of salvation thus found Buddha summed up in a creed which he 

called the Four G-reat Truths. These are—1, That misery always 

accompanies existence; 2, That all modes of existence (of 

man or animals, in earth and heaven) result from passion or 

desire; 3, That there Is no escape from existence except by 

destruction of desire; 4, That this may be accomplished by 

following the fourfold way to Nirvana. Buddha preached a gospel 

of good will and kindliness of heart, a gospel of freedom 

from evil desires, from Ignorance, and doubt, surely these 
this Is a gospel In which 

things are true, and^BBBBBfiffiB Christianity and Buddhism 

are In perfect accord. But Qhr^tlanlty does not accept 

any of the postulates iSnpllcates of the Pour 9-reat Truths, 
not truths at all, but falsehoods, 

believing them all to be. B8BS@, and that the failure of Bud- 
durlng twenty five centuries 

dhlsHL to promote the material or spiritual well being of the 
^ as taughtIn' the^.sacred books of the Bahais 

peoples who accepted Its teachings Is not due primarily^to 

the corruptions that have crept Into the faith from outside, 

but to the failure of the Buddha himself to discover In the 

operations of his mental powers the way of salvation which he 

sought. 

Buddha's kindly heart was oppressed by the Indifference 

both of the gods and of the priestly class to the sufferings 

of the people, and In an early stage of his studies In the 

philosophy of existence he concluded that there was no (Jod 

to whom man owed allegiance, or to whom he could look for 

help, and that therefore the whole system of priestcraft, 

together with that of caste, of which the prlesthopd was the 

strongest bulwark, was an evil and an offence.TOie hope 
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of salvation which Buddha had to offer to his disciples 

lay only In extinction, the only God he had to reveal to them, 

that they might learn of him, BS conform their wills to him, 
learn to love him 
arQarnll>®alave him, and, hy his grace to become like him, 

was nirvananothingness. To Buddha the only 

hope of the world consisted In getting out of It, the only 

hope In life lay In getting rid of It. The Hindu, believing 

his soul to be an emanation of the tlnlversal Soul, could not 

expect to terminate his existence In the grave, willing or 

unwilling he was condemned to at least a lakh, one hundred 

thousand re-lncarnatlons, before he could hope to be delivered 

from the maya, the illusion of self, of individual existence, 

and be absorbed In the essence, Brahma. But Buddha, denying 

the existence of God, denied also the existence of any human 

soul to be reunited with him. And yet Buddha taught the doctrine 

of reincarnation as strenuously as It was taught In Brahman¬ 

ism. The Inconsistency Is explained In the Buddhist doctrine 

of Karma, a doctrine which Buddha took over from Brahmanism 

and developed BB further. Karma, asconcelved by Buddha, is 

the aggregatejf of merits and demerits In a human life, which, as 

fate has ordained It through the law of cause and effect, >tast 

bear their necessary fruits In another life. It is a transfer¬ 

ence to the new life not of the soul Itself, but of the results 

of the soul's activities. The soul suffers death and dis¬ 

integration Just as the body does, save In Its karma, which 

serves to link together the souls of each successive eeblrth, 

making of existence a continuous, endless chain of Individual 

links. Karma Is the seed of existence, and the only way to 

get rid of fexlstence Is to get rid of karma. This Buddha 

sought to accomplish for himself, and this way he taught 
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BB Ills disciples* each one must aocompllsh for Himself,/ / 
}\^LAMjuik.^ Ureiifhr 'oJL^ onu:^ HyujM i juf < orouc 

Without other help from any divine power ../Asan aid li 

quenching desire Buddha established monasteries where 

believers could retire and carry out In seclusion from the 
and he laid down many rules for their ascetic life, 

world their vows of abstlnence^^ As activity of any Kind 

must pay Its penalty In Karma, good deeds, equally with evil 

deeds required other transmigrations, and added new llnKs to 

the hated chain of existence, yet Buddha, ®BBSBB®SBBfiai 
K K V.-' V^' • 

more merciful himself than.His philosophical system, both 
I ' n 

practiced charity and en;)olned It upon his disciples. It Is 

claimed for him by his disciples that he prolonged greatly his 

own existence of suffering, delaying thus his dhtrance Into 

Karma, because of his helpfulness to the slcK and the suffer¬ 

ing about him. 

Buddha's Fourfold Path was a path of Knowledge, not of 

faith; IBNWNiNffiNgNMMBN®NBirairBllffilffBIIBIfB]ff$l®tfBNBIlBfiBNBH®lSBlI 
primarily 

It was a call addressed^to the Intellect, not to the heart 

It was further divided Into an eightfold classification, viz. 

right views, right thoughts, right speech, right actions, 

right living, right exertion, right recollection, and right 

meditation. The word "right” Is not considered here with ref¬ 

erence to conformity to the will of a righteous aod, for 

Buddha had no place for G-od In his system, but with ref¬ 

erence to Its efficacy In getting rid of existence. But 

Buddha's disciples Interpreted Buddhas philosophy In the 

terms of Buddha's personal character and conduct, and 

Buddhism became, as compared with Brahmanism, a humane 

and compassionate religion, having at heart the alleviation 

of suffering. 
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To tills fact, doubtless, rather that to Its doctrine 
it was spread ou 

oncernlng >3od^that Buridhlsra BPBOB so rapidly throug^t India, 

China, Burmah, Ceylon, Japan, &c. Bat It did not long re¬ 

main a religion without a 3-od. The Brahmanism which It had 

to so large an extent supplanted In India, was too "liberal',' 

too accommodating to man's Infirmities to hold aloof and 

allow Its rival to grow greater at Its expense, it offered 

the right hand of fellowship to the now faith by maKlng a 

god of Buddha himself, and setting up his Images everywhere 

for the people to worship. The followers of Buddha were al¬ 

ready worshipping the relics of their master, already had they 

made of him a god, to take the place of the Cod he had de¬ 

throned, and were worshipping as a god the Images of him 

they had pre^red, Buddha's worthy ,©ffopt to suppress caste 

had falied,/there was not muclv left to distinguish between the 

two faiths, and It ended In the old religion taking back the 

new one Into Its own bosom, and In India, the home of the 

new faith. Buddhism practically ceased to exist. Pop Brahman¬ 

ism now became a persecuting power, and those who would not 

submit to its blandishments were compelled to submit to the 

sword. But In the other lands mentioned Buddhism continues 

to flourish. Bverywhero, however the Images of Buddha are 

worshipped by his followers as a god, and In many of the 

countries where his religion prevails, other deties are 

associated with him as objects of worship, in no land has 

Buddhism succeeded In raising the people to a higher civ- 
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Prom the same busy hive of humanity in the highlands of 

^‘SaiiGT-other Aryan races, sens of Japheth, 

went forth from one side into Persia, from another into Europe. 

One of these families settled in Q-reece. History gives no 

record of these migrations, but the languages spolcen b y 

the various peoples of Europe and America, of Persia, and 

of India show that they were all derived from a common source, 

the ancient Sanscrit. The Q-reeKs were nature worshippers, or 

at least became so soon after maKing their new home in the 

west; later on they developed a very elaborate pantheistic 

philosophy through which they sought to explain the universe, 

Its origin, and its destiny. The areelcs became the teachers 
secular 

of all the Western world in every department of icnowiedg^, 

and this high station they held,through the literature they 

f*or more than two thousand years. But their ov/n early 

'^■teac^s of religion were their poets, whose rnyth- 

ologlcai tales were the reflection of their beliefs concerning the 

gods they worshipped. To their conceptions the gods were 

glorified men, animated by all of humanity's passions, but 

restrained by none of humanity's responsibilities. The philos¬ 

ophers tried to correct the grossest of these beliefs of 

the people, and Zeno, who founded the school of the Stoics, 

devised a system of Interpretation by means of which the 

3 ^^"lasclvlous stories of the gods told by Homer and Hesiod 

V ^ were transformed into instructive moral precepts. 

The example thus set found many imitators. The schools of 

the Rabbis in Palestine and in Babylon hadbeen long accustomed 

to the use of allegorical Interpretation^ of the Old Testament 

at the time that Pbllo, who lived at Alexandria when Christ 

was carrying on his earthly ministry at Jerusalem, employed 
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thl3 raetnod In the endeavor to reconcile the Old Testament 

I history of the Jews with the teachings of Greek pantheistic 

philosophy. 

Christianity holdly met and successfully overthrew the 

religions of Greece and Rome, together, with the false deduc- 

tlons of the philosophies of those There was much t 

that was true in the speculations of Socrates ,Plato, Aris¬ 

totle, and the great minds who were contemporary with them^ or 

v/ho succeeded them, and this was incorporated in Clirlstlan 

thought, for the early fathers of the church were likewise 

mighty men,, learned in all the wisdom of the Greeks. But # 

Christianity had to wage a constant warfare, for many centuries 

to prevent the Church from being swallowed up in the vast 

encompassing sea of pantheistic speculation and polytheistic 

practice arrayed against it on every side. It was not as 

an avowed eneir^, that pantheism was most to be feared for 
ouim** * 

Rome employed^a 11’the resources of her. vast powers for cen¬ 

turies in the attempt to cTush out by persecution 
• T, ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "tile old religions came 
the Church of Christ, it was when^ BBBBSfflg in the guise of 

friendship, seeking alliances and mutual adjustments of 

their relations, that Christianity was most in danger from 

them. 

The earliest of these was the religion of the Gnostics, 

the imowers (arlf )/ of the mysteries of the universal reli¬ 

gion. The Gnostics sought to construct a new religion by 

fustng into one Judaism, Zoroastrianism, Christianity, and 

an the pagan cultstogether with a pan¬ 

theistic philosophy of the Deity. By means of Philo's system 

of allegorical interpretation the Bible, the Avesta, and the 
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easily 

oracles of the gods of the heathen were.made to harmonize. 

These teachings met with great success at first, and for 

several hundred years Gnosticism was a thorn In the side 

of the Church of Christ, and an active rival for supremacy 

over the hearts of men. Christianity was itself a new reli¬ 

gion, and the mass of Its converts were Inexperienced In 

questions of doctrines and creeds,the arguments of the 

Gnostic propagandists were plausihle, reinforced as they were 

hy their system of Interpretation of the Bible. The Gnostic 

doctrines seemed to many of the Christian converts quite 

likely to be true, and the new faith Increased Its numbers 

and spread rapidly on every side. 

Simon Magus, mentioned In Acts S:l3, Is credited with being 

the founder of Gnosticism. He taught that Christ was the 

Redeemer of the world, but that he was Inferior In rank and 

power to himself. He himself was, he taught, the Supreme God, 

the Lord of all things In heaven and earth. Two great schools 

of Gnosticism arose, of which the one at Antioch was founded 

by Menander, the pupil of Simon. The Alexandrian School 

was more Important still, and produced the noted Gnostic 

leaders, Oerlnthusfsald to have been personally denounced by 

St. Joiin), Basilldes, and Valentinus. According to the Gnos¬ 

tic doctrines God was whollylnconcelvable; he was the Unnam- 

able, the Unfathomable Abyss. Prom Him spn®iS by emanation 

a series of spiritual powers called Aeons. Christ was one 

of the higher Aeons, Simon and Menander, In the Syrian Gno¬ 

sis, were higher still. Darkness was an evil principle, an¬ 

tagonistic to the Unnamabie, but it was wholly Inert until 

quickened bb the Aeons of light in their descent by emanation 

Into the regions of darkness. 
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By tNe close of the third century after Christ the Gnos¬ 

tic doctrines had spent their force, and Gnosticism was no lon¬ 

ger formidable as an obstacle in the path of Christianity. 

But in its place had arisen two other religious systems of 

a similar character, both destined to become dangerous rivals 

of the now dominant faith. These were New Platonism and mnl- 

cbaelsm. The philosophy of the Neopiatonlsts, as developed 

b' Plotinus, was one of revelation, of divine communications, 

but these, Plotinus claimed, were received by him both by 

the medium of direct ecstatic possession, and by that of the 

religious traditions and rites of all nations. While seeding 

to accommodate their doctrines to Christians by allegorical 

interpretations, as did the Cnostlcs, the Neopiatonlsts were 

yet bitterly opposed to the Christian doctrine of the 

Incarnation. That G-od could come down from his Ineffable 

dwelling place and become contaminated by the touch of 

matter was an impossible conception to the^Neoplatonlst. 

But man could, by ascetic practices and meditation, by en¬ 

tire withdrawal of the soul from selfhood, divest himself 

of his human nature and enter into ecstatic communication 

with God,—he could for a brief period become God. The 

Enciycopaedla Brltannlca contains an article on the various 

developments of Neoplatonism from which I maice several 

extracts: 



"The ancient reli^ionc of the Enet had a peculiar 
interest for the Meoplatoniat. In the interpretation of n3/''hs Neopla¬ 
tonism followed the allof^orical method, as practiced especially by the 
Stoics; but the importance it attached to the spiritualised myths was 
unknown to the Stoa. The latter inter’.Teted the myths and wore done 
with them; the later Neoplatonists treated then as the proper material 
and the secure foundation of philosophy. Meoxilatonism claimed to be 
not ir.ereljj- the absolute Tjhilosophy, the keystone of all previous sys¬ 
tems. but also the absolute religion, reinvigorating and transforming 
all previous religions. It contemplated a restoration of all the re¬ 
ligions of antiquity, by allowing eacli to retain ita traditional forms, 
u.nE. at the same time making each a vehicle for the religious attitude 
and the religious truth embraced in Neoplatonism; while every form of 
ritual was to become a stepping-stone to a '' igh noraJi ty v'orth^/' of 
mankind. In short, Neoplatonism oeiz s on the asT>iration of the hu¬ 
man soul after a higher life, and treats this psychological fact sUO the 
key to the interpretation of the universe. Hence the existing reli¬ 
gions, after being refined and spiritualioed , were made the basia of 
philosophy."—Hoc.Brit. Volxvii, p. 3pd. 

Neoplatonism teaches that the primeval Being is One, the only real 

existence. It is called the Good, because all things come from it and 

ou^^t to flow back into it, but it has no moral attributes, nor any attri¬ 

butes whatever in itself, because these would imnly limitation-, it is 

being vrithout magnitude, without life, without thouf^.t. It is really 

without existence, for it is conceived of as"above existence," above good¬ 

ness, "<!io. The system of Neoplatonism as contained in the Enneads of Plo¬ 

tinus includes hhe Essence, the Universal Mind, and the Universal 

Soul, and the phenomenal, or visible world, ihe Essence continucJly 

gives off emanations which give rise to the universe of Mind, and through 

this to the universe of Soul, and the Soul generates the world of existence. 

All things, so far as they have being, are divine, but with a difference. 

"Derived existence, however, is not like the original Being itself, but 
is subject to a law of diminishing completeness. It is indeed an image and 
reflexion of the first Being; but the further the igiag0SHH8S&8£$SSa80S8S 
aHi3S®a83S line of successive projections is prolonged the smaller is Its 
Sg'SS ahathe tinio existence. The totality of being may thus be conceived 
as a series of concentric circles, fading away towards the verge of non¬ 
existence, the force of the original Being in the outermost circle being 
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^ ancient religions of the East had a peculiar 
tonisrJof?'’ N®oPlatoni8t. In the interpretation of myths Neopla- 

allegorical method, as practiced especially by the 
attached to the spiritualized myths was 

^nown to the Stoa. The latter intei^Dreted the myths and were done 
“® later Neoplatonists treated them as the proper material 

^ the secure foundation of philosophy. Neoplatonism claimed to be 
not merely the absolute philosophy, the keystone of all previous sys¬ 
tems, but also the absolute religion, reinvigorating and transforming 
ail previous religions. It contemplated a restoration of all the re- 
igions of antiquity, by allowing each to retain ita traditional forms, 

ana at the same time making each a vehicle for the religious attitude 
and the religious truth embraced in Neoplatonism; while every form of 
ritual was to become a steijping-stone to a high morality -worthy of 
mankind. In short, Neoplatonism seizes on the aspiration of the hu¬ 
man soul after a hi^er life, and treats this psychological fact as the 
key to the interpretation of the universe. Hence the existing reli¬ 
gions, after being refined and spiritiiallzed, were made the basis of 
philosophy.“JIoo.Brit, Volxvii, p. 3^3. 

Neoplatonism teaches that the primeval Being is One, the only real 

existence. It is called the Good, because all things come from it 

ou^t to flow back into it, but it has no moral attributes, nor any attri¬ 

butes whatever in itself, because these would imply limitation; it is 

being without magnitude, without life, without thou^t. It is really 

without existence, for it is conceived of as^above existence," above good¬ 

ness,"&o, The system of Neoplatonism as contained in the Enneads of Plo¬ 

tinus includes the Essence, the Universal Mind, the Universal 

Soul, and the phenomenal, or visible world. The Essence continually 

gives off emanations which give rise to the universe of Mind, and throu^ 

this to the universe of Soul, and the Soul generates the world of existence. 

All things, so far as they have being, are divine, but with a difference; 

"Derived existence, however, is not like the original Being itself, but 
is Bub;jeot to a law of diminishing completeness. It is indeed an image and 
reflexion of the first Being; but the further the iaagBSaaaS&aBMaaSflSSS , 
SHSSBaSSS line of successive projections is prolonged the smaller is its 
8»38 ihatlie true existence. The totality of being may thus be conceived 
as a series of concentric circles, fading away towards the verge of non¬ 

existence, the force of the original Being in the outermost circle being 
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a vanishing quantity. Each lower stage of beibg is united with the "One" by 
all the hi^er stages, and receives its share of reality only by transmission 
throu^ them. All derived existence, however, has a drift towards, a longing 
for, the hiji^er, and bends toward it so far as its nature will permit." l.o. p. 336, 

Matter is really No Thing, yet it is the cause of divisibility and sensible 

existence. Nothing becomes a cause. Soul becomes differentiated into forces, 

and these unite with matter and form bodies. The universal soul becomes in¬ 

dividuated in the bodies of men, constituting the personal soul. Then the 

body dies the soul returns and is absorbed in the universal Soul from which 

it was derived. In parting with its body the individual soul loses also 

its personality, for the universal soul is impersonal. 

The human souls which have descended into human bodies are those which 

have allowed themselves to be ensnared by sensuality, they now seek to be¬ 

come independent, and assume a false existence. They are ensnared in the 

false belief that they are independent beings, that is, that they have r^ 

ally an individual identity, and it is necessary for them to be disabused of 

this false belief and return to Ood. This man may do, for he has some degree 

of freedom left. The return path is along the same road by which the soul 

descended. It must first return to itself, must free itself from self, the 

self that it has acquired in its relation with matter, so that it may recog¬ 

nize its oneness with the universal Soul and with the "One." This is effec¬ 

ted by practice of the purifying virtues, of which asceticism S8S8 and med¬ 

itation are the SBSSfS moat efficacious, 

"The last stage is reached when, in 
the hipest tension and concentration, beholding in silence and utter for- 
^tfhlness of all .things, it is able as it were to lose itself. Then it may 
see Ood, the fountain of life, the source of being, the origin od all good, ^ 
the root of the soul. In that moment it enjoys the hij^eat indescribable 
bliss; it is as it were swallowed up of divinity, baHSied in the li^t of 

eternity," l.c. 

Ther is no other way or hope of salvation than this; man must find his way 
back to Ood, for , according to the Platonist, Ood could not possibl|| "come down" 

to make his tabernacle with man. Ood is too pure and too exalted tobe contam¬ 

inated by contact with humanity. ■* 
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The Neoplatonlst's conception of God was essentially pantheistic. 

Though man Is an emanation from the Essence, an Integral 

part of his being he has become separated from God by 

such an Infinite degree that only by the annihilation of 

self can man find him. The Brahman, when he has attained 

to Icnowledge, when he has penetrated to the core of things 

and found that his consciousness of selfhood Is false, when 

he sees himself to be Brahma—he Is Brahma, he Is God. God 

does not come down to become a part of the Illusion of ex¬ 

istence to save man, man must save himself If he attains 

salvation. The God of the Neoplatonlst was the God of the 

Brahman, a God afar off. But what the Brahman could only 

accomplish through countless transmigrations the Neoplatonlst 

could do momentarily, as does the Sufi after him, by ecstasy. 

By asceticism,and penance, and meditation he succeeds for 

a time In overcoming the illusion of existence and becoming 

one with God, only he Is unable to maintain that state of 

blessedness. So the Neoplatonlst believed. And as all 

religions were but different manifestations of the one Di¬ 

vine essence they were all true, and all their apparent con¬ 

tradictions could be reconciled by considering them as symbols 

requiring only a correct Interpretation. NeopiatonIsAi^arose 

In the third century after Christ, It spread rapidly and flour¬ 

ished wherever Christianity was found. But the new 

reached Its limit of growth and began to decay, an(|4fter 
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Your own city o4 Hanadan was responolble for the third of the three 

great religions that contested the field with Christianity in the early 
or Uani, 

yeai’s of its history, for Manes j^^the founder of Manioheeism, is said 

to have been a citizen of Eobatana, the ancient name of Kamadan, as k 

known to the Greeks. According to Biruni and the Tihrist, the Mohamme¬ 

dan authorities on the subject, Mani was born in the year 215 A.D., his 

father, Futak, bringing up his son in the religious teachings of the 

Mo^tasileh, a Babylonian cult allied to that of the Mandaeaae. Mani 

constructed a religious system the basis of which was the old Babylo¬ 

nian nature worship (animism), from whence also Onosticisn derived 

many of its doctrines, ant^to these he added elements from Parseeism 

and from Christianity. Mani proclaimed himself the promised Par¬ 

aclete, the Holy Spirit. His ideas about Christianity appear to have 

been obtained throuiJi the Gnostic sects rather than direct. He ac¬ 

knowledged Jesus as the Christ, but rejected his teachings. His Jesus 
an 

was eaSSfiftSII mntirely ideal per8on,the historic Jesus he assigned to 
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.-4,4 the kingdom of darkness. Like the Gnostics and the New Platoniste 
made much use of allegorical interpretation in harmonizing its doctrines with those of 

other 
":^eIlgionB. 

Manlcheeism spread very rapidly throu^out western Asia and in 

Europe and Africa, and it continued to assert itself In the east 

after the Mohammedan conquest, thou^ bitterly persecuted at times 

both by Moslem and Christian rulers, as it had been in the person of 

its founder, by the Sassanians, by whom he was put to death, 

M^ani<^aeism undertook to make over the idol worship of the old 

nature wer^tip, and to transform its heathen rites into a spiritual 

worship. /It offered to the world an ethical system of a hi^ order, 

and‘'a/(dlvine being in the person of its founder. It showed great adap- 

tibility to different classes and conditions, and many were drawn 

away by it from the Christian Church. Augustine, the greatest the¬ 

ologian the church has yet jroduc^^^was for nine years prior to his 
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BAHAISM AND CHRISTIANITY. 

Ismalllsm furnishes the next example of a religion whose founder 

sought to Incorporate^ln It all religions and to reconcil them oy 

means of allegorical Interpretations of their sacred dooks 

The main authority for 
what I shall have to say about Ismailism is E.G. Browne, of Cam¬ 

bridge, Eng., who has written at length about this heretical Mos¬ 

lem sect in his most recent book, "A Literary History of Persia.” 

The system of heretical beliefs comprised under the general name 

of Ismialism had its origin in the "Mission" (dawa)of the Abbasids, 

" which" says this author, "working silently but surely on the 

abundant elements of disaffection which already existed, under¬ 

mined the Umayyad power, and within thirty years overthrew the 

tottering edifice of their dynasty. The agents of this propaganda 

(du'at )-able, self-devoted men, who, thou^ avoiding any premature 

outbreak, were at any moment ready to sacrifice their lives for the 

cause, worked especially on the ferment of discontent which leavened 

the Persian province of Khurasan.On the support of the op¬ 

pressed and slighted Persians especially the propagandists could 

reckon, for these were a wise and capable people with a great past, reduced to misery and 

treated with contempt by a merely martial race, inferior to them in 

almost every respect save personal valor and love of independence, 

j.There was, however, another party whose support was need¬ 

ed for the success of the Abhasid cause, namely the (Arab) Shiites." 

The Shiahs had already become divided, on the death of the Imam 

Hosein, into two parties, one of which supported his younger half- 

brother, Mohammed ibnu'l-Hanaf iyya, and the other his son Ali, known 

as Zainu'l-Abidin. The former party were called Hashimiyya, from Hashim, 

son of Mohammed, who is supposed to have been the originator of the 

dogma of the Imaraat, namely that the Imamate was a divine spiritual 

principle, always existent in the world, and passing on from one 

P 
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Imam to his successor, so that the faithful could never be withouut 

the presence of a divine, infallible, and personal leader, 

The other party of the Shieihs were called Imamiyya, because they 

held that the Imams must be descended both from All and Fatima. 

Both these branches of the Shiahs were engaged with the Abbasids 

^^n their successful effort to overthrow, the rule, of the Umayyads. / 

Van Vloten attributes this success mainly to three causes, namely: ^' 

(1^ The inveterate hatred of the subject Persians toward their for- ^ 

eign oppressors. (2)The Shiah movement, (3) The expectation of a J 
to 

Messiah, or deliverer. Certain it is that it was the^Persians,Bfin- 

BBBBBBUBffiilBfflBBBRBBBfl, and to the genius of their leader, Abu^Tuslljai/ 

that the triumph wf the Abase:ds was eg4«fjy due, though the ^^i^er 

monopolized most of its rewards. Merwan II, the last of the the BBfiBBBflBBC 

Caliphs of Damascus, was dethroned, and Abul Abbas set up in his 

place, A '* k i/'-v ■' 
i / (■ 

Thus early, in the year 123 A.H., did the Messianic hope become 

a potent influence in the destinies of Islam, But how different was 

its conception in the house of its adoption from theh hope of the 

prophets of Israel and of the Church of Christ, sustained through 

twenty five centuries of pr;eyious h3s;tjarx. David had been a aan- nf 

-se&Y and thou^ th^ 

hy 

_ ■ 

'Were necessary to preserve the life 

of the Chosen people from the enemies which oppressed them, and as 
the Lord told him that 

such were approved by Jehovah, yet^the fact that he was a man of 

war^ and had shed blood had disqualified him from building the 

temple, on which he had set his heart. That great office must 

be left to another; for the Temple and its service was to bea 

symbol of H4a-..who^ was promised, the seed of Abraham, the Prince 

of Peace. He should not strive nor cry, in whcee day violence 

should no more be heard in the land, nor wasting or destruction 
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within its borders. A man ot war, even though he were a prophet, 

could not fittinglythe Messiah in building to him an 

earthly Temple. But Abu Muslin became the center of the Messianic 

hopes of the Persians who were longing to throw off the yoke of the 

Arabs, and Abu Muslim inspired in his followers a devotion so great 

that it is said iiWn the Magian dehgans. or landed proprietors,for- 
After his death 

Book their old religion and became Moslems for his sake.^ The "Ohulat, 

or ultra Shiah sects, of which there were many then in Persia, would 
that he was dead, 

not believe IHBlfflliBHBHBHBIDPHllffilflfflglBH, and they awaited his return 

to fill the earth with justice, ahflHIEMBHgHBHBHYHBliSHBHBffilHBr IbBBH 

dBHEHii 

Now Abu Muslim was not only a shedder of blood y 

te is represented to have reveled in blo^shed and riot. Al-Yaqubi 

says that on his own admission he had caused 100,000 persons to be 

put to death, besides those slain in battle, while oothers estimate 

the ntuaber as hi^.a8 600,000. ^ His Mster, the newly installed 
uy(U ktLucui^ (su^ (Lry^ a-< 4 

Caliph, Abu*l Abbas,^ad a like bloodthirsty disposition, so much 

so that he became know by the name of"es-Seffah” , the shedder of 

blood. And this was the most distinguishing characteristic of 

the long line of Ismailite messiahs that came afetr Abu J^fuslim, as 

we shall see further on. 

The year 260, A.H. (A.D.^)73) is noted as being the year of the 

division of the Shiahs into two sects, the "Sect of the Seven," 

and the "Sect of the Twelve," and also the year of the "Occultation," 

or disappearance of the Twelfth Imam of the "Sect of the Twelve." 

Both these sects were branches of the Imamiyya, and both accepted 

the dogma of the "Imamat. Browne relates the story of the schism 

as follows; 
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"As far as the sixth Imam, Ja'far as-Sadlq, the great-grand- 
son of al-Hisayn, who died In A.H. l4s (A.D. 765), the Sects 
of the Seven and of the Twelve agree concerning the succession 
of their pontiffs, hut here the agreement ceases. Ja'far orig¬ 
inally nominated as his successor his eldest son Ismail, hut 
afterwards, helng displeased with him fbecause, as some assert, 
he was detected Indulging himself with wine), he revoked this 
nomination and designated another of his sons, Misa al-Kazlm 
(the seventh Imam of the sect of the Twelve) as the next Imam. 
Ismail, as Is generally asserted, died during his father's life¬ 
time; and, that no douht might exist on this point, his body was 
publicly shown. But some of the Shl'a refused to withdraw their 
allegiance from him, alleging that the nomination could not be 
revoked, and that even If he did drink wine this was done delib¬ 
erately and with a high purpose, to show that the "wine" forbid¬ 
den by the prophet's teaching was to be understood In an alle¬ 
gorical sense as spiritual pride, or the like—a view contain¬ 
ing the germ of that extensive system of ta'wli, or allegorical 1 
Interpretation, v/hlch was afterwards so greatly developed by the 
Sect of the Seven. Nor did Ismail's death put an end to the sect 
which took Its name from him, though differences arose among 
them; some asserting that he was not really dead, or that he would 
return; others, that since he died during his father's lifetime 
he never actually became Imam, but that the nomination was made 
In order that the Imamate might be transmitted through him to 
his son Mihammad, whom, consequently, they regarded as the 
Seventh, Last, and perfect Imam; while others apparently regarded 
Ismail and his son Muhammad as Identical, the latter being a return 
or reincarnation of the former." Literary History of Persia, p. 393. 

With Mohammed, son of Ismail, according to the Israalils, 

the line of visible Imams ends, while the line recognized by the 

orthodox Bhlahs continues through Jaafar as-sadlq's son MUsa 

Kazlm to Mohammed el-Mehdl, son of Hassan Askarl, who was the 

twelfth and last visible Imam of the "sect of the Twelve." 

The Shiahs hold that he did not die, but that he disappeared In 

an underground passage in Surraman Rha In the year 260, A.H. 

that he still lives, surrounded by a chosen band of his follow¬ 

ers, In one of those mysterious cities Jabuika and Jabulsa; and 

that when the fulness of time Is come, when the earth Is filled 

with Injustice and the faithful are plunged In despair 

he will come forth heralded by 
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, overthi’ov; the infidels, establish universal 

peace and justice, and inaufcu.rate a nlllennlum of blessed¬ 

ness. During the whole period of his Imainat^, i.e. from 

■&he year A.K;*^!!!! the present day, the Imam Mahdi has been 

Invisible and inaccessible to the mass of his followers, 

and this is v/hat is signified by the term''Occultation 

(ghaibat). After assui.dng the functions of Imam and pre¬ 

siding at the burial of his father and predecessor, the Imam 

Hasan Ashari, he disappeared from the sight of all save 

a chosen few, who, one after another, continued to act as 

channels of communication between him and his followers. These 

persons were known as "Gates (ahwab). The first of them 

vms Abu Umar Otliman ibn Said Umari; the second Abu Jafar Mtiham- 

med ibn Othman, son of the above, the third Hosein ibn 

Hull Naw-bakhtl; the fourth Abul Hasan All Ibn Muharamed 

Slmari. Of these "Gates" the first was appointed by the _ ' 

Imam Hasan Askari, the others by the then-acting "Gate" 

with the sanction and approv^^d of the Ima.m Mahdi. This 

period- extending over dxty-nine years- during v/hich the 

Imam v;as still accessible by means of the "Gates" is known 

as the"lesser" or "Minor Occultation" (ghaibat-i-Gughra ). 

This v/as succeeded by the "Greater" or"Major Occultation" 

(ghaibat-i-kubra). iVhen Abul Hasan All, the last of the 

"Gates", drew near his latter end, he vms urged by the faith¬ 

ful (lYho contemplated with despair the prospect of complete 

severance from ihe^Imamj to nominate a successor. This, 

however, he refused to do, saying,^God hath a purpose which 
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He will accomplish, ' So on his death all comniunlcatlon between 

the Imam and his church ceased, and the 'J\^;)or Occuitatlon began 

and shall continue until the Heturn of the Imam taK.es place in 

the fulness of time. Besides these two occultatlons mentioned 

in the text, another, called "The Ijeast occyiltatlon"(G-halbat-l- 

Isfar), Is recognized by shlah theologians. This last, however, 

refers to the future, and indicates a period extending from 

noon on Friday to the morning of Saturday, the 10th of Moharrem, 

during which the Imam will temporarily disappear after his return." 

Browne, The Episode of the Bab, pp 296f. 

In this doctrine of the Concealed Imam, whose return is 

awaited so longingly by the various sects of the Shiah, we find 

another Olirlstlan doctrine adopted by Islam, namely, that of the 

risen and ascended Christ, who said to his disciples, "If I go 

and prepare a place for you,I will come again,and receive you un4>o 

myself; that, where I am, there ye may be also," "^hat the doctrine 

has gained nothing in the transition, but that It has on the 

contrary, lost Immeasurably In significance and hope for the 

human race It will be my endeavor to show further on. Yet It 

Is the echo of a great and blessed hope, most precious to the he 

heart of the Christian, and as such he must feel the deepest 
in those who 

Interest SB® hear It so faintly and far off. 
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A hundred years after the death of iJoharamed, son of Ismail, 

and coinciding with the Occuitatlon of th eTwelfth Imam Abdul¬ 

lah bin Maymua/el Kaddah, of Ahwaz, one of the Sect of the s.e<^^.x. 

developed a religious system which v/as Intended to unite 

all Islam, Christianity, Judaism, and all other faiths In one. 

Abdullah did not originate, he only formulated In a moreconnec- 

ted system doctrines already extensively prevalent In the wide 

spread territories of Islam. The principal heretical doctrines 
nf Browne to be ancient and almost endemic 
oi tne Ultra Shiahsaccording to Shahrlstani, are four: anthro- In 

pomorphlsm, the ascription of human attributes and feelings to 

hod; assuming God to exist In a human form ftashblh); change of 

divine purpose (bada); retuM of the imam frljat); and transmi¬ 

gration, (tanassuxh). With these potent Instru¬ 

ments, aided by the employment of a system of allegorical In- 

Accordlng to Browns the chief thing which the doctrines of 

Abdullah derived from Ismail, the seventh Imam, was Its name, 

Ismalll; but it bore several other names, such as Sabl(('The Sect 

of the seven'); Batlnlf 'The Esoteric sect') TailmKDoctrlna jre' ) 

"because, according to Its tenets the true'teaching' or 'doctrine' 

ftaallm) could only be obtained from the Imam of the time; Patlrnl 

(owing allegiance to the descendants of Fatima); Klrmatl, or 

Oarmathlan, after the dal Hamdan Karrnat. By their foes, espe¬ 

cially In Persia, they wer()very commonly called Maiahl^da and later, 

after the ^ Hasa^^-Sa H^hlshl (.«: 

eaters') 

:gnalllam 

a Iid_4ia3ri4dtcal: 

—In—tire—reilgdryTTg 

^Mostorn Asl-a-for nearly 

s Is necessary ir, 
^ anv 

J^eans that an account of its doctrine 
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review of present religious 

in that quarter of the 

In Persian or Irablc^X subject was either 

European languages. - .... tai 

I quote as 
follows: 

‘1^ 

t^rsg^Lh 
spLwn^^ ^ B/ their 
public by -£niv very commonly callod 
Professor (* topi ous-,.hereticuU,.and--after 
Brovm e, in '^e^|T jf- 

worK, ''A\ltreven~\r^*^'*'^"+n^ ninges tc a large extent on the number 
©rary Hlsto —’i • -u ’ ^ loss degree, on the number twelvw: nun— 
r^of Pefs^ahoJv are written plain in the ^universe Indlin tlT 
from which zod?o°ii^?* there are seven Planets and twelve 

^ •^igns; seven days in the weeh and twelve months 
year; seven cervical vertebrae and twelve dorsal, 

number seven appears in the Heavens, the 
the Climes, and the apertures of the face and head 

(tx/o ears, ^ two eyes, two nostrils, and the mouth). 
intermediate between God and Man are the Five Princlules 

unlvereal Reason, the Unlve?s£“?S)®“ 
space, and Kenoina or Time), 

making in all Seven Grades of Existence. 

unaided endeavors, 
-S teaching (taalim) of the Unlver- 

whicn from time,|to time becomes incarnate 
in uhe form of a Prophet or Speaker (Natiq) and teaches 
more fi^ly and completely in each successive’ Manifestation 

evolution of the Human understanding, the ’ 
spirioual truths necessary for its guidance, six great 
Prophetic Cycles have passed (those of Adam, Noah, Abraham 
Moses, Jesus, and Muhammad), and the last and seventh 

the first time the Esoteric Doctrine, 
the true inwardness of the Law and the Prophets, is made 
clear, was :uiaug*urated by I,ruh8jiim8.d b, Ismail, the Kalm 
^ piseth ), or Sahibu«z-Zaman (‘Lord of thTTme* ). 
S^it^'Sllent^ succeeded by seven liuams (called 
Sam^, Silent;, of whom the iirst (called Asas, 'Pounda- 
^lon? 03? Sus, 'Root,' or 'Origin' ) is always the intimate 
companion of the ^Ug, and the repository of his esoSSc 
teaching. The series in detail is as follows:- 

< 
s. 

Natiq. 

2. 
S. 
4. 

Adam. 

Noah. 
Abraham. 

Asas,who is the first of the seven 
Samits or Imams. 

Seth. (Each Samit has twelve HuJJats 
‘Froofs', or Chief Dais.) -’ 

3hem. 
Ishmael. 
Aaron,^John the Baptist was the last 

pumit of this series, and the 
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ininediate precursor of Jesus, 
the next NatlQi. 

5. Jesus. Simon Peter. 
6 Muhammad. All, followed by al-llasan, al-Hu 

sayn, All Zaynu•l-Abidin, Mu¬ 
hammad al-Baqir, Jafar as—Sadlq, 
and Ismail. 

7. Muhammad b, Ismail. Abdu'llah b. Maymun al- Kaddali, 
followed by two of his sons, 
Ahmad and Muhammad, and by 
his grandson Said, later imown 
as ’Ubaydu'llah—al—Mahdi (who 

pretended to be the grandson of Muliamad b. Ismail), the 
founder of the Eatimid Dynasty. 

"In the correspondence established between the Grades of 
Being and the Ismaili hierarchy there seems t o be a lacuna, 
since God, the Primal Unloiowable Essence, is represented 
by no class in the latter. As to the last term also I am 
in doubt. The other correspondences are as follov/’s:- 

1. God. 
rj. The Universal Reason (Aql-i-Kulli), mnifested in the 

Natiq or prophet. 
3. The Universal Soul (Nafs-i-Kulli 
4. Primal Matter (Hayyula), manifested in the Samits or 

Imams. 
5. Space, or Pleroma (al- Mala), manifested in the Hujjat 

or ’Proof. - 
6. Time, or Kenoma (al-ldiala), manifested in the Dai 

or Missionary. 
7. ?The Material Universe, manifested in the ?Believer. 

Corresponding still with the dominant number are the de¬ 
grees of initiation through which, according to his capacity 
and aptitude, the proselyte is successively lead by the 

though these were after\Tards raised to nine (perhaps 
to agree with the nine celestial spheres, i.e., the seven 
planetery spheres, the Sphere of the Fixed Stars, and the 
Empyn^ean). 

The dai commonly adopted some ostensible profession, 
such as that of a merchant, physician, oculist, or the like, 
and in this guise, arrived at the place where he proposed to 
begin operations. In the first instance his aim was to Impress 
his neighbors with a high idea of his piety and benevolence. 
To this end he was constant in alms-giving and prayer, until 
he had established a high reputation for devout living, and had 
gathered round him a circle of achiilrers. To these, especially 
to such as appeared most apt to receive them, he began grad¬ 
ually and cautiously to propound his doctrines, striving espe¬ 
cially to arouse the curiosity of his hearers, to awalcen in then 
a spirit of inquiry, and to impress them with a high opin¬ 
ion 
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ion of his xTisdom, but prepared at any moment to draw bach 
if they showed signs of restiveness or suspicion. Thus he 
speahs of religion as a Hidden Science, insists on the 
symbolic character of its prescriptions, and hints that the 
outward observance of Prayer, the Past, the Pilgrimage, and 
Alms-giving is of little value if their spiritual signif¬ 
icance be not understood. If curiosity and an eagerness to 
learn more are manifested by his hearer, the dai begins an ex¬ 
planation, but breahs it off in the middle, hinting that such 
divine mysteries may only be disclosed to one who has tahen 
the oath of allegiance to the Imam of the age, the chosen 
representative of God on earth, and the sole repository 
of this Hidden Science, which he confides only to such as 
prove themselves worthy to receive it. The pritiary aim 
of tlie dal is, indeed mainly to secure from the proselyte 

this allegiance, ratified by a binding oath and expressed 
by the periodical payment of a tribute of money. Of the ques¬ 
tions whereby he seeks to excite the neophyte's curiosity 
the following are specimens 

*fhy did God take seven days to create the universe, 
when he could just as easily have created it in a single 
moment?' 

—U;^at in rieaii^ are“'^ti>e^oriiienT^'-o^ How can it be 
true^t4mt the shihe of the d&smed willNbe changed livto c^ier 
shins, ij^order tha\,these, whJ^h have nof part^cipat^d^ ' 
in their sins, may be'^^bmltted^O-the Torment oi'S^e Pire?‘ 

'Tnat are the Seven (Mtes of Hell-Fire and the Sight 
Gates of Paradise?' 

'Way were the heavens created according to the number Seven, 
and the earths likewise? And why is the first chapter of 
the Koran composed of seven verses?' 

'V/hat means this axiom of the philosophers, that rjan is 
a little world(liicrocosm) and the l,?orld a magnified man? 
17hy does man, contrary to all other animals, carry himself 
erect? Way has he ten digits on the hands, and as many 
on the feet; and \7hy are four digits of the hand divided 
each into three phalanges, while the thumb has only two? 
T-liy has the face alone seven apertoes, while in all the rest 
of the body there are but two? Y.'hy has he twelve dorsal and sev¬ 
en cervical vertebrae? IThy has his head the form of the letter 
mim, his two hands that of a 1^, his belly that of a mlm, 
and his two legs that of a dal, in such xvise that he forms, 
as it were, a written booh, of which the interpretation 
is the name of Muhammad (IvfflMD)? T/hy does his stature, when 
erect, resemble the letter allf, while when he Kneels it 
resembles the letter lam, and ?7hen he is prostrate the letter 
ha, in such wise that he forms, as it were, an inscription of 
which the reading is I3.ah (ILH), God? (This refers to the 
three positions in prayer named hiyam, ruhu, and sujud). 

'Then', says de Sacy,(Expose, Int,, pp. 87-89), 'addressing 
th 
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themselves to those who listen to them, they say: ‘Will you 
not reflect on your own state? Will a^ou not meditate attentive— 

recognize that He wlio has created you Is wise, 
that He does not act hy chance, that He has acted In all this 
with wisdom, and that It Is for secret and mysterious reasons 
that He ^ has united what He has united, and dlvia.ed what He 
has divided? How can you Imagine that It Is permissible 
for you to turn aside your attention from all these tbino-s, 
when you hear these words of God:-‘'There are signs on the 
earth to those who believe with a firm faith; and In your 
own selves; will ye not then consider?»(Koran, 11, 20-21), 
And again, "And God propounds unto manirind parables, that 
P_ey.chance they may reflect thereon. ■' (Koran,'xlv, 30), 
And^again, "We wlir show them our signs In the horizons and 

themselves, "that it may become clear unto them that this 
is the Tr'ath»"tKQfan^ xll, 53). And again, "tliosoever is 
blind in respect to (the things of) this life is also blind 
in respect to (the things ofj the other life, and follows 
a misleading path."' (Koran xvil, 74, ) 

"Finally, by some or all of these means, the dal prevails 
upon ihe neophyte to tahe the oath of allegiance, saying- 

•Bind yourself, then, by placing your right hand in mine, 
and promise me,^with the most inviolable oaths and assuran¬ 
ces, that you will never divulge our secret, that you will 
not lend assistance to any one, be it who It may, against us, 
that you y/111 set no snare for us, that you \7ili not speah to 
us aught but the truth, and that youwill not laegue your¬ 
self vilt'n any of our enemies against us." 

"The full form of tlie oath will be found, by such as are 
curious as to its details, at pp. 138-147 of the Introduc¬ 
tion to de Sacy's Expose. 

The further degrees of initiation are briefly as follows 

"Second Degree. The neophyte is taught to believe that 
God's approval cannot be v/on by observing tlie prescriptions 
of Islam, unless the Inner Doctrine, of which they are 
mere symbols, be received from the Imam to 7;hom its guardianship 
has been entrusted. 

Third i^egree. The neophyte is instructed as to the nature 
and number.of the l^ms, and is taught to recognize the sig— 
wlficance in the spiritual and ma.terial worlds of the num¬ 
ber seven ?7hich they also represent. He is thus definitely 
detached from the Imamiyya of the Sect of the Twelve, and is 
taught to recognize the BtgnAfi last six of their Imams as 
persons devoid of spiritual linowledge and unv/orthy of reverence. 

Fourth Degree. The neophyte is now taught the doctrine 
of the seven Prophetic Periods, of the nature of the Hatici, 
the Sus or Asas and the remaining six Samits. (These,* who” 
su 
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sucoeed the Asas, are called ‘silent’ iQans, becanse, im- 
lihe the Prophet who Introduces each Period, they utter no 
new doctrine, but nerely teach and develop that which they 
have received from the Natiq.» ) He is also taught the doctrine 
of the abrogation by each Natiq. of the religion of his pred¬ 
ecessor. This teaching involves the admission (which def¬ 
initely places the proselyte outside the pals of Islam), 
that Muhammad v/as not the last of the Prophets, and that 
the Koran is not God*s final revelation to man. With Mu- 
liammad b. Ismail, the Seventh and Last Natiq, the Kaim 
(*He who ariseth’ ), the Saliibu'l-Amr ('Master of the Matter'), 
an end is put to the 'Sciences of the Ancients' (Ulumu'l- 
Avmalin). and the Esoteric (Batmii) Doctrine, the Science of 
Allegorical Interpretation (tawil), is inaugurated. 

Fifth Degree. Here the neophyte is further instructed in 
the Science of Numbers and in the applications of the 
taf/il. so that he discards many of the traditions, learns 
to speah contemptuously of the state of Religion, pays 
less and less heed to the letter of Scripture, and looHs 
forward to the abolition of all the outward observances of 
Islam He is also taught the significance of the number 
Twelve, and the recognition of the twelvw Hujjats or 'Proofs', 
vTho primarily conduct the propaganda of each Imam. These are 
typified in man's body by the twelve dorsal vertebrae, 
while the seven cervical vertebrae represent the Seven 
Prophets and the Seven Imams of each. 

Sixth Degree.-Here the proselyte is taught tlie allegorical 
meaning of the rites and obligations of Islam, such as prayer, 
alms, pilgrimage, fasting, and the like, and is then per¬ 
suaded that their outward observance is a matter of no 
consequence, and may be abandoned, since they Yiexe only 

^ .uj. J ijjm instituted by wise and philosophical lawgivers as a check 
. to restrain the vulgar and unenlightened herd."^ 

Seventh Degree. To this and the following degrees only 
^ " the leading dais, who fully comprehend the real natu.re and 
^Af^aim of their doctrine, can initiate. At this point is in- 

troduced the dualistic doctrine of the Pre-existent (al- 
Mufid, as-Sablq) and the Subsequent (al-Mustafid, at-Tali, 

^3-l-La-hiq), v:hlch is destined ultimately to imdermine the 
/CrnmmJ proselyte's belief in the Doctrine of the Divine Unity. 

Eighth Degree. Here the doctrine last mentioned is developed 
^a^'^ applied^ and the proselyte is taught that above the 

Pre-existent and the Subsequent is a being vHio h^ neither 
name. nor attribute, of v/hom nothin^-: can be uredmcted. j>^br attribute, of v/hom iiothing can be predated, 

to whom no worship can be rendered This Nameless BE- 
ing seems to represent the Zerwan Akarana. ('Boundless 

^ ,^_Time' ) of the Zoroastrian system, but, as may be seen by 
to de Sacy's Expose (pp. cxxl-cxxx), some ccn- 

fusion exists here, and different teachings were current 
. £>-z:^^amongst the Ismailis, which, however, agreed in this, that, 

to quote Nuwayri's expression, 'those who adopted them 

^JUi 
could 

(• 

no longer be reckoned other than amongst the Dualists u 
^ hJuMju^ "tkrfmMfUM uul 

‘hi'-L 
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and Materialists.' The proselyte is also taught that a 
Prophet is laioTm as such not by miracles, but by his ability 
to construct and to impose on manhind a system at once 
political, social, religious, and. philosophlcal-a d.octrine 

^ hiiurfi'eni^icl^e^ ainongst the Babis in 
/ Persia, .eifta■T)!F'4Thom' aa-M te-*i^>fflfa1?*^^st as the architect 

proved himselE to be■ such by bmiding a house, or tlie phy¬ 
sician-by healing, sickness, so the prophet provei^ his mission 

'^y founding a'di'i*dble religion. 
He is further taught to understand allegorically the end of 

the v;orld, the Resurrection, Puture Revmrds and Punishments, 
and other eschatological doctrines. 

Ninth Dep:ree. In this, the last degree of initiation, 
every vestige of dogmatic religion has been practically cast 
aside, and the initiate is become a philosopher pure and 
simple, free to adopt such system or admixture of systems 
as may be most to his taste, ’Often,’ says Nuwayrl, he 
embraces the views of Manes or Bardesanes; sometimes he adopts 
the Magian system, sometimes that of Plato or Aristotle: 
most frequently he borrows froLi each of these systems certain 
notions which he combines together, as commonly happens to 
these men, who, abaiidoning the truth, fall into a sort of 
bewilderment♦-Browne. Literary History of Persia, pp. 408-415. 

I 

((7 or Tit—of the -.-:^-a-ssins, fp-om-v-on^Haajmer-^. 
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BAHAISM AND CHRISTIANITY. 

It must not be forgotten that our Information concerning 

the teachings of Abdullah and his successors has come large 

ly through the enemies of Ismailism, l.e. the orthodox Mos¬ 

lem writers, both Sunni and Shiah. But we are told that 

on the establishment of the Patlmlte dynasty In Egypt these 

same doctrines were publicly taught at Mahadla, the seat of 

the Patlmlte caliphs, but as lodges, or Societies of Wisdom 

(Ma^ails-ul-Hllonat ) were organized also, for the initiation 

of candidates to their secret rites and for the inculcation 

of their esoteric doctrines. It would seem that all was not 

revealed to the public. During the reign of Hakim these 

lodges attained the rank and Influence of great universi¬ 

ties, and large sums of money were expended In maintaining 

their teachers—logicians, mathematicians, ^Jurists, physi¬ 

cians, &c ., and ail knovm branches of human knowledge were 

taught to great crowds of students. 
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Abdu'llah claimed to be a/Bi^lplty, -ass-^a—jE^ttcr^'f^.^iorse^ 

and brough forward "signs" to prove the claim, among others 

that he could traverse the ea.rth in the twinhling of an eye. 

He died, however, the next year after his "laanlfestatlon", 

and before he could do much to carry his plans into effect. 
stir in the world 

His successors made no great n-nmbw-nimftnpTinwBiiipThFiPi until 

the year A.H, 297, when his grandson Gald,v.mo had learned 

£rnim that the Berbers in North Africa were Impregnated with 

the Ismalli doctrines and were eagerly expecting the coming 
Imam, 

of the MadmUirii he announced himself to them as the promised 
declared himself to be the great grandson of Muhammad b, Ismail 

Mahdi. He^tooh the name of Abu Muhammad ‘Ubaydu'llah, 

and placing himself at their head he conquered the greater por¬ 

tion of North Africa, and founded the celebrated dynasty 

of the Patimlds, which lasted for more than a centuHTy and a 

(u 'I 

A 

(L^ half, and was represented by fourteen Caliphs. 

For some time the rule of the Patimlds is represented to 

have been, for that day, a beneficent one. They patronized 

learning, and were liberal and tolerant, their doctrines 

teaching that men must be converted by persuasion, not by 

force, liuizz, the fourth Patimid Caliph, the conqueror of 

Egypt, was especia:i^ly distinguished for justice and liber- ^ 

fourfh^Caj^iph^of 

ms ■ r ' 
expon'oajt of the doctroh^^ of the Isna^i^s, his naml^^eing 

execrateoW the world to ^'tW I . present day^^or the aucSi^ity 

of his assumpti'bn of the name and attributes of God, and 

> 



(or Aimed, Recording to von Eanimer) 
One of Abdul'llah•s dais was Harndan b. al-Ashath, better 

A - A 
known as Kamiat, from x-rham the sect of Carmathians derived 

its doctrines and its name. This man’s follOT/ers soon grew 
■njh 

so numerous ^^they freq.uently rose in revolt against the 

Caliphs of Baghdad throughout the region from Busra to 

Damascus. In the year 900 A.D. they gained a^ great victory 

over Abbas, the commander of the Caliph’s forces at Busra, 

and soon after Zikrawayh, a dai of the Karmathiins, threatened 

Damascus with a large army, andattacking the caravan 

returning from Mecca, put to death twenty thousand of the re¬ 

in 934 A.D, the^^captured another large 

pilgrim caravan, put^tiaag many to death, and for several years 

thereafter no caravans ?7ere allowed to proceed to Mecca 

but by their permission. In the year 950 A.D. Abu Tahir 

captured Mecca, killing 50,000 Muslims, and besides a 

great amount of booty, ©arryimg off the sacred relics in¬ 

cluding the Black Stone itself. The latter the Caliph v;as 

unable with all the resources at his command to recover, 

and it remained with the Carmathians at al-Ahsa for twenty- 

two years, when they voluntarily restored it to its place in 

the llaaba. 

Karmat declared everything alloY/able and indifferent,- 

meriting neither praise nor blame, and that all the commands 

of Islam YJ-ere to be interpreted allegorically. Moreover, 
xra.3 concealed, and 

all had reference to the Imam Maassum, who, though he oc- 

cupied no material throne, was Lord of all things. The injunc¬ 

tion of prayer meant only obedience to alms meant 

> 
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secret regarding the imam of the family of Ismail. Every¬ 

thing depended on the interpretation (taavli), without which 

the whole word of the xoran (tensli) had neither meaning 

nor value. Von Hammer, History of the Assassins, p. 29. 

For two centuries the doctrines of Karmat bbbb held sway 
0 

aBSESBaBi In the very heart of Islam until the wide spread 

conflagration was extinguished In hlood. Warring now against 

the Ahhasslds, now against the Patlmltes, now among them¬ 

selves, they devastated the peninsula of Arabia with fire 

and sword, till at length Its tribes ceased fighting from s 

sheer exhaustion. By this time almost the whole land had 

relapsed into barbarism, and wealth, trade, science, and 

literature had disappeared In a reign of universal anarchy. 

Prom the condition Into which these doctrines precipitated 

her the Arabs, who aspired to rule the whole world, and 

v/ho had so dlstlngulsed themselves as warriors. If not as 

rulers, have to this day been unable to deliver the land of 

their origin, and It remains what It was before Mohammed 

had united Its warring tribes under his own banner, and made 

of themfor a time a nation.'* ibid 
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Among the many stsrange products of the Ismalil doctrines were t;o 

personalities which have not to this day ceased to serve as enigmas to the 

students of history and of religion. The first of these was Hahlm Blamrll 

lahl, the sixth of the Patlmlte Caliphs, who began his reign 

In the year 3S6 A.H.(996 A.D.). in the year 407 A.H. he 

caused to be proclaimed In the mosques at Cairo that he was 

an Incarnation of the deity, and^hls claim was maintained 

till his death, ..ar;, fHis followers 

believed him to have withdrawn from the world for a season, 

and to this day the Druzes of Mt. Lebanon, who were con¬ 

verted to faith In him through his apostle Isrnali Darazee, 

are looking for his return to restore all things. 
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for ^^fie hideo'us^'^'Sruelty o;@rf'^!is mle^^ancl tlie wiokeclne.sS'" of 1118 

iCfe. 
/ 

"He Inaugur^^'ed His boyhood by-'the assassinjitiiJiK- of his 
teacher, Ba.:gdj''a\7an,; the cormiiLieGeiiient of his r«^sn hY the 
murder of .-his best public servants; its mi(^le by the death 
and prosdription of his <-Subjects; and 'Slackened the 
whole of his life by inithless acts and;^-4icked edicts:-" 
Gaihiarvon, Recollections of the Druse's of Lebanon, p, 63, 

Hakim taugt.t that ther6would be no further Incarnation 

after himself, and that the door of mercy v;as only open 

Ydiile he was yet present. In the follOYring yea.r Hamza 

ben Ali ben Almiad, a Persian mystic, who had become H3.kim*s 

vizrer, introduced into the system of his master some 

modifications to satisfy th^'*eq.uirements of other religions 

as well as to reconcile the various antagonistic sects of 

Islam. Room was fOYUid in the list of incarnations for Moses, 

Jesus, Muhammad, and Ali, so that the follovrers of each one 

of these might be satisfied. Three years later lakim was 

assassinated at the instigation of his own sister, but it was 

given out that he had only withdrawn for a season, and that 

when the tribulation of his people had reached its height, 

he vrould reappear to conquer the world and establish the 

faith over all the -Yferidr. 

The dogmas of this faith were that there is but One Go 

the primal Essence, v/ithcut attributes, and unknowable. 

Divine Unity was manifested in Hakim. The first of created 

beings, the Universal Intelligence, was impersonated in Hamza, 

who was the creator of all subordinate beings, Next in rank 

to him are four archangels, the Goul, the Word, the Right 

Hi 

r 
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V/ing, and the Left VJing, who were embodied respectively 

in Ismail Darazi, Miiharamad ben ?/ahab, Selama ben Abdalv/ahal, 

and Bohaeddin, and beneath these are spiritual agents of 

Of various ranlcs. The number of human beings adjiiits neither 

Of increase nor decrease, and a regular process of metempsy¬ 

chosis is maintained. The souls of the virtuous pass after 

death into the bodies of Chinese Druses; those of the wiched 

my be degraded to tlie level of cajiiels or dogs. All previous 

religions are but types of the true, and their sacred boohs 

ar-.., uO be interpreted allegorically. The propagation of 

the faith was intrusted by Hamza to four dais, one of whom, 

Montana Beha Eddin, xrxote many boohs on the doctrines of 

the sect. Afterwards the adi^ission of new converts was no 

longer periaitted, and the faithful v/ere forbidden to disclose 

the secrets of their faith. In order that their allegiance 

might not bring them into danger, they were allowed to 

mahe outward profession of ’whatever religion vras dominant 

ai’ound them. The Divinity of Hahim was first proclaiiaed in 

Cairo by Isiiail Daraze, who afterwards went to Syria and 

LLiii, -ue-OPtnon made many converts to the faith among the peaple of I'ioi-u. 
j / 

Tnese tooh their name from Daraze, and these peopleto the num- 

oer of seventy five thousand or more, still looh for 

the return of their God, Hahim Biamrullah. The chief town 

of the district whl fa they occupy is Deir-el-l^amar, situated 

about 15 miles southeast of Beyrout. Hahln's reign lasted 

twenty five years, during fourteen of which he 

'-to 
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made public claim to the exercise of divine power. A great 

tmiltltuae In Egypt accepted Mm as S ood, though In doing so 

some were doubtless actuated by fear. The reign of HaKlm 

orlme, bloodshed, and horrible cru- 

flve^^>^^ mm when It was cut short hy 

assassination. Neither these things, however, nor his blas¬ 

phemous Claim to divinity prevented his retaining the alle¬ 

giance of his subjects, and at his death there was a great 

multitude, both In Egypt and In surrounding lands who ven¬ 

erated him as a &od. After nine hundred yeras a large body 

of these, the Druzes, stlii remain In Mt. Lebanon, the Hau- 

ran, &c., and these are stlii confidently expecting his return. 

vuuuAuuu^ 

riJ (imA mAir huOuH) M ^Ac a^CuiY^ 
pAi Ac ^ AU- 

^Z^iuLUJ At (JytAuA 0MJ^ (^/7£J^ 

cMim 



personaliiLf‘S;,^^'’S"®® ProduotTof the lamalll (lootrlneaia^Ttwo 
personaTtt^s which hay,8_not jo this day ceased to seiwfS enigmas to the 

■'i 
jse was 

HaKlra BlamraiiahJ^tlie sixth of the 

Patimite C^i^phs who hegan his rei^if^in the year 386 A.H. 

In the yea/407\ii,,,^^.sed to ba-#roclaljiied in the mosques at Cai¬ 

ro that he was an Ine^ss^^Mn of the feity, and this claim 

v/as maintained till hj# de^Jg|three or four years later. 

Ills followers b^ieved him to withdrawn from the world 

for a season^-'und tc this day, the of Mount Lebanon, 

who were'i3onverted to faith in him throu^**sb^^ apostle 

Ismail Daraze, are loohing for his return to res^re all , 

^hliu's. 
'fti: ■ 
The otnen^was Hassan ben Saba,^ a!* native of Khorassan 

ViTho became a fellow student at Nlshapur of the great vi- 
Mallh Shah 

zler p:^Aa.^gh3*hl|ih!j Nizam-ul-Mulk, and also of Omar Khay- 

yaia, the poet. Hassan having been expelled from Persia by 

the Shah, went to Egypt and was received with high honor by 

the Ismaili grand lodge at Cairo. He soon stood in high 

favor v;lth the Calph Mostansar, but was after-wards compelled 

to flee :rrom Egqnpt and in A.H. 483 he gained possession 

of the castle of Alaxiut, near Rudbap?, Persia, whep?e he es- 

tablished a djmasty lasting Q.ver.:--.a hundred and’-fifty years, 

himself living to a greatly advanced age. 

The career of Hassan ben Saba has been even more of 

an enigma to the world than that of Hahim or Ab ullah. The doctrines 

Of the order, essentially the same as those of the Grand Lodge of H 

ahija at Cairo, both being developments of the teachings lOf Abdul ah 

werf employed to build up a religious and K^^p^al power 

v/hlch held its o^'^n in the midst of powerful enemies on 
JP- T V 

every side, for ti^de hundred years, a power at war with 

Moslem/Christian/and pagan, though attempting in its creed 

to reconcile all their di:^ferenGes, and one v^-hich made 

1 jr> ^ J. ^ jt X 
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itself hated and feared and its power felt from the borders 

of India even to the banks of the Danube in Central Europe. 

Hassan ben Saba was one of those men who appear from time 

to time in the history of the world who tlirouyh the instru¬ 

mentality of great power of will, the dominating influ¬ 

ence of a transcendent genius and a compelling personal¬ 

ity are able to impose their views on multitudes of their 

To these^ qilgflltieW’l^'^*^ fellow men, for good or for evil. 

added in his case, as in those of Hakim and Ab uli^'a concep¬ 

tion Of God as an impersonal essenc^Thich in itself dwells 
'> • J' 

without the sphere of human life and experience, 

^looks . impaWive on jnsxisman' s hopes and .fears in his 

struggles with hie environment h^-les by the decree 

Of £a¥h the inexorabdQ4iUccesslon of"'cause and effect. / 

imposes no moral dbligationindividualizes it- 

self in men of the hi best '.^^nlus findinpc' in t 
t-dy'il is 

hern the 

personality v^hlch does hot 
' ■ ' 

possess, and giving 
'-6. f' ■ 

to them the seal of i4e- sanction anU.i^it'sinfinite resources 
■\ ‘ 

to whatever line of conduct the will oK.the fortunate one 
■M ■ -iuuM' X 

in whom-flTT.ianifests jf^self approves. % 

,The most contradictbiy opinions have been^ld bv both 

MoslefK^and Christian histo5Mans as to the under&ing motive 
\ / \ 

adiuating><^dullah in perfecting the elaborate sy.^em which 

was made to c'enter in a nevi line of concealed Imams% The 
X \ \ 

tyrah^y of the ruling line of CaliphsXiooked upon b^^.!! 

X x.. \ Shiahs as usurpers, the patience and the prodigious en«^'gy 
/ X x^ 

and skill with which he^^arried on his propag'Sdida destin'^ 

to overthrow that line, thX|3?eat length of time which heyras 

supposed to allow for in brln^4^ his plans to pass, and the 
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J.OW men, fo-2?"'good„.©r'for‘^vll. He, in company with two other men of 

the most splendid, but wasted, talents, omar Khayyam and llizam-ul- 

Mulh, were pupils of the illustrious teacher Muwafiq., at Hishapur. 

The last of the three later became vizier of the Seljuh Sultan, Maleh- 

snan, and ,in remembrance of their early friendship, Hassan was 

given an important office in the state. He rewarded his patron bjf 

intriguing against him at the time, and subsequently causing his death 

and also that of the Sultan. Being compelled to retire from court he 

embraced the doctrines of the Ismailians, became a dai of that faith, 

and, going to Egypt,, gained the :^vnr o^the Eatiml^ Caliph.. Imar 

* Eaterii® ret^nedHo Persia, having meantime gained.^a repu- 

tation for miracle worming,/^ By meahs of an artific^e he gained posses- 

of the impregnable castle of Alamut, near Kazvin, in the year 

/ 485 A.H., and here he perfected the system by which, through a long 

life he exercised a power over the bodies and souls of his followers 

such as the world has never loiovm before or since. His right to the 

possession of the castle, as of everything else, ?;as confirmed in the 

minds of his followers^it is said^by the discovery, by means of the 

Cabbala, that the letters of the word Alahmut gave the date of the 

year in which the fortress \7a.3 tahen, viz 483. 
I 

Secure in its impregnable walls, Hassan laid carefully h^is plans 

and shaped his policy for the establishment of his OT?m religious and 

political system. A power was to be established to which laws were to 

be given, and the want of treasure and troops, the great arms of sov¬ 

ereignty, was to be compensated in unusual ways. History shovred, in 

the sanguinary examples of Babeh and Karmat,who had led hundreds of 

th 
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thousands to the slaughter, and had fa.llen themselves vic¬ 

tims to their ambition, haw dangerous it is for infidelity and 

sedition to dare an open contest with the constituted faith 

and government. And he determined to accomplish by secret 

methods what they had failed to effect by an open show of 

force. "Nothing is true and all is allowed" was the ground- 

vrorh of his secret doctrine, v/hich, howver, being imparted 

to but a fe¥/, and concealed under the veil of the most 

austere religionism and piety, restrained the mind under the 

yoke of blind obedience, and as a reward for the extreme 

obedience and devotion demanded of its subjects, promised 

unspeakable eternal rev/ards. - 

Hitherto the Ismailians had onl3^ Masters and Fellows, ^ 

namely the Dais or emissaries, who, being initiated into all 

the grades of the secret doctrine, enlisted proselytes; 

and the Reflq, or Companions, who, gradually intrusted 

with its principles, formed its great majority. It was 

manifest to the practical and enterprising spirit of Hassan 

that, in order to execute great undertakings \Tith security 

and energy, a third class would also be requisite, who, never 

being admitted into the deeper mysteries, would serve as blind 

and fanatical tools in the hands of their superiors; that 

a well organized political body needs not merely heads but 

also arms, and that the master required not only intelligent 

and skilful fellows, but also faithful and active agents. 

These agents were called Pedavl(the self offering or devoted). 

th 
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the name itself declaring their destination 

The Grand Master ras called Sidna, our Lord, and commonly 

Sheihh, or Sheikh al-Jebal, the Old Man of the Mountain, because 

the order always possessed themselves of the castles in the 

mountainous regions 7/hieh they occupied, whether in Irak, or 

Kuhistan, in Persia, or in Syria, while the Ancient of the 

Mountains resided in the mountain fort of Alamut, robed in 

white, like the Ancient of Days of Daniel. Immediately 

under the Grand Master stood the dai-il-keblr or grand priors, nn 

and then came in the sevenfold order, the dai, rafici.fed- 

avi, lass Ik (lay brothers), and IMialk., (the common people). 

Besides this there was another sevenfold gradation of the 

spiritual hierarchy, who applied themselves exclusively to 

the doctrine of the Ismallis concerning the seven speaking 

and seven mute Imams. According to this system, there 

live, in every generation, seven persons who are distinguished 

from each other by their- different grades of rank: 1st 

The divinely appointed Imam; 2nd The Enumi Hudshat,(proof) 

3rd. The Sumassa; 4th. The dal (missionary; 5th, The Masunl, 

(freed); 6th. The I.?ukellebi, the doglike who sought out 

subjects fit for conversion for the missionaries, as hounds 

rvii down game for the huntsman; 7th, Mumiml, the believers, 

the people. 

To the dais was also committed a sevenfold rule for gaining 
^ -A/ 

over converts. Gjiese begun v/ith Knowledge of the MysteYy(ash- 

ni^>i-raz),. and consisted in instruction as to prudence in 
I 

the selection of subjects suited to the hearer^ prejudices 
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or circ-uinstanees. The second taught hiia how to gain the 

confidence of the suhoect; the third, how to involve the 

newly won convert in doubts and perplexities concerning things 

that he had been accustomed to implicitely believe, but 

no aid vras yet to be given him in resolving these doubts. 

Before so jjnportant a revelation could be made the oath 

must be administered, by which the acolyte bound himself 

in the most solemn manner, to inviolable submission and 

secresy. In the fifth rule the candidates wer e taught 

hov; their doctrine and opinions agreed ?mth tiose of the 

greatest men in church and state; the sixths Confirmation, 

taught hovr to strengthen the learner’s faith, while the sev¬ 

enth, taavllCallegorical interpretation), which was the conclu¬ 

sion of the course, explained all the difficulties in 

T/hibh the learner haci been previously designedly involved. 

By means of this system of exposition and. interpretation, 

articles of faith and duty became mere allegories, the ex¬ 

ternal form merely contingent; the inner sense alone essen¬ 

tial; the observance or nonobservance of religious ordinan¬ 

ces and moral laws equally indi'^ferent; consequently noth¬ 

ing was prohibited. This was the acme of the philosophy of 

the Assassins, ?;-hich was not imparted by the founder to 

the majority, but reserved only for a few of the initiated 

and the prin’i^cipluL'leaders, while the people were held. 

I A-i W/i. «./ r'w , . ./■ ^ . 
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to tl^strictest exercise of the precepts of Islam. Hassan's 

policy designed his doctrine of infidelity and immorality, not 

for the ruled but for the rulers, and for subjecting the 

blind obedience of the former, to the equally blind but 

nubridled despotic commands of the nannnrl latter; and 

thus he made both serve the aim of his ambition,—the former by 

the renunciation, the latter by the f-all gratification 

of their passions. 

It v/as not long before the Assassins proved themselves 

very troublsorae subjects^ and Malely^hah sent an expedition against 

them. Here \ms Hassan's opportunity to carry into effect 

the plans he had so long been maturing, and Ni^am-ul-Mulli, 

nis earl3^ friend and later benefa.ctor, and now the support 

of the great Seljuh empire, became the first victim to the 

daggers of his Pedavl. Soon after Malek Shah died, suppo¬ 

sedly of poison administered by Hassan's agents, and all 

Asia was startled by these and the following long list of as¬ 

sassinations Instigateei by Hassan, whose victims were 

selected from aiyclasses of society, so that no one felt 

safe from his emissaries. It vras a fearfu.1 period of mur¬ 

ders and reprisals, which, says Mirhhond, vras equally destruc¬ 

tive to the declared foes and friends of the new doctrine. 

The fornier fell under the daggers of the Assassins, the lat¬ 

ter under the sword of the princes, who, now roused to the 

dangers Y/ith which Hasan Sabah's sect threatened all thrones 

put to death its partisans wherever found. They were cursed 

an 



and outlav/ed by the highest authorities in church and state, 

^vhc^elivered them over to the avenging arm of justice, either 

in open war, or as outlaws, infidels, separatists, and reb¬ 

els, whom to slay was a law of Islam. But nothing availed 

to stay the fulfillment of Ilassan’s purposes. Favored by the 

v;ar between the two sons of Maleh Shah for the succession^ 

his partisans gradually made themselves masters of the strong¬ 

est castles of inah Persia, from the Caspian to Ispalian. Has- 

san was not satisfied however, to be the of Persia. 

In the year 494jJenah-ed-Dowleh, Prince of Emessa, in Pal¬ 

estine, -^ell beneath the daggers of of his fedavi, which 

was followed by many more such deds of darlmess in that 

land, and soon after we hear of Abu'l-Pettsli, nephew of llas- 

san and grand prior of the order, being established in the 

strong fortress of Sarmin, one day’s journey south of 

Aleppo, ¥/ith whose prince, Riswan, he was in alliance. 

Here^as in Persia, the dagger of the assassin laid low all 

who apposed the schemes of the head of the order, the 

fedavi throwing away their own lives with the utmost rech— 

lessness in the endeavor to execute the orders of their supe¬ 

riors. Abul-Fettah was himself put to death with great torture, 

by the sons of iQialaf, governor of Apamea, vrhom he had caused 

to be assassinated. Kemal-cd—Din tells of an attach made by 
at Aleppo 

several Assassins^^on Abu Harb,a/r^ealthy merchant, in which they 

all freely sacrificed their lives, being cut down by the large 

body of retainers by whom he was guarded. Soon after Modud. 

P 
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Piinoe oe Mos-ul was staDDed by a fedavl, in front of the great 
himself 

mosciue, on a feast day. v/ho was of course^lmmedlately put to 

death by the Prince’s attendants. The same yea^the successor 

of Riswan put to death three hundred Assassins, men women and 
Abul Pettah 

ch ildren, and^the son of Abu Taher, the heaj^ of the order 

in Syria, \7as hewed to pieces and his head was carried 

about through Syria for a show. Everywhere they were lumted 

do\Tn and hilled wherever found,but nothing could breah their 

spirit. Three of them attached Bedil, governor of Aleppo, 

and succeeded Injhilling hfcn and his son, pa.ying for the 

crime with their 0T,7n lives. About the same time threeof 

Hasscin’s men in succession attached the Ameer Ahmed Eai, 

governor of Khorassan. All three of the Assassins were 

hilled in the attempt, though they succeeded also in tahing 

the life of the governor. Instances could be multiplied 

without end from the pages of Abta Pida Mlrl^ond, Macrisi, 

and other Persian and Arabiaii authors^of the crimes committed 

by this religious chief, and of the willingness of his ad¬ 

herents to sacrifice their lives vrithout a moment’s hes¬ 

itation at his bidding. Not content with the destruction of 

his enemies, Hassan was equally ready to tahe the lives of 

his o?m follov/ers on the slightest pretexts, and before his 

death he executed two of his own sons, apparently without 

any setter reason than to show his poxrer and his readiness to 

subordinate all the ties of blood to the strictest rules of 

ohe order. He died at the age of ninety, leaving the gov— 
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ermiient of tlie order in the hands of two of his dais, Kia 

Buzurg Aiiild, and Ahu All. •' He expired, not on the bed of 

tortia^e which his crimes merited, but in his own; not un¬ 

der the poniards, vfhich he had draxra against the hearts 

of the best and greatest of his contemporaries, but by the 

natural effects of age; after a blood stained reign of thir¬ 

ty five years, during which he not only never quitted the 

castle of Alamut, but had never removed more tlian twice, 

during this long period from his chamber to the terrace. Im¬ 

moveable in one spot, and persisting in one plan, he medita¬ 

ted the revolutions of empires by carnage and rebellion, 

or wrote rules for his order, and the catechism of the secret 

doctrine of libertinism and impiety. Fixed in the center 

of his power, he extended its circianference to the extreme 

confines of IQiorassan and Syria; with the pen in his hand, 

he guided the daggers of his Assassins, He was himself, 

in the hand of Providence, lihe war and pestilence,-a dreadful 

scourge for the chastisement of feeble sovereigns and 

corrupted nations,"fvon Hammer, p, 73.) 

The successors of llassan ben Sabah in the spiritual and 

temporal power trod precisely in the sanguinary steps of 

the founder of trie order. Daggers and fortresses were the foun¬ 

dation of his power, and that of his successors rested on 

the same basis. Far -as carried on with the Sultan Sandjar, 

v/ho put to the sword a great multitude of the Assassins, and 

with his successors Mahmud and Mehsud. In Syria the Persian 
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Assassin, Behrai-i, of AsteraDad, who "began operations with 

the murder of his uncle, gained possession of the castle of 

Banais, which became for a tiiae the center of their pcwer in 

Syria, and where the power and insolence of the order attained 

its heught. In the year 524 A.H. Behram attempted to treacher¬ 

ously surrender Daiiiascus into the hands of the Christian 

Knights Templars, but the design was discovered by the Ameer 

Taj-ul-l.fuluh, the governor, who gave orders that all the 

Ismailians in the city should be slain. Six thousand of 

these people were in consequence executed. The year 524 A.H, 

v/as one of disaster to the Assassins, they having lost 

the same year, their two strongest castles, Banais, in Sy¬ 

ria, to the Ibilghts Templars, a.nd Alamut, in Persia, to 

the SulL.an Mahmoud. Both were, however, soon again recovered 

by them. But the less the Assassins prosperee by the sword, 

the more successful were they with the dagger. A long series 

of great and celebrated men, of all nations fell victims to 

the order during the reign of liLa-Buxurg-ibaid. one of these 

was Kasim—ed—Douleh, of Mosul, who v/as attached in the 

mosque by eight Assassins, who were disguised as dervishes. 

Seven of the Assassins gave their lives to accomplish this 

murder. The eighth escaped, but, returning home alone, his 

mother cut off her hair and blachened her face,in sha^ie that 

her son had not shared the murderers' honorable death. 

Princes,Ameers, viziers, muftis, a great multitude of officers 

of state, judges, mujtaheeds ,generals and others met their 

de 
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death by secret 03? piibiio assassination at the hands of 

these murderers, who usually gave their own lives in exchange 

for those of their victims. Hitherto the order had been content 

to undermine the power of the Caliphs; now they sought their 

lives. In the year 524, A.H. they assassinated El—Ameer, 

the loth Fatlmite Caliph, and five years later Mustarshid, the 

29th Abbassid Caliph, together with his suite, rras hilled and 
fedavi 

his body mutilated by the nnniima of Hassan’s successor. They 

soon followed this with the murder of Mustarshid's successor, 

Rashid, the news of which vras celebrated ’with pujlic rejoic¬ 

ings for seven days and nights at Alainut. 

The terror which these sticcessive crimes induced was great, 

and the power of the Isniailians was much increased. During 

all this time the outward forms of Islam were observwd 

more strictly than ever by the order. The grand master did 

not preach in his own name, but in that of the doncealed 

Imam of whom he v/as the apostle, and whose retium was loohed 

for to establish his dominion over all ■one earth, and at whose 

advent all prohibitory ccmmands were to be abrogated for all 

his followers. In the year 567 A.H., the power of the Assassins 

received a great check in the extinction of the Patloi-d 

dynasty of Egypt, and the rise to power of their great 

and able enemy, Salah-cd-Dln. Many attempts were made to ass- 
and virtues 

sassinate this generel, whose name.^ase^eflected so much 

honor on the arms of Islam, but they only resulted in the death 

of the fedavi who were sent to do the deed. 

A 
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Eight years before this Hassan, son of Muhanimad, the 

third suGoessor of Hassan Sabah, growing tired of the res¬ 

traint imposed in beeping tlie secret doctrines of the 

order from the knowledge of the -uninitiated, suddenly 

lifted the veil, announced himself as the imam, and published 

to the world the mysteries which had hitherto been reserved 

for the higher degrees of the initiates. He declared that 

that day(the 17th of Ramazan, A,H. 559), was the day of 

Resi^u?rectlon (l.e. the revelation of the Inaiii), that the 

gates of mercy and grace were open to all who would follow 

thus publicly authorized Mirlchond says:-«Thus were the bounds 

of duty and morals at once and openly violated. Undismayed, 

and with head erect, vice and crime stalked over the ruins 

of religion and social order, and nrarder, which hitherto 

had felled the destined victiius under the mask of blind 

obedience, and as the executioner of a secret tribunal 

now raged in indiscriminate massacres, Hassan was himself 

assassinated in the fourth year of his reign, by his brother' 

in-law, and it nay be said that this'is sufficient proof 

that he was a false prophet, and that God does not suffer 

such impiety to prosper. But we must not forget that 

the second Plassan only proclaimed openly what the first 

Hassan taught secretly; that the latter was -the source 

from which most of the evil that his successors did poured 
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itself forth upon the virorld, and that vdiile the course of 

the lesser criminal was cut short hy violence, the greater 

one died peaceably in his bed at an age which VBry few men 

attain to. The son and successor of the second Hassani^^ 

made all the claims to the dignity of supreme Imam that 

his father had done, and preached, even more loudly than his 

father, the doctrine of freedom from moral obligations. 
y\fLiuJ 4 ^ 

Meantime the Syrian branch of the Ismaillans, under 

Rashid-ed-deen Sinan, the grand prior of Masslat,,asserted 

their independence, and Sinan, lihe Hassan and Muhammad, 

professed to be an incarnation of the Jleity. Both branches 

carried on their carnival of murder as had their predecessors, 

with iimpunit:^Slna even sending his emissaries into the heart 

of Europe to carry out his mandates. In such cases, though 

the Eedavi of ten failed to compass the death of the dis- 

tinguished men whose lives they sought seldom failed to sac¬ 

rifice their ovm. An attempt of this hind .was ra^e upon the 

life of the great emp^or of Oermany, Frederich Barbarossa^ 

vfith the usual result to the Assassins, though their in¬ 

tended victiLi escaped. Those who thus sacrificed their lives 

in obedience to their' superiors of the order, Y/ere^^p^mised 

greater happiness in Paradise, as being martyr^ their 

surviving relatives were loaded with gifts and shorrn great 

honor. Thus was the world overrun by these devotees, who 

appeared in different forms and disguises, sometimes as 
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monies, sometimes as merchants; In fact, in such a variety 

of shapes, and with so much prudence and caution, that 

it was frec^uently impossible for the destined victims to escape 

their daggers. The year of Sinan's death marked that of ton 

Conrad of Montferrat, slain by the Pedavi, and soon after 

this, Henry, Count of Champagne, at the invitation of Sinan’s 

successor, visited him at the castle of Massiat. The Grand- 

prior hastened to meet him, and received him with great 

honor. He took^^fe^^ several castles and fortresses, and 

brought him at last to one having very lofty turrets. 

On each lookout stood two g-aards, dressed in white, conse¬ 

quently initiated in the secret doctrines. The grand- 

prior told the count that these men obeyed him better than the 

Christians did their princes; and, giving a signal, two of 

them instantly tiirew themselves from the top of the tower, 
L 

and were dashed to p64ces at its foot. "If you desire it," 

said the grand-prior to the astonished count, "all my white- 

garbed men shall throw themselves down from the battlements 

in the same way." The latter declined, and confessed that 

he could not count on such obedience in his servants. Af¬ 

ter staying some tine at the castle, he was, at his departure, 

loaded v;ith presents; and the graiid-prior told him, on his 

taking leave, that by means of these faithfia servants 

he removed the enemies of the order. Hassan Sabah is said 

to have given the ambassador of Malak Shah a similar proof 

of the blind submission of his followers. The SuJ.tan of 

the Seljulis having sent an ambassador to him, to require 

h 
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Ills obedience and fealty, llassan called Into his presence 

several of the Initiated. Beckoning to one of them, he said, 

''hill thyselfi" and he Instantly stabbed himself; to another, 

"Throw thyself down from the rampart!" and the next instant 

he lay a mutilated corpse in the moat. On this, the grand¬ 

master turning to the envoy, who was unnerved by terror, 

said, "In this way I am obeyed by seventy thousand faithful 

subjects. Be that my answer to thy master." 

But at lengtl^^the stronghold of Alaiiiut fell before the 

resistless power of the Mongols, and Ruhn-e -din surrendered 

to llulahu IQian, who pud^o death, his wives, chil¬ 

dren, brothers, sisters, and slaves, and wherever an Is- 

mailian was found his life was taken by the conqueror. 

The grand masters of the order haeL written much and had collec¬ 

ted besides a great library at Alarmit, of books treating of 

the doctrines of the Ismallians, most of which were destroyed 

by Hulaku. Fifteen years later the Syrian fortress of llassiat 

vfas ta.ken by Bibars, the Circassian Sultan of Egypt, and this 

was followed by the speedy reduction of the other castles 

of the Assassins in S:^T?la. 

The political power of the Ismailites had now terminated, 

both in Persia and Syria; the citadels of the grand master 

in Rudbar (Alamut), and of the grand priors in Kuliistan and 

Syria, had fallen; the bands of the Assassins were massacred 

and scattered; their doctrine V7&.s publlclir condemned. 
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Yet nevertheless It continued to be taught in secret, and 

the order endured long after its political suppression. 

Seventy years after the tailing of Alaruit and Baghdad, in 

the reign of Hulahu's eighth successor, the whole of Kuliis-tan 

was imbued with the doctrines of this sect. Having now no 

political power of their own to support by their peculiar meth¬ 

ods, they lent themselves to the uses of others, and^stil un¬ 

der the authority of their dale . they surrendered their 

lives in the p^suit of their victims as readily as before, 

Macrisi and Abul" feda give in great detail accounts 

of their numerous attempts to hill the Ameer Kara Sungur, 

an officer in the service of the Khan of the Mongols. 

This man's life, lihe that of the Sultan Sala-ed—Bin seemed 

to be charmed against the daggers of the Assassins, a.nd though 

no less than one hundred and twenty four fedavi lost their 

lives in the aAtampti effort to compass his death, he es¬ 

caped Alien all their attachs. 

Gradually the agency of assasslimtion was discontinued 
broken and 

by thej« discredited order, and after a ge.ieration more’the 

record of its doings disappears from histom/. Deprived of do¬ 

minion by the iron rule of the Mongols, and meeting swift 

vengeance whenever, from their hiding places the scattered 

fragments of the order sought to employ their favorite 

methods, they were only kept in remembrance by the world 

througljfehe horrible evils they had Inflicted on Mia manlrind 

in the past, during the tliree hundred years of their history 
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Von Hanmer, vmose account 

In the first third of the 

the following concerning 

hey as they v/ere Imown at 

of the Assassins was written 

present century, closes ¥/ith 

the Isniailians Of Persia and TuT' 

that time. 

"Rersains of the Isiaailites still exist hoth in Persia and 
Syria, but merely as one of the najiy neoSiHnana heretical 
sects of Islamism, without any claims to power and without 
the means of obtaining their former importance, of which 
th.ey seem, in fact to have lost all remembrance. The policy 
of the secret^state subverting doctrine of the first lodge 
of th.e Ismailites, and the murderous tactics of the A.ssasslns 
, are equally foreign to them. Their T/ritings are a shape¬ 
less mixture of Isniallite and Christian traditions, glossed 
oyer vrith mystic theology... The Persian Ismailites recog¬ 
nize as their chief, an Imam, whose descent they dedvice 
from Ismil, the son of Jaafar—es-3aduh, and vrho resides 
at IQieKa, a village in the district of Kum, under the pro¬ 
tection of the Shah. As, according to their doctrine, the 
Imam is an incarnate emanation of th.e deity, the Tma-m of 
Klielii enjoys, to this day, the reputation of miraculous 
powers; and the Ismailites, some of whom are dispersed 
as far as India, go in pilgrimage, from the banks of the 
Canges and the Indusj in order to share his benediction. 
The castles in t: e district of Rudbar, in the mountains 
of Kuhlstan, particularly in the vicinity of Alamut, are 
still inliabited to this day by Ismailites, who according to 
the report of a late traveller, go by the general nsme of 
Hoselnis. 

The Syrioji Ismailites live in eighteen villages, dispersed 
round their ancient chief place Masslat, and are imder the 
rule of a sheilih or emir, who is the nominee of the gover¬ 
nor of Hamali....his vassals are divided into two parties, 
the Suweidani and Kliisrev/i. ... 

their 
The Nusairiye, their nelmibcrs, thou.gh their doctrine 

agrees in many points wlthythat of the Ismo.ilites, are 
enemies. Externally the Nusairiye practice the duties of 
Islam witnausterity, although they inwardly renounce them; 
they believe in the d.lvinity of All, in uncreated light 
at the principle of all created things, and in Gheihh 
Rashld-od-d.in, the grand-prior of the order in Syria, con¬ 
temporary i7lth the grand-master, Hassan II, as the last 
representative (manifestation) of the Deity on earth. ... 
The Husairiyis and Druses (another brancl^bf the Ismailites) 
are both older in their origin than the eastern Ismailites, 
the former having appeared in Syria, as a branch of the 
Karmathites, as early as the fifth century of the Hegira; 
the latter received their laws from Hamza Da:7uza, a missionary 

Hakim Biai: 
U/6i 

s from ;Ghe«-lodge 
fits. 

^ C(_ Ut , (r 1^ 

Cairo. . The^forme^? . 
at ^ j ^ 
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SUPIISM. 

Sufllsm liad Its origin at an early period in tlie lilstory 

of Islam, and represents an attempt to reconcile Islam v^ltli 

oriental pantlielsra. It vrould seem to no a development of tne 

Neoplatonic doctrines of an earlier day, preserved by tradition 

or by v/rltlngs among tlie people, tlie doctrines tliat all Is aKln 

In nature to tbe Absolute, tliat all tills life below Is only a 

reflection of the glories of the upper sphere, where God Is, 
err 

and that only in ecstasy can man come to a Knowledge of him' 

"But the roots of suCiism strucK also In another direction. 
TTe have already seen an early tendency to regard All and, later, 
members of his house as Incarnations of divinity, in the East, 
Where 3-od comes near to man, the conc0.ptIon of God In man Is 
not difficult. The prophet through wliom God speaKs 
easily slips over Into a divine being In whom God exists ana 
may be worshipped. But If v/lth one, wiiy not with another? J>/lay 
It not be possible by purifying exercises to reach this unity? 
If one Is a son of God, may not ail become that If they but r 
taKe the means? The half-understood pantheism which always lurKs 
behind oriental fervors claims Its due. Erom his wild whirling 
dance, the darwlsh, stung to cataleptic epilepsy by the throb¬ 
bing of the drums and the lilting chant, slnKs back Into the 
unconsciousness of the divine oneness. He has passed tempora¬ 
rily from this scene of multiplicity Into the sea of God's unity 
and, at death. If he but persevere, he will reach that haven 
where he fain would be and win abide there forever."* * Jilacdonald 

^ ]viuallm The- 
Sufllsra Is an organization within the nominal Jurisdiction of j ology, F.lg2 

^ / j 
Islam, but which has a separate hierarchy, a separate'jj^termlnoiogy,^f ^ 

andfiB wholly 
are mad 

hierarchs^ 

different conception of God from that taught by Mohammed, 
f^opappear as one by means of a well perfected system of symboi- 
' ’'nTflvlslble In the sense that It has no localiillS^BgBBBBiBjlcal 

Ijlnterpretat Ion. 
and It professes to be free from entanglement with 

4^ 
habitation, 

the things of the world, and, as to Its head, to be ^Irltufil, 
.. .. , 'TIm 

Invisible,, and In Immediate connection with God. 'is called, 

says Macdonald, the Qutb, or Axis,and v/anders, often Invisible 

and always unknown to the world, through the lands, performing 

the duties of his office. Bfom him the hlerarcliy descends, in 

gradually widening numbers, and the whole system forms a saintly 

board of administration, by which the Invisible government of 

the world Is carried on 
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BAHAISM AND CHRISTIANITY. 

3UPIISM. 

Ailalir, laa tauglit .■by^MollamIne(i, is a personal God, tlie only God 

in lieaven and earth, vhio created the v/orld and man and is dis¬ 

tinct from them. The supreme God of the Sufi is an Impersonal 

essence who was identified (itiuttahld) .with I created Beings, eith¬ 

er By luslon (huiul) in tliem, or Because these Beings v/ere he 

himself, and did not contain, either in whole or in part, any¬ 

thing except him. Some of them hold that all things are appearances, 

which emanate from God. 

"But another school of Sufis laid weight on the idea of 
absolute unity. The multiplicity which we see around us springs 
from man's multiple senses. Just as there would Be no color 
if there were no light, so the existence of all perceptible things 
depends on the existence of senses perceiving them... Eliminate 
then, all perceptions and an Beings return to one unity. Tliat is 
G-od, who is spread through all beings and unites them without 
direction or appearance or form or substance."* All is really 
illusion, nothing really exists But God. 

This mystical perception of unity is, however, only a stage in 
the path; there is a further stage vmere the traveler can again 
distinguish Between beings, and finds them no longer swailov/ed 
in oneness. Erom this he goes on to wusui, "union," huiul. "fu¬ 
sion of Being," or Ittliiad, " 1 dent if Teat ion with God.”" This is 
a^state of ecstasy when the devotee has passed out of the state 
of selfhood, has Become unconscious of the world, and is con¬ 
scious only df God. 

* J\i3acdonald 
Religious 
Life and At 
tltude in 
Islam p.170 

The God, that he Becomes conscious of is the imper¬ 

sonal Essence with which he has Become identified. The Hindu, 

When he has arrived at the stage at which he recognizes that 

his ideas of selfhood are illusions; when he recognizes that 

lie is identified with Brahma, ^ Becomes Bra lima. in Both cases 

the drop has Been merged with the ocean. There is left the 

room for doubt, however, as to which v/as originally the drop, 

and Which was the ocean, and it was often decided By the devotee 

in favor of the drop. Thus the saying has come down from Bls- 

taml, "Beneath my cloalc there is naught else than God, and that 

of the great Sufi saint, Hallaj, who was put to death By Moq- 

tadlr for proclaiming in the marKet place that every man was God. 
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SUFIlSAl. 

One of the methods fror "rending the veil of sense," for the 

"traveler" v;ho has already entered the "path," Is given as fol¬ 

lows; " Let the seelcer sever all the ties of this world and 

empty It from his heart. Let him cut av/ay all anxiety for 

family, v;ealth, children, home; for knowledge, rule, ambition. 

Let him reduce his heart to a state In v/hlch the existence of 

anything- and Its non-existence are the same to him. Then let 

him sit alone In some corner, limiting his religious duties to 

What are absolutely Incumbent, and not occupying himself either 

with reciting the Quran or considering Its meaning or v/lth books 

of religious traditions or anything of the like. And let him 

see to it that notlilng but 'Gfod most High enters his mind. Then as 

he sits alone In solitude, let him not cease saying continuously 

with Ills tongue, Allah, Allah," keeping his thought on At 

last he will' reach a state when the motion of his tongue will 

cease, and It will seem as though the word flov;ed from It. Let 

him persevere In this until all trace of motion Is removed from 

hls tongue, and he finds his heart persevering In the thought. 

Let him still persevere until the form of the v;ord. Its letters 

and shape. Is removed from hls heart, and there remain the Idea 

alone, as though clinging to hls heart, Inseparable from It. 

So far all Is dependent on hls v/lil and cliolce; hls continuance, 

too. In this state and hls v/ardlng off the whisperings of Sa¬ 

tan are also thus dependent; but to bring the mercy of G-od does 

not stand In hls will or choice. He has now laid ]ilmself bare 

to the breathings of that mercy, and nothing now remains but to 

await v/hat Sod,will open to him.ua ^ 

These are^ie ordinary methods of the Hindu Yogi In their 

efforts to bring about a mystic union with the soul of the un¬ 

iverse. It Is very certain that In a considerable proportion 

V 

X.t A. 
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SUHEISM. 

of those subjected to such Influences the subject will have 

such raptures and visions as he has heard of occurring to others 
. "Sut when ye pray, use not vain repetitions, 
in llKe conditions. ) 

as the heathen do; for they tlilnh that they shall be heard for 

their much speaking." in these words of our Lord is forbidden 

an exercise which, in the most susceptible, brings into action 

latent physical powers v/hlch, since they are of the flesh and not 

of the spirit, are not to be trusted as of spiritual 

experiences. The ov^dehee of this Is that they imy be excited 

By physical methods, and that only In a small proportion of them 

do they result in.th^ kind of spiritual life which Olirlst defines 

as the fulfliilng^a^ the law and the prophets, namely, love to 

Dod, and love to men.* Another reason for believing thcw.to be -^Alat 22:3^-40 

pliyslcal Is that they may be brought on by wine, and other alco¬ 

holic drinks. The use of the extract of Indian Hemp for this 

purpose, both In India and Persia is ¥/ell known. Sulphuric ether 

■IrB—agenti that it^used frequently for this purpose In the West. 
ecstasies 

One who had by long practice accustomed himself to 

brought about by ether, says of them, "The Anaesthetic Eevelatlon 

is the Initiation of man into the Immemorial mystei^of the (Jpen 

secret of Being, revealed as the Inevitable Vortex of continuity. 

Inevitable Is the v/ord-It Is what has to be....End, beglmilng, 

or purpose, It knows not of....it affords no particular of the 

multiplicity and variety of things... .J?ut no words may express 

the Imposing certainty of the patient that he Is realizing the 

primordial, Adamic surprise of Life....that he has known the 

Oldest truth, and that ho has done with human theories as to the 

origin, meaning, or destiny of the 

tractlng niiitlpilcity of things to 

us stands."# 

race....he reduces the dls- 

the unity fo.r vhilch each of 

■ #Blood, Ah- 
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SUPIIHM. 

It was the heathen, the worshippers of idols, who In our Lord’s 

time usei/Ehese vain repetitions to hrlng themselves, as they 

supposed, Into ecstatic union with the Universal soul which was 

PP oed to possess the Idol. The only land not absolutely un- 

civilized, Where Idol worship^has full and unrestricted oper- 

contlnued India Is the land of all others where, by 

^vain repetitions of the name of God, and by other methods devised 

to create an abnormal psychical state, the Illusion Is created of 

an actual union v;lth, a temporary absorption In God. This Is 

called yoga, and Is Induced by prolonged abstinence and mortifi¬ 

cations of the flesh, meditations, posturings, physical exerci¬ 

ses, &c. By these means the yogi frees himself from the Illu¬ 

sion of selfhood, and enters Into a higher state which Is Known 

as samadlU. Here 

"He comes face to face with facts which no In¬ 
stinct or reason can Know. He learns that the mind Itself has 
a higher state of existence, beyond reason, a superconscious 
state, and that when the mind gets to tlmt higher state, then 
this Knovaedge beyond reasoning comes... All the different steps 
In yoga are Intended to bring us scientifically to the super¬ 
conscious state or sarriadlil.... Then the Truth slilnes In Its full 
effulgence and v/e Knov/ ourselved for v/hat v/e truly are, free Immor¬ 
tal, omnipotent, looseaL-from tlie finite, and Its contrasts of 
good and evil altogether, and Identical with the Atman or Universal 
soul."* *Sv;aml Vive 

,, , r . , Kanaridh quo 
4)clence h^ made many wonderful discoveries In the ted by Jame 

iiOtUlUUUl Q P 
heavens and In the earth,but nowhere has It found things more * * • 

wonderful than In the constitution of the mind Itself which 

maKes these discoveries. That the mind has latent states of con¬ 

sciousness vmich are capable of being called Into action by 

others has long been Known in the West as v;ell as the East, 

but little has been Known of the laws governing' these pro- 

cesses, bjWt lit has been demonstrated-vtliat the hypnotized sub¬ 

ject can be made to see whatever the operator wishes him- to see, 
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to hear what he wishes him to hear, and. to helleve whatever the 

operator tells him, no matter how absurd It may be. That dod 

does speaK to men through the Instrumentality of the sublim¬ 

inal or of the supersensuous consciousness I 

have no doubt; I believe that Al G-hazzall, the great Sufi mystic, 

and many others have had true coimaunlon with GrOd through the 

mystic consciousness, but In these cases thi* 

Is merely the Instrumentality, not the end In Itself, / 

which Is all that could reasonably be expected when this faculty 

Is unduly excited by physical means. It Is true that the means 

of grace by which men apprehend spiritual truth are largely 

physicalthe writing, translation, 
the building of churches, the methods used for conducting v/orshlp, &c 

printing, preaching, and hearing of the word of Gou^are accomplished 

through the medium of the piiyslcai senses, 

SBBBSPlBiBZBBBfiBaBBBaBtB2BZH£BZ12BdBgMliagZpQ®2BJB2BZBSSKiBaBai5B 

BaBaBaB2B2B2^ZB£BBBa:^ZB0B282lagZg2Si2BZaaB£BB®Z]BaBlHgaSiBa but It 

Is everywhere too true that when method^are over emphasized they 

3(mm degenerate into formalism; they become merely methods, and 

lose their spiritual power, so the dervlsn, occupied with the 
Induced 

Intoxicating delights of lils^mystlc consciousness, PBlBllBBBBBBB 

forgets that selfish delight Is still selfish, though It 

bear the name of Identification with G-od. and that If It produce 

no transformation of the character, if It bear not fruit In love 

and brotherly Kindness, Its source may well be questioned. One 

cannot neglect his family, neglect all his duties to his neighbor, 

:sgm to the reformation of society, of the people among whom his lot 

Is cast In llfe.-H^Bss he b^e very sure that 'God has called lilrn 

to such an office for hlm-wlthout paying the penalty for It In 

degradation of his character, and In harm to his fellow man. 
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46Lijl^.:ipa^ONs. ) 

"- y / I ' 
Bahaism does not wish to be classed either as a ^eistio or a pan~> v 

theistic religion. It lays claim to the desigj^tion, not of a uni- X 
XV 

versal religion, but of the universal religiflii, the one religion,of X xU 

which all others are varieties. The pantheist says that all gods and »* ^ 

men, all nature and all phenomena arejtn their essence onejBfchai says ^ 

that in their essential nature all^^eligions are one, whether they be 

monotheistic or polytheistic,' lather theism , or pantheism, or deism^ ^ 

. h ^ 
or even atheism be their manifestation, all are one, ForBuddhism, 

if V ’ ** ■'k- 
which has the largest following of all religions except Christianity,, 

jr 
is blankly atheistic, yef Buddhism is a rellgio^^at whose shrine i«ul- 

titudes have offered their lives and all they hold dear. And 

V 

‘'v*. 

J 

Buddha is one of the' great religious leaders recognized^by Bahaism 

as at least a nrophet of God, i^he be n^ given a place BBBIBB 

‘of" among the number of the "Manifestations^ apter 

"Some Answered Questions," the question is askedi concerning the 

\ 

C -V 

'4^ 

'Xi. 
■i 

independent prophets and the prophets who are themselves followers? '' 

Question,iLTo ^ich category do Buddha and Confucius belong?" To 1 - f 

this the reply is given as follows: "Answer.-Buddha also established 

a new religion, and Confucius renewed morals and ancient virtues, k;> '• 

('i X-y 
but their institutions have been entirely destroyed. The beliefs ifj X 

and rites of the Buddhists and Confucianists have not continued 

in accordance with their fundamental teachings. The founder of 

Buddhism was a wonderful soul. He established the Oneness of God, 

but later the principles of his doctrines gradually disappeared. 

5 ^ '-t 
S ^ 5 
"x.x-' 

f 

*s* X 

and ignorant customs and ceremonials arose and increased, until , ^ 

I they finally ended in the worship of statues and images." , u x X S 

The^y.' - .i AA-M. V ^ ^‘ ^ 

only in^^^6'*'ei(8P8e considered^lB^^be ultimate ess^^is.^ all things. 

Sven then, he ep-'bmb|.imated the failiiRB||8Sa8oono^tion (^^pAme 

the neuter, impersonal principle of which man and nature a«^^ 
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Bahaiisia does not v/ish to be claesod either aa a theistic or a pan¬ 

theistic religion. It lays claim to the designation, not of a uni¬ 

versal religion, but of the universal religion, the one religion,of 

which all others are varieties. The riantheiot says that all gods and 

men, all nature and all phenomena are in their essence onejBsbhai says 

that in their essential nature all 'eligions are one, whether they be 

monotheistic or polytheistic, whether theism , or pantheism, or deism 

or even atheism be their manifestation, all are one. ForBuddhism, 

which has the largest following of all religions except Christianity, 

is blankly atheistic, yet Buddhism is a religion at whose shrine mul¬ 

titudes liave offered up their lives and all they hold dear. And 

Buddha is one of the great religious leaders recognized by Bahaism 

as at least a nrophet of God, if he be not given a place SgBBRi 

among the number of the "Manifestations." In Chapter XLIII of 

"Some Answered Questions," the question is asked; concerning the 

independent prophets and the prophets who are thomselvoo followers: 

Question.JJ-To ^hich category do Buddlia and Coni'uoius belong?" To 

this the reply is given as follows: "Answer.—Buddha also established 

a new religion, and Confucius renewed morals and ancient virtues, 

but their institutions have been entirely destroyed. Tlie beliefs 

and rites of the Buddhists and Confuciandiats have not continued 

in accorflance with their fundamental teachings. The founder of 

Buddhism was a v/onderful soul. He established the Oneness of God, 

but later the principles of his doctrines gradually disappeared, 

and. ignorant customs and ceremonials arose and increased, until 

they finally ended in the v/orship of statues and images." 

The 

Buddha can be said to have established the Oneness of God, 

only in the sense is considered as the ultimate essence of all things 

Hindu 

Fven then, he has so sublimated the ]psa@ieSigSBeSconception of Brahma 

the neuter, impersonal principle of which man and nature are 
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all BBe phenomena are manifestations, ftieesaence that unified 

mill ions of gods of the Hindu pantheon, he pushed Bmahma^^uoh 

farther in the background than the Hindus had alread# jiUoed him, 

that in t^e nir-yana which he holds out as the onljM*goal for suf¬ 

fering humahity there is offered to his disoip^le, not the knowl- 

- \ When 
e*ge of one God% but the knowledge that t]^w is no God.. Gautama, 

'it; , 

the Buddha, died, '^e prophet Daniel pds serving as a member of 

King Darius' CouncilPitakaa'Snd other sacred books of the 
\ / 

Buddhists, written soon aH^rJ^is deethi(for like Christ, Gautama 

wrote nothing himself), ayS ac^salble in great abundance in all 
X,. 

Buddhist lands, and t^y correspoijNrith inscriptions found in great 

profusion, many of'which date not far t)^m the period of the Buddha. 

Scholars of eye'ry variety of belief, Hindu’ms well as Christian, 

who have ji^de a study of these writings and Inioriptions agree 

thatrvanameans extinction, and that the Buddha that 

^ere was no God. Those whohold a different view arm fe#'- aBd 

tween. The Hindus have sublimated their conception of Brahma, the 

impersonal Fssenoe that lies far back of all phenomena and all 

existence, and of which the millions of idols they worship are but 

symbols. Brahma (masculine) , spoken of as "he", is the existent 

Supreme God of all the gods, Brahma (neuter), spoken of as"it," is 

Brahma in the state of"Being", the Absolute, the Unconditioned, 

the ultimate essence of all things, without consciousness, without 

intelligence, without attributes of any kind, responsive to no 

appeal or no influence save the one law of necessity to which it 

bound as rigidly as is the race which, without his conscious voli¬ 

tion, owes its existence to him, this is the highest, most remote, 

and most indifferent to their interests of the gods of the Hindus. 

Yet the Hindus admit that in Buddha's conception of "nirvana," 

he carried the refining process one stage beyond the ultimate 
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afi© pure Being,“ and made of it absolute extinction* And 

with them agree almost every one of the western scholars who have 

made a profound study of ^ddhistic sacred literature,-JWith them 
/4if 

agree the ftiddha himself. Hi the Parajika, one of the canonical 

BUrtcailst Scriptures , i- I do not see any one in the heavenly worlds, 

nor in that of Mara, nor among the irihabitants of the Brahma worlds, 

nor among gods or men, whom it would be proper for me to honor." 

In the Sutta Nipata the Buddhd^ declares, "Without a cause and un¬ 

known is the life of mortals in this world," And so in all his 

teaching. Man, not God, was the supreme object of Buddha's thou^t, 

and the hope he held out for man was not that he should be made>free 

A- # 

m 

from sin, and be united with God in an immortality of holy love, but that he should 

escape from suffering, by escaping from a hateful existence into 

nirvar^,-Absolute extinction of Being, Buddha, as you know, like 

Christ, did not himself write anything; his seiyings were written 

down by his disciples after his death, and were distributed throu^- 

out India China, Japan, &o. Buddhism made very rapid progress, 

and three hundred years after the death of its founder, Asoka, a 

Buddhist convert, became ruler of the greater part of Hindustan, to¬ 

gether with Ceylon and Afghanistan, and Buddhism became the state 

When Darius carved the inscriptions at Oanj Nameh and Besitun. Buddha 
religion of India^ With prosperity, as usual, came corruption. 

It began as a protest against the all prevailing pQl3rthel8m of 

the Hindus, and against caste, but the all enveloping pantheism 

was preaching in India, 
[and had Darius extended 
^is Indian Satrapy to 
jthe Ganges, as was at on^ 
ifiime his intention, he 

^ ^ ^ ^ |mi^t possibly have met 
of the Brahmins first corrupted and then overcame it, and at the|I»*The Enlinterned One " 

... ... , . ..XX.., . Hand have had from his 
present time it is almost non-existent in India, the land of itsHown lips an exposition 

I'of the "four noble 
birth and of its early triuii5)h8. ftjt it spread abroad into Ceyjjtruths of Buddhism,viz. 

11(1 )existenoe is suffer- 
lon, into Farther India, and China, and Japan, and Thibet, and jing; (2) the cause of p 

'i[)ain is desire; (3)8up- 
Ipression of pain is pos 
|sible throu^ the sup- 

in Ceylon particularly its teachings are very little changed 

pression of desire; (H) the way to this is throu^ the "good law" of Buddha. 
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frome those of the earliest of their HMsaored books. After the death 

of Mohammed, as you have read in Moslem histories, all the copies 

of the suras of the Koran were collected by order of the Caliph 

The claim of 
Bahaiem to be a 
lUniversal rellgi 
lelon cannot b% 

Othnan, Md a conml.aion .a. appoint«J to daoWe .hioh wore gen- ia^li'^'’r^a^ 

ulna, and the reoult of their work wae accepted ae the canonical UM^!|T.Swe^l‘' 

Koran. Iho Biddhiet Scriptures were in like manner collooted and sssMt^t 

verified after the death of Sautama. H.eee have cone down to us in ^ 

sncient manuscripts and their copies, and largs collections of 

are preserved in the monasteries in Buddhist lands. Besides this ^ 

there are many BBffl Buddhist temples, particularly in Northern In- 
SOO or more of them, onoice aai|nc them, 

dia,^which are hewn out of the solid rock, and many inscriptions 

of aiddhist texts are preserved in these, and on rocks and monu¬ 

ments elsewhere. There is no difficulty, therefore in ascertain¬ 

ing what doctrines Buddha tau^t to his disciples, as there is no 

it is met|)y a fait 
that in if^elf 
meets every need, 
and sati^e^ every 
spiritual linging 
of the h#ar^ of mfin 
hjjd thief'-i^s done by 
ChHst iy I t>|^na^ fe y 

difficulty in finding what doctrines are taught in the Hebrew and thirf, 
It can be only a question of interpretation. vaAIPuJ Kl^.| It can be only a question of interpretation. 

Jewish Scriptures. ^ If Buddha tau^t that there was any God over all / 

it was never dieeovered by his own disciples, and till now , he has 

had, for 2500 years, no interpreter, thou^ his followers are more 

numerous than those of any other faith, except Christianity 

Bahaism attempts to constru<|ft^jiniveT^£rrelieion b^rt^lng^t 

do^?>lneB of the religions previously existin^^iBl^y^gflg, and 

joining them tt»fi^ther by a system of .ijB>tfbnmodation, each one being 

modified Buffioiently"^,.,enablj^’'to fit in with the others. This 

is accomplished by mea^M^f Bli^'esystem of interpretation mentioned 

above. Rellgioi^^struoted in this wa3^^_e called syncretic, oe 

eclectic ^erfgions, and it is under this head that"''W«.yill consider 
a a 

Baha>€dB. It is neither, theistic nor j»anthei8tio religion, but a 
„ ^ * 

>sbmpoiuid of both, with the addition of quite an infusion of Bud- y 
dhism. 
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ATHEISM. 

No race of men has been found on the earth, nor any large class, 

which is lacking in the religious instinct, no race that does not 

in some way worship Oorl, or something that has represented God to 

their minds. This is the almost unanimous testimony of ethnolo¬ 

gists, whatever their own religious belief. Travelers, and some¬ 

times missionaries have occasionally reported instances to the 

contrary, but none of these have been substantiated by more thor- 

ou^ investigation. Iii5)erfect observation, imperfect knowledge 
of the races 

of the languages^in question, wrong inferences from observed facts, 

&c., have in these cases led to wrong conclusions. A few individ- 
generation 

uals in every have persuaded themselves that there is no God, 

but no race has been found so debased as to have no form of Wor¬ 

ship of the Unseen, and none has made such progress in culture 

as to find no need for the recognition of some kind of a Deity 

Who holds in his hands the destinies of mankind. 

If therefore I characterize Buddhism as an atheistic cult, a sys¬ 

tem numbering among its adherents a larger following than that of 

any other religion, save only Christianity, how do I reconcile this 

with the above facts! How can a religion at the saqie time deny God, 

and find so large a following? The answer is tha^-^the Buddhist 

philosophy, which is the work of Buddha himself, not only forbade 

idol worship, but denied that there was any God in heaven or earth, 

the Buddhist worship, which is the expression of the unsat- 

isfied need of his followers, has made a god of.isddlm, setting up 

his image and his relics as objects of worshi^^^^^ery Buddhist 

temple in the East. Even during his lifetime*© was looked upon 

by his disciples as more than a teacher; his strong aj3d winning 

personality, his great renunciation of his heirship toy^his fathersZ'- 
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for a pilgrim's staff, and his teachings and practice of good will 

toward men,whom Brahmanism had neglected,made for him multitudes of 

devoted followers. The praotial, every day virtues which he tau^t, 

and the devotion to his person which he inspired, furnished his fol¬ 

lowers a living object of worship, and they took little note of the 

abstruse doctrines of his teaching about God. In the impersonal 

Divine Essence removed 
Brahma they had become accustomed to the idea if ax886 so far off 

made so 

and S6 incomprehensible as practically to be non-existen^Tfiuddha 

might take the one step further and deny God altogether without 

alienating his followers so long as he himself was left to them. 

In his doctrine of "nirvana" Buddha took that further step and 

proclaimed that the goal of humanity was not God, was not "Existence," or "Becoming," 

or "Being," or absorption in a dlvine«Es8ence.« It was extinc¬ 

tion, absolute, irrevocable. There was an intermediate world 

peopled by fragments of human personalities>_the karma, the 

carried over balance between goad ai^ evil of this life's activi- 

ties, and these must be^^reincarnated through a countless series 

of deaths and rebirths till all desire, desire for anything, good 

or bad/is extinguished, ^njthat 1# accomplished the soul, affit- 

uy4|ly^Jio\ieh, extinguished. arvi ^noi■n^^-1lTt^^rr^ nncrl,biriTpfo,_, 

Bvt Buddha was so ii^p^i^the thoil^t of getting rid forever 

o^r--«lT''^EaT"TS“Ittplied-'4»--tfee thought of existence he -maV^nr 

of that state S'hoavoni-gtothAnenoser- ^ M'l'J ^ 

*l?here are religions'^'says Prof. Max Muller, a distinguished 

authority on Buddhism, "in which there seems to be no place at all 

for an approach of the individual soul to God, or for its finding 

itself in God. Buddhism, in its original form, knows of no ob¬ 

jective Deity, of nothing to which the subjective soul could ap¬ 

proach or with which it could be united. If we could speak of 

Deity at all in Buddhism, it would reside in Buddha, 
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Max lAiller, Gifford Lectures, lf?92, p.363. T?ith this conclusion Rhys 

Davids, another distinguished authority agrees, in company with al- 
e 

most ev;:y other authority in the JtBSSi in India, including Buddha 

himself. In the Parajika, one of the Canonical Buddhist Scriptures, Buddha 

do not see any one in the heavenly worlds, nor in that of Mara, 

nor among the inhabitants of the Brahma worlds, nor among gods 

or men, whom it would be proper for me to honor." In the Sutta 

Nipa^a Buddha declares, "TSTithout a cause and unknown is the life 

of mortals in this world." And so in all his teaching. Man, not 

God, was the supreme object of Buddha's thought, and the hope he 

held out tor nan was not that he should be made free from sin 

and be united with God in an immortality of holy love, but that 

he should escape from suffering by escaping from a hateful exist¬ 

ence into nirvana. 

Buddha was a reformer, and like many other reformers, he went to 

too great extremes in sweeping away abuses. The man who st fire to 

his fiel of ripening wheat in order to drive out the field mice is 

not regarded as a model of wisdom. Buddha saw the people given over to the 

worship of false gods and growing continually more debased in 

morals, and more enslaved by their priestly class, the Brahmans, 

who regarded themselves as Gods, whom it was the duty and the 

privilege of all other classes to serve and to worship. He saw 
the worship 

the whole life of the people given up to their SflSSflS0Sfl8 gods 

and to the service of the Brahmans, their ministers, while there 

was no one, among gods or men to give a thought to the poor and 

the sufferng. His soul revolted at what he saw. He found 

no help for himself in the teachings of the Brahmans about 

God and the future life, and after prolonged meditation alone 

in the forest he came back and proclaimed that marv/ flfMlSSSt 
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. , CHRISTIANITY THE UNIVERSAL RELIO-ION. 

Christianity claims to he the universal religion on the ground 

/ tliat It meets all the needs of the human heart In Its reach¬ 

ing out for God, and satisfies them, that It recognizes 

every religious aspiration found In other religions, and 

provides for them In a better way than Is done by them, 

and that It Is free from all the evils Incorporated with 

those aspirations In other religions. Ey the term Christ¬ 

ianity Is meant Christianity as It Is made known In the New 

Testament, not ecclesiastical systems bearing the name of 

Christ, but showing no sign of being touched by his spirit. 

Brahmanism teaches that God Is ail and man Is nothing; 

Buddhism teaches that man Is all and God Is nothing. BBB- 

jBiaBlSBBBfiBBBSBBBB Christianity exalts God to a higher place 
without neglecting or Ignoring man, 

than Brahmanism conceives of lilm^ and It does Infinitely 

more for man than Buddhism attempts to do, for ItBBBBBBB 

BEfiBiBBBBBBBBaMfiJBBBBB does more than Buddhism does to make 

this world a happy abiding place for him, and In addition 

It lifts him up to the blessedness of personal communion 

v;lth God. Confucianism Inculcates, reverance for one's fa¬ 

ther, his father's fatliers, for the Emperor, who Is the 

father of all the people, but It allows a father to put his 

children to death, and It teaches nothing of the duty 

of reverence to a heavenly Rather, who Is over an. 

Christianity, In the sacredness with which It holds the 

family relation does all and more than all that Confucian¬ 

ism seeks to do, for It makes the care of the children 

as sacred a duty as BBS reverence'of the ancestors. And 

In making the living God alone the object of worship It 

turns the face of the Confuclan from the past of his dead 

ancestors to the future, fun of hope, toward which 
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Chlna'^ls now beginning, very nosltatingly, to looK. 

Islam represents a fierce protest against Idolatry, and 
personal 

In Its creed of one G-od It finds tliat onristlanlty meets 
^ triune 

tlie need with one God, whose,personality , more complex,In 

h^ing. Issues in a revelation Incomparably richer in 

promise to the world than the Koran has to offer. Islam 

makes God known as a sovereign who rules by Torce of will 

from above, the New Testament as a Father, rullngvbj^^^love, ‘ 

and .^^nmg by hl^ Splis^r'ih the raids^^or,:h-i^l^^ 

Judaism represents a marvelous revelation by the mouths of 

prophets, through the legislation and the ritual of the law. 

and In the life and history of the Chosen people for two 

thousand years, all being a preparation for a fuller rev¬ 

elation to which all these things pointed, and which ^11,, ^ 

the nation were expecting afe any moment. Thenthelr last U 

prophet gave his, testimony to the people, the Temple and 
! V. —^ 

and for another two thousand years/S^ave been scattered broad- 

oaat over the *|&a 

fll the law and the prophetsy^^as been v/aitlng for his own 

to recognize him and receive him, and as many as receive 

him to them he gives power to become the stos of God. 

Bahalsm now comes professing to bring a revelation 

of a higher character than any of these , and to Include 

them all as being preparatory stages for Itself, as 

Judaism was preparatory to Christianity. It claims ino 

fact, to be the universal religion, 
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And yet tne prayer whlcli Christ tau^lit to liis disciples hardly 

more Ijlian enters on the threshliold of prayer's meaning ^ exer¬ 

cised Td^ Christ hli^^f , It la recorded that^^ of 

his time prayer^^rayer never for forg 1 veness^'^lW^w^^^r 

e’9Tarstgj^^ 

Inirercesslon fV l^ls disciples^and for thei^ahat should be¬ 

lieve on him thro'ugh their word. And tha^t"" office he still 
\ / 

<.. / 

performs for his pe’d^ple, for It Is written, "He ever llveth 

to make Intercession fmr them that 901110 unto God by him."* #Heb 7:23 

He Is our Advocate,*as l^^aiso thb' Spirit: He Is our Mediator * Jn l4:i6 

of the new covenantli li Heb 9:13 
, our rap-rHful and faithful High Priest, 1 Tim 2:3 

"^■§lns Heb 8:6,S 
to maxe reconciliation foi* the BtflUgB of the people} Heb 2:17 

One such prayer of ,0lirlst's has be^ preserved for us by 
'"v 

the Apostle Johni^ilis High priestly pray^ of intercession 
'S,. 

for his dlsclpi^s, before going forth to, hlKcrucifixion. 
y \ 

Here we feel''that our Master Is taxing us wlth\^m, as before 

he toox .looter and James and John^to the Mount of Tr^nsf Ig- 

uratl,0fn.that we might behold his glory, and we seem to\hear 
I \ 

wltfi them the Voice out of the cloud, saying, "This Is m 

beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased; hear ye him." 
It Is related by all lioslem historians that It was a 

common practice for Mohammed to InvoXe curses on his enemies, 
and that he frequently put them to death, when they fell 
Into his hands. Tlie same historians have put It on record 
that, during the contest of All and Moawlyah for the ca¬ 
liphate, It was All's custom. In leading the dally prayers / 
of the congregation, to publicly and bitterly curse Moajsji^---"'^', 
yah, and that of Moawlyah In llXe manner to curse kllI ^ 

arct-ajr~tru»ii. i ISST 
-pdi'^TTcii',' and (Jii nri-e. Wlilch, thlnx you, represents the later 
and higher revelation of Him whose name Is holy, the spirit of the Prophet 
the Imam, and the Caliph, or the spirit of Christ? Bahalsm 
says, "Not Christ, but the Prophet, not Clirlst, but the Imam." 
All that the Prophet and the Imam have said, and all that they have done 
Bahalsm Indorses and approves, as done by God himself, for BajiaIsm 

that they, as God,sit In the teiiple of God, showing 
themselves that they are God, teaches that Christ,'s day was jux/L 
ended and his star had set when the Koran revealed a higher 
Dispensation of truth, to give light to the world tlll'^the 
yet greater day of Balia U'llah shouldi.; uaTO. And as Bahalsm 
.■judges, so Is Bahalsm ;judged before the bar of God.* * Matt 7:2 
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BAimiSM AND CHRIS TI^ITY,. 

M 
PANIiffim-;-' 

Infli ^ called forth 
principle of the acorn , have Vdoome aSgesgflSSaSfrom the common 

stock of the physical forces and integrated in the form and functions 

of an individual oak tree,-in some such way, so the Hindu reasons, 

do the impersonal forees set free when Brahma aa “Being" changes to 

Brahma as "Existence," attain to life and personality in the individ¬ 

ual man. And as, when the tree dies and decays, all its constituent 

elements are dissipated, to be taken back and united with the com¬ 

mon reservoirs of matter and force from whence they came, so the 

human body and the human personality together are at death dissipa¬ 

ted. But the germ of the tree has been preserved in the seed, and 

this takes on a new life, repeated over and over, perpetuating the 

life of the tree indefinitely. Likewise there is a germ or soul 

in the man which survives after death, and which is fated to bring 

forth in another life on earth the fruits of all its activity in 

its previous life, whether this were good or bad. The Hindu idea 

of reincarnation is not that it gives one who has sinned in this 

life another chance under more favorable conditions, nor ,,0^ that 

it is a punishment for sin committed in this life, as when there 

is transmigration into the body of a lower animal. It is simply 

the necessity that attaches to existence, the fateful, inflexible 

law that action must bear its appointed fruit in another life. It 

is a law that must be accepted, as life is accepted, because there 

is no help for it. Yet there is help, for it is possible for some 

favored sou^ limit all activity as eventually to escane 

from and to reunite the soul with Brahma. There is 

therefore, some element of choice in the destiny of the pantheist, 

thou^ he allows none to the Primal Being of whose life he is a 

part^ But his choice can only be made effective through ages of 

‘effort and'self discipline. There is no Saviour whom he may cboeea- 
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to deliver him or to help him on his way. He must be his own savior, 

he must work out his own salvation without any hope that there is a 

Grod to work in him to will and to do of his good pleasure. His salvation also, when a 

when accomplished, is not salvation from sin, but from existence, 

which to the Hiddu, as to the Buddhist, is the supreme evil. Not faith 

in a holy divine Being, all whose resources of infinite love and 

infinite power are pledged to his deliverance, but knowledge,”the 

knowledge BBdS which realizes that everything is Brahma,” this 

alone liberates him and makes him one in Brahma, Thou^ all souls 

are emanations of Brahma, all who do not acquire this saving knowl¬ 

edge continue to migrate from body to body forever. Good works 
since some kind of action^jgunavoidable it is better to do good than to do evil 

are better than bad works^ for itiuBy insureTtransmi^ration into 

li j 
the body of a man, not of a beast, but no works^^re infinitely 

better than good works, for absolute inactivity has no fruit, and ^ 

no reincarnation. 

Brahma is supposed to be neither good nor bad/in the sense that 

he transcends all such finite conceptions as good and evil. These 

are thou^t of as having to do only with the state of”exi8tence," 

when the devotee has attained to the blessedness of'knowledge" he, 

like Brahma, is divested of all bad and all good qualities alike. 

Knowledge of Brahma,—saving knowledge, means the renunciation of 
of 

all knowledge.or interest in anything connected with humanitv. - 

the manifested Brahma,and Siva, constitute the hipest triad 

of gods under the unmanifested Brahma, and Vishnu has made nine 

avatars, or incarnations in different forms. Of these the hipest 

were in the forms of Krishna and Rama, but all were Vishnu, and there¬ 

fore in reality the same. None of these incarnations however, were 

made for the purpose of delivering the people from sin. The only 

real sin recognized by Hinduism is ignorance, i.e absence of 
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..-mAHMnriBK. (a 

.R)ur tliousana years ago or earlier occurred, at about 

tiie same time, and at points not very reinoie from each 

other, three great migrations, all of them destined to 

exert a profound Influence on the history of the world. 

The first In order, though perhaps not the first In time, 

was Abraham, the Shemlte, who at the ^call of Cfo4 went out with only his 

from his father/s tousa to a stran^^ilM/ '' 

popoia^lon could liave no hope of being able to 

overcome by force. But Abraham was distinguished as a man 

of faith. Ood v;as to him an Almighty personal Being, the 

righteous Judge of all tlie earth. He lieard voice speaK- 

Ing to him; he believed the promises ije’ made to him; he had 

faith that his prayers guidance and direction 

ViTould be ans'wered; and at^^^Hl3 command he committed all his 

fortunes Into his hands with trust and confidence^and set 

forth, not icnowlng vhiltiier he wont, to the land of promise 

many generations, his children were to InlierlA h 

/ -v T.he next In order of these mlgratlonW:was nomn single 

family, golng^forth^BurpgBipiXBaBfiBcSBBB with no dependaince 

but tfn dod, iwii-a^race, noble In bearing and with many proud 

traditions, to taKe possession of a land whi^ih they were to 
jTUtJCL //u, ^ /.■ ? fff-rfh 
rjaffls. aft-ep-tl;em»elv^«. They came from the high table lands 

of BalKli and BoKliara, though It is now believed that this was 

not their original home, and, corning down tlirougii the passes 

of the Hindu Kush, thei-overcame the Inhabitants of the 

to the south, and established themselves In possession. They 

were a proud people, v/ho^itraced their descent Japheth, the 
Oy 

son of Noah, and they called themselves ”Arya,’'/the noble ones. 

J 
\ 

y 

ddUi^tn-^ 
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To Abraham was revealed the Knowledge or one God, one truth, 

one religion; a universal religion; good tidings of great .joy, 

which should he to all peoples; in him and in his seed should 

all the families of the earth he blessed. Abraham sawy and 

in seeing he was glac^—that the faith thus revealed to him 

would not become universal by accretion from without,but 

by X development from within; that its growth should not 

be as the snow ball,but as the seed, that it should not be a mechanism, 

a temple, curiously wrought, and inviting to its worship 

people from every clime and every faith, but an organism, 

a tree of life, whose leaves should be for the healing of 

the nations. 
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new home of which they possessed themselves they called 

Ii’an, the land of the Aryaj) The God of the .iryaMwas not a per¬ 

son, hut a principle, aBaBaBSitBwsaBlapBaBlBliezBdBBOBBBijg an 

essence. To conceive of an essence, so that it could he in- 

telligentiy worshipped was very difficult, therefore theAryaM 

sun, the moon and stars, the earth, fire, &c. as 

symbols of the Essence, and paid their worship to them. At 

length a prophet arose in Tran who tauglit them that there was 

not one essence, hut two, one the good principle, whose name 

was Ahura ^lazda, or Orrnazd, and the evil principle, whose 

name v/as Angra Miinya, or Ahriman. This great teacher, Za- 

roaster, taught many truths about God in his doctrines con¬ 

cerning Ahura Mazda; his conceptions of him were indeed,in 

some respects very near to thos e of the Hebrew prophets con- 

cerning Jehovah. There were Iwro particulars, however, in which 

the Persian fell far below the Hebrew in his icnov/ledge of God. 

The Persian ascribed to God neither the qualities of ,a pery ^ yiCL 

sonal Being, nor did he thlnh of him as omnipotent We win' ^ 

see in the further course of this study how f^^ were - r 

these defects in Zoroaster's teaclilng 

But there was one truth about God that emphasized 

hardly lessLforcibly than did.^he prophets of Israel, namely 

tli^sln Is ayjthlng that is utterly and eternally hateful to 

God, that it is the duty of man to hate it as God hates 

forever f^ht against it under whatever form it 

present^^ itself.^ 

^acMUs to a snare wUn lU. In tne 

evil A' Tt wns 

if 

Pi 

/ 
iry- teaQ’^Oy^thaT^nrlsF g 

1 A UA-m J. 0 ^ 

others, and of destroying the worKs of the devil a' it wai 
/A.\ 

Zoroaster's teachlng^^that the assistance of man was neces¬ 

sary to Ahura Mazda, to enable him eventually to overcome Angra Malnyu. 
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Tlie third of these great migrations was from the same 

region as the second, and was made hy the same people, the 

Aryans, and this hrancli of that great race moved south and 

east and tooh up their abode In the great plains of India. 

With all the Aryans the Hindus, as this branch was called, 

were believers In one Gtod, who was not a personal Being, but 

a principle, an Essence. ^')^th their bretliren the Persians 

they worshipped the heaveniv^hgidles bA raanlfestatlons of the 

o^e God. At first these 4ore Regarded as symbols/ 

abstract divinities representing different attributes 

of the one Essence, Brahma, in Itself the Essence 

was supposed to have no attributes, and could not be described 

In terms of human speech, but the lower divinities, v/hlch were 

manifestations of Brahma, represented attributes. Thus the 

masculine Brahma, the creator, with Siva, the Destroyer, Vish¬ 

nu, the preserver, indra, Krishna, and many others came to 

be worshipped as raanlfestatIona of Brahma. The Hindus were 

a very religious people and the priestly class, called 

Brahmans, were held In the lilghest estimation. They, with 

the warrior and the merchant classes were supposed to have 

sprung from Brahma's head and body, while there was a lower 

class, called Sudras, which came from his feet and were 

thought to be wortiiy only of menial occupations. At first 

these distinctions of class, or caste, were not very rigid, 

and many were admitted to the higher castes from the lower, 

but the divisive tendencies grew gradually stronger till 

they became fixed and unalterable. The three higher castes 

were Aryans, and were called the Twice Born; the Sudras con¬ 

sisted of the conquered people, the natives of the land In which 
the Aryans tooK up their new home. 
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A tliousand years before the time of Alexander the areat 

the Hindus were s^tled In northern India, and there they 

further elaborated their systems of philosophy, of which 

that of the Vedanta was most generally/,accepted. Inthls 

It v/as taught that there was but one/^thing In Hie—universe", 

the Universal Soul, Brahma, and that all that seemed to be^ 

other than It^-as llaya "Illusion." Every soul was a part 

of the one Soul, and from It the Bralimans were not far re- 

mgv^d. !Piie,warrior and agricultural castes were/,further 

; the Gudras, who were non-Aryans were so far off 

as hardly to be counted as belonging to Braiima at.Tall. Tlie 

Hindus had already a very voluminous religious literature. 

the Vedas, or sacred hymns; the laws of Manu; the Ramayana, 

and Mahabharata, or religious poems, the Riranas, S:c. acc. 

In coming to their new home they conquered and partly dls- 

possed the native Iniiabltants, they tooK. to themselves tlielr 

women, and they adopted many of their forms of worship. God was one^ 

and all things were manifestations of him; religion was one 

and all forms and doctrines v7ore manifestations of the one 

truth; It v;as consequently, easy for them to tahe up the 

aboriginal cults which they founci^n-the lanq and raaXe them ’> 'U k 

a part of the worship of Brahroa, 
iUMM\ 

sence Brahma, wheJwre above all forms of v/orshlp or of des¬ 

cription. And so It came about that their religion, ViThlch 

'('the earliest Vedas show to have been originally monotheistic, (J^,- 

became more and more polytheistic as It became affiliated with 

the animistic cults of the subject races. were taken 

up bodily In many cases, Into the fold of Hinduism, and their 

follovrers vrore permitted to practice their ov;n rites and liold 

•j 
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to tlielr oia beliefs on condition that tliey acknowledged tne 

overiordsnip of Braliraa, and tlie supreroacy of tne Bralimans. 

^Itii all their theories that God was all and all was God the 

Braluaans made the caste distinctions more and more rigorous, 

till they succeeded In raising themselves almost to the rank 

of Gods, while the poor Sudras, on the other hand, were cor¬ 

respondingly degraded. They'" weretnotj permit ted to have In¬ 

struction In sacred things, for which they were regarded as 

unfitted; the Sudra, and much more, the Pariah, was unclean, 

his shadow even must not be permitted to fall upon a BraMian; 

he was regarded as Inferior to many of the lower anlrrals, some 

of Which, and notably the cow, were deified. 

(fr^‘ 

The. philosophy .of--.the wcpnta"Is In menyyi^speo^^ llJ^o tiiat of tire 
■h._ ii-h..1 . i ^ ' 1/' h ' I "j / ' 

.^ols. Tjiei’e ^ 30 ^aoli Jn ItJllujX 

4- 4. -r ^3^.^ -a-. _ 

neks, 6f th^'varloiis sch^ 

stands for pa lii; he Ism ■^everywhere that l can do no better than 
! i 

give a sumrriary 
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the body, the world, all the phenomena of nature, as well as 

In the things of the mind and the spirit. To him the command 

of God to Adam to replenish the earth and subdue it, was e|bod— 

appointed mission to Adam's posterity. So he has gone forth 

clearing forests, building cities, draining marshes, convert¬ 

ing deserts into fruitful fields. Preeminently in these latter 

days has the occidental Aryan bi^ght into ^ubjgction the most 

destructive and most myster 1 ous%al ftid’i'.e.c. He has harnessed 

steam and bade it plow the sea with giant ships^ greater in 

diinensions than the ark of his great ancestor. He has made it 

carry inconceivable burdens across valley and mountain that 

would have taxed the powers of the ^inn of the fisherman'a 

He has tamed the lightning, making it first his nim- 
-vi 

r.- i'j 

ble messenger, and/v^nov; putting it in training to be his man of 

all work. He has analysed the sunbeam, and made the light wave 

tell him the secrets of the remotest stars. He now bids fair 

to establish his authority over the air, and compel it to fetch 

and carry 8.( his bidding. And as he long ago cleared the 

^jungles of the v;ild beasts that were wont to ravage and destroy, 

he has now, by the aid of the microscope, tracked to their lair 

an innumerable horde o:^infinitely more destructive microbes 

ihat prey unseen on the human race, and some of these he has al- 

Lady 

mt that branch of the family of Japheth which turned their 

aces from their ancestral home southward and eastward cared 

r/fpr none of these things. So little did they care for the mere 

^_ 

j^^lng of things that they kept no records of their own his- 

tory. So little v;ere they interested in subduing the world 

that throughout their entire history they have allowed themselves 

to be enslaved by tyrants and oppressors 
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But if the o-rl-entiil has been indifferent to outvfard things it 

has been because he has regard^.,the things of tl^e soul as alone 

worthy of his attention. The itklian and the firirten hurrjMli to 

the ends of the earth to discover new lands and new peoples. 

They explore the heavens with the telescope andj 

under the all revealing eye of the microscope 

The Hindu turns jiis telescope into his ovm soul, and fdthoms great-- 
■Sjd 4 -ISUftMA 

er mysteries^in the abysses of his own consciousness than any Jih 

that are hidden in the depths of space. He is right in believing 

the things that are unseen to,be more important than the things 

that^^x^ seen, if he means by the things that are unseen the- 

iS4adfic=±MS?g-Td±Jit Paul raean^by that term. But the mystic con¬ 

sciousness with which the oriental: is so highly endowed by 

heredity, and which he has so assiduously cultivated from re¬ 

mote ages to the present^is not in Itself splritiial conscious¬ 

ness. It is one of the many avenues of approach to spiritual 

life, but it is no more life in itself, than the steam engine is 
I 

a motive power without steam. The mystic temperament is a sen¬ 

sitive and delicately adjusted instrument upon v/hich the Spir¬ 

it of God can v/orh, but it is an instrument which is acted on 

by many other influences. Christ's own test of spirituality 
n 

remains the only true one,—"By their fruits ye shall know them, 

^/The occidental mind isinferior in delicacy of perceptio n^ 
j‘ 
'‘^but v;here it has not trusted to its ovm powers, but has leaned 
/ 
(in faith on God's revelatio/i. of himself in Christ, it has at- 

'^ained ^a^degree and q^-iailty of spiritual fruitfulness to 

which a^^^^^man effort offers no nar^lel, 

Ttms m M 
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Thus pantheism has taken on dif¬ 

ferent forms as it has developed respectively in the east and 

in the west. The Greek saw God in all things, seen and unseen. 

His problem was to discover the relation between these two 

dspecxs God's being, and to the solution of ^hi 

perfectly equippod/for the task 

has yet produced, addressed itself 

to the utmost limit of its marvellous pov;erspand met with utter 
f'UA , Pi iiO. (M. ‘fU’^nxA, 

and hopeless failure.^The Brahmin, in his new found home in 

India was at an earlier date occupied with the same great prob-^ 

lem. Even at that early period there had developed temperamental 

'tween the Aryan who migrated west and the Aryan v/ho 

of nature so manifest in new environifen 

problem 

|(i7ith whjfeh man seemed 

xeriy unable to cope, turned his thoughts to 

e contemplation of a power behind nature,so groat as, by con- 

, utterly to dwarf all nature's visible manifestations. 

Which to gue without hindrance their lntell0ctu§i^^4nd aes- 

* in cities usually lnd@i%ndent of one ano- 

th all them^enial work done,.,# slaves, they had 

state outside the narrow sphere 
it. 
®^¥'>€’nergleB, and they v;ere not 

vbEuieMiad to labor for their <^ily'\read. Their activities 

were therefore T>redominanfi.|f'" 1 ntfii i ^ 

Bretoins^^^^^^ priestly class 

, affined to^i#i'^*l!^ int^lectual pfe-emi- 

ocioty became sbemcbaibeb divided up into 

of ¥/hich the Brahmin v/as the highest - - 

no compelling interests in 

primitive 

■with spqciaL 

0 aowe,>‘ v/ereyi' 
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estimation of the higher, of even less consideration than 
4j^s eve3?y want siMWlied Jb}^onials^_^d wi-^no sympathies outside 

slaves. The IBrafimir^^adually came t^o loohedr-upoR"hy himself his 

and all below him in the scale of humanity, as a god lihe C^as;^ 

being, in whom were incarnated the virtues of Brahma, the im¬ 

personal essence of God. He had nothing to do but to specula 

The Brahmin solved, to his own satisfaction, the problem of 

the Greek by reducing it to its simplest terms. He reconcil 

the seen with the unseen by eliminating the seen. God became 

all, man and nature 

It; 

hings 

f God 

nothing. Vi/hatever was seen was not, 
. , • . , iT' 

It existed only as false belief^ Maya^llu^:j.on_.^^ Out of -^he/iprj.- 

mal essence Brahma, 11|| 

)ut of the/j] 

iBMilMP*', msmm- 

He/\^ii^ae existe(\,^^n a state of apathetic sol- 
Maya is thus explained by a Hindu writer, quoted by Clarke: 

itude.^''Dissatisfied with his own solitude, Brahma feels a 

desire to create v/orlds, and then the volition ceases so far as 

he is concerned, V8E^vM®ivibiajad3hoiynbsiirafl®ivsiai)]n^^ 

and he sinks again into his apathetic happiness, while the 

desire, thus willed into existence, assuines an active character. 

It becomes Maya, and by this was the universe created, without 

exertion on the part of Brahma.n This passing wish of Brahma 

carried, however, no realitywlth it. And the creation proceed¬ 

ing from it is only an illusion,There is only absolute Unity 

really existing, and existing without plurality. But he is like 

one asleep. Krishna, in the Gita, says: * These works (the universe 

confine not me, for I am like one who sitteth aloof uninterested 

in them all* The universe is therefore all illusion, holding 

a position between something and nothing. It is real as an illu¬ 

sion, but unreal as being. It is not true, because it has no 

essence; but not false, because its existence, even as illusion, 

is from God. The Vedanta declares; 'From the highest state of 

Brahma to the lov^rest condition of a straw, all things are jllusion^'^ 
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Tile Hindus have voluminous^^ sacred literature^, the Raiaa- 

yana, an epic of Rama, an incarnation of Vishnu, the Mahabarata^-^^ 

s*J^d the Puranas, containing legends of heroes and gods, and the 

Vedas, Upanishads, &c, the sacred hyums, philosophical treatises,&c| 

Of the latter there are three principal systems, of v;hich the 

Vedanta is the orthodox exposition of the Hindu faith. The Vedan¬ 

ta teaches that the universe came into existence as the r^ultant 

of unknown and unknowable impersonal forces.^ All that*^as^#i«siirpure 

"Being", an infinite potency, an unconscious. Something contain¬ 

ing within Itself, as the germ in the seed, a latent principle 

capable of development through a necessary order. In its un- 

conscious evolution Being becai^^xlstence, and^-w. it all the 

this Something the Hindu gave the name of God,All things con- 

him, and he consisted in all things as their source 

and their sum, considered as "existence". But in his "being", 
will return. 

cended all his works, these being only (Illusory) manifestations 

yt'/j/Tthat he had passed from the state of being into the state of 
J. \ 

i(existence As pure being Brahma, the supreme God of the Hindu, 
-- 

y-^/has no attributes. He has no activities of any character, y-!^/has n( 

r as directed out 'ard in creative and directive work in 
■ '•I 

' nature, or inward, in mental or spiritual processes of his 

ipersonal faculties. In himself he had no personal faculties, 

will, no intelligence, no desires, no self consciousness. . 

Ood is spoken of as "willing" this and that it is only 

iU, as a figure of speech, as we speak of nature willing 

^\\ the production of an oak and not a willow, from the acorn 

which has taken root in the soil. As the Impersonal forces ndtu/i-t 

individuate themselves in the oak, as in its character as an 
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individual oak the impersonal forces of nature, light^heat, 

electricity, motion, actl:'lsm., interacting with the germinal 

principle of the oak attain to the individual life and functions 

of the oak tree, so in some analogous way do the impersonal 

forces set free in God's"exlstence", interacting with the germ¬ 

inal principle of God's "being" attain to life and personality 

in the individual nan. And as, when the tree dies and decays, 

all its constituent elements are dissipated, to be taken back 

again to the common reservoirs of force and matter whence they 

came, so the human soul and the human body together are at 

, /} A. death dissipated, all to be restored again to the common 

r ^ soul of the universe. The personal identity of the man no 

/more persists after the death of the body than the individual 

Identity of the tree pe^sicts after it has been reduced.to . 

tshes in the furnace 

hift 

transcendent 

Ok.-'bod,the God of pure "being", is as absolutely remote from all 

relation to man as if he were imprisoned forever in the 

ppAh^ remotest star that wanders in the abysses of space. He is 

stantly represented in the Upanishads as absolutely -oassive, . 

wholly indifferent to the exercise of the mighty powers 

herent in him/^:‘or good or for evil. Indifferent to all the 

emotions that act so powerfully on the minds and hearts of 

the finite beings who proceed from him. His will is an inflex¬ 

ible necessity imposed on him by the constitution of his being5 

his thoughts are but the troubleis" motions of his dreams, withou"^ 

purpose or meaning, he knows his dream children as little as he 

is known by them; he 
has no affections, he neither loves nor 
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hates, for to do either would imply a transition from some other 

state, v/ould imply imperfection either in the state from which 

the transition is made or in that to which lyattains. He neither 

loves righteousness nor hates iniquity. These are relative 

pertaining only to the finite world of existence. He 

being has no knowledge of anything relative^'fia 

gives off spiritual existences as the tree produces fruit, or 

fe-f^'^^^'Lthe flower gives off fragrance. These in time come into the 

' lueu*] 

k 

v/orld of relation, and as respects man’s re5.^tio^to them sin 

''land,righteousness have meaning, but not to,,^^ as the Absolute. 
, aJiA~^ 1 z-' , Cg, 

"The impersonal self, Brah;-.a|l is 'existeni^ intelligence, 
beatitude,, sachchldananda:—existent. as imparting existence and 
manifestations to everything that is known and seems to be; intel¬ 
ligence, as being self-luminous, as giving light to all things, 
making to appear all things that do appear; beatitude, as ex¬ 
empt from all the miseries of metempsychosis, from evil, pain, 
and sorrow, a beatitude in which there is no distinction between 
the bliss and the blissful sub;]ect, a beatitude like the iAiub 

of dreamless sleep. It is’ever pure, intelligent, and free 
pure, as free from desire and aversion, and passionless, as ^ 
unaffected by illusory limitations; Intelligent, as irradiating 
all things, illiiminating the otherwise dark or unconscious modi¬ 
fications of the sensories and intellects of personal spirits,and 
as illiuninatlng the objects of those modifications: free, as 
unaffected by the experiences of those spirits, exempt from 
implication in the unreal. It is umaodlflable, and therefore 
neither knows, nor acts, nor suffers. All cognition, action, 
and passion belong to the unreal world of duality, and are the 
modifications of the sensory and intellect of personal souls." 
—Encyclopaedia Britannlca, Art.—Vedanta. 

fit, 

The'NQndo-Aryans , according to the earlie^i“''^edic hymns, appear 

to have be^monotheistic, and to havq,4-found life pleasurable. 
■K ...r* 

They are repres'i&nted as praying fq# long life, and for an after- 
X 

life in the body. ''lSj,ey are lUfci'&ught to have imbibed their 

pessimistic views of and the doctrine of metempsychosis 

v/hich made of all the^v^tur#’4ife known to them an interminable 

and horrible dream.‘#hich filled "'^e present and the future of thei 

existence with pflutterable misery, tm.se they are supposed to 
"X. 

have taken up^Xn after times from the lovhsg:* races which they 
./ X /' \ 

supplantcd/in India, and with whom they freel^vconrningled. 
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WHDTE 

The ’’.rorld v;as pictured by the Indian sagea as a series, be¬ 
ginningless and endless, of bodies and environments, through 

^ which personal souls—that is, the one soul Illusively viewing 
Itself as many—pass. They pass through it for the fruition of 

(V their works, bhoga. The material oT which it is built up at 
each period of evolution is cosmlcal illusion, maya. This 
is the principle by which ^eCg&l mistakes Itself for not-self, iden¬ 
tifies Itself with fictitious adjuncts, uphadhi,wlth the organs, 
the faculties, the organism. It is this illusion that gives rise 
to the unreal world of duality, generable, mutable, corruptible. 
....The soul is confined t^ the body as within a prison. Its 
doings and sufferings are as unreal as the apparent motion of 
the trees upon the bank to one sailing down the river. The experi¬ 
ence of life after life is the phantasmagory of a waking dream.... 
A place is found in the imagery for the deities and their paradises 
only these deities and their paradises, up to the Domiurgus him¬ 
self, the Isvara, ^d the brahmaloka, the sphere of Brahma, 
are, joer se fictitious, unreal, illusory.' . But the highest re¬ 
ward of piety is continuance in the sphere of Braluna for an aeon 
on^, when the Inteiininable round of transmigrations must begin 
anGT'. The only real immortality is extrication from metempsy¬ 
chosis, reunion with the impersonal self, to be reached not by 
works but by knowledge.-r-lb, . . . W- • / ■ 

consists alone in, suffering. ^ 

Salvation is escape irom suffering, and this can only be effected 

through knowledge, by which alone can the way be found to es- ^ ^ 

ape from the miseries of endless transmigrations, ^ 

"The transraigratory series is said t^onsist of agents, actions, 
and fimits of action.. It is describea as an unbroken succession 
of evils ,-b)irth, death, bereavement, and other sorrows,—arising f//htu-t 
from transition from body to body. The Individual soul floats 
down the stream, 'like a gourd upon the waters’, through embod- ' 
iment after embodiment, 'from a patch of grass to the first of 
the divinities,' through forms inorganic and organic, vegetable, 
animal, human, ultra-human. Infernal, and celestial. Each 
later stage is determined by the good or evil actions of the 
individual in his earlier embodiments, by a blindly, fatally 
^crating law of retribution, adrishta . _,.r> 

.flarniwiiaaftyit^^ra, the God'who is the 
rcrem«i;g^ and maker of the world, together and rules the trans- 
migrato^fe^ries through the s^e^essive aeons. It is this 
principle th^%M^ears the^,,&emurgus of the charge of cruelty 
and injustice on the miseries and inequalities of 
life. In all and suffers the soul is reaping the 
fruits of its ojsij¥**hctionsT%^s actions proceed from preferen¬ 
ces and aver^j^f^ns, and these pl^^eed from illusion, from its 
Identlfylric itself v/ith its per smmoonsclous senses, faculties 

or^^-ffism. Merit, no less than dei^^i,t. prolongs the series 
,.and liiiS^ be shunned as sin by the as pi^^fc^^o extrication y— lbd(^ 
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The prinolple^of bhog^, fruition of al^action, requires that 

every action of wr ^ver kind, must out its appointed fruit 

in experience. As ^p^ngle life is/ihot long enough for the conse¬ 

quences of past actiohiTNto manif^t themselves, the soul must be 

rc__rifi*5ft5:€rd/j to give it tha^^^jp^^ortunity. A good action, if 

good enough to bring forthgood fruit, brings to the doer 

a severer penalty than a less p^iific evil action, as its 

fruits must all be brought forth D^ore the unhappy soul can 

be absorbed In th^impersonal essen^ of Brahirw and escape further 

transmigrations. 

\^hQ Vedantic philosophy, making God all and man nothing, -p 

out natural fruit in making its devotees selfishly i;^^nt 

on workii5g out their own salvation and making them in^llfferont to 

society into 

the welfar#^f others. Thus the institution of caa€e has divided 

strata of which the J^gher despise the 

lower, and in whll!^ the lov/est are bound tgXtheir degraded lot 

by fetters of roligfc^and custom moro^#igid than steel. In the 

midst of this concentration of the ^tellect of the people on one^ 
Nt. X supre;^i^ 

God there has risen also a^^lyt^eism the most degrading, and 

the most startling in the iiiuy^'M^lioity of its gods,of Avhich 

history furnishes any exj^le. \ 

M^ave seen that t^ western Aryaft%^ v/hile he sought to iden 

tify Go<K.and naiiux# in his philosophy, i^lod to proceed to the 
J 

lengths of lais^^astern kinsman in ignoring'^n's identity. In the 

next chapte# we will endeavor to show the eff^i of this differ- 

'/ \ 
ence of ,i#bnceptibn in preparing the vjestern raoes’Vor the d6- 

\ \ 
oept^ce of the gl^. tidings of the GocLnan v/ho shoul^'^n his o\m 

P^on reconcile the H,nite v.dth the infinite, and, in M^ovm 

/life offered up, bridge tlie gulf and solve the problem of the\^es 

^to which the philosophers had been unable to offer any real answr. 
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Action 

prolongs existence, since its fruits_^3LiBt be brought forth, 

and this requires time and place^for their development. The 

result is a ceaseless round of transmigrations, every act, 

^ad, in the present life requiring rebirth into 

body that its fruits may find their development, 

long as there is any hind of action, physical, mental 

spiritual so long inist existence last, so long must trans- 

continueyy And through all this inteDninable 

fOf* transmigrations the soul's identity is in some 

existence would cease. V-# oiioi'WX C3C? 

CVt _ _^ 
Y/hen the long agony of transmigration^ 

-tua oAxe L.CIHJO wuuxu csase. 

nUtJUc^ 
igration ends ,then 'the sbul 

is released from its entanglement in the net of illusion and 

it is lost in the essence, in the abyss of unconscious "Being". 

How shall the harassed soul free itself from the necessity 

of continued rebirths? Only by cessation of action. But 

all action is the fruit of desire, therefore desire must be 

q’^enched if the soul is to find salvation. Asceticism 

therefore becomes the way of life, ?r the extent to which 

the soul is weaned from desire of anything, good or bad, 

to that extent it has worked out its own salvation, extin¬ 

guishing desire, forestalling action and its results, shor¬ 

tening transmigrations, hastening the day of absorption in 

the essence, PT^oinr^^ Atn^T-^x.i. 

Mritijpuinfijin 

^ (if 
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The conception of the Hindu of the relation existing between 

God and the soul finds a crude illustration in the case of the 

sick and delirious child which imagines that it is lost in 

the wilderness, and in danger from wild beasts, serpents, 

hunger, thirst, &c., and which calles piteously for 

deliverance. Every effort it makes Inspired by hatred of 

its foes, every effort inspired by love of its parents and 

-longing for its home equally aggravates its delirium. Its on¬ 

ly hope of finding its home and friends is in rest and sleep,— 

in absolute passivity of thought and desire. Then, when it 

wakes and recognizes its home—it is at home. It is a very 

•gimple-.and pl-aueible explanation of the mysteries of prov¬ 

idence, -and on© that-- - both to- the mind^ 

♦of tit© wise and ef the foolish. 

Karma is a term used both by the Hindu and the Buddhist 

to express the aggregate of action during the life of the in¬ 

dividual which must go over into the next stage of existence 

to have its fruitage brought to developraent. All action, 

of 7;hatever character, is Included in the sum, and pay alike 

its penalty. There is no ethical quality in the conception. 

It is as if the prodigal son, having wasted his patrimony 

in riotous living, should devote all the rest of his life to 

works of love and mercy, to find at the end that his good 

works and loving purposes counted just as much against his 

peace and the attainment of salvation as did those that 

were evil. 

Asceticism is naturally the form most generally assumed by 

★religious devotion, wherever the efficacy of works for sal- 
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BRAHMANISM.' 
f 

The doctrine of Brahma is taught in the Mimansa. Brahma 

Is the one, eternal, absolute, unchangeable Being. He un¬ 

folds into the imiverse as Creator and Created. He becomes 

first ether, then air, then fire then water, then eatth. Prom t 

these five elements all bodily existence proceeds, ouls are 

sparks from the .entral fire of Brahma, separated for a time, 

to be absorbed again at last. 

Brahma, in his highest form aS Para-Brahm, stands for the 

Absolute Being. The following passage is from a Upanlshad, trans 

lated by V/indischmann :-‘'How can any one teach concerning 

Brahma? he is neither the known nor the unknown. That w'hich 

cannot be expressed bjj words, but through which all expressin 

comes, this I know to be Brahma. That hich cannot be thought 

by the mind, but b v/hlcji all thinking cornea, this I know is 

Brahma. That v;hich cannot be seen by the eye, but by which 

the eye sees, is Brahma. If thou thlnkest that thou canst know 

it, then in truth thou knowest it very little. To whom it 

is unknown, he knoi^s it; but to whom it is known, he knows itnot. 

In the Vedanta philosophy this speculative philOEsphyx pan¬ 

theism is carried further. Thus speaks Sankara, the cheif teach 

er of the Vedanta philosophy "I am the great Brahma, eternal, 

pure, free, one, constant, happy, existin without end. He 

\Yho ceases to contemplate other tilings, who retires into 

solitude, annihilates his desires, and subjects his passions, 

he understands that Spirit is the One and the Eternal, The 

wise man annihilates all sensible things in spiritual 

things, and contemplates that one Spirit who resembles 

pure space. Brahma is without size, quality, character, or di¬ 

vision." "The world isappearance vrithout Being, it is like the 

deception of a dream. The soul itself has no actual being." 
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There is an essay on Vedantism in a book published in Cal¬ 

cutta, 1854, by a young Hindoo, Shoshee Chunder Butt, which 

describes the creation as proceeding from Maya, in this way:" 

"Dissatisfied with hlfl. own solitude, Brahma feels a desire to 

create worlds, and then the volition ceases so far as he is 

concerned, and he sinks again into his apathetic happiness, 

while the desire, thus willed into existence, assimies an 

active character. It becomes Maya, and by this v/as the 

universe created, vrithout exertion on the part of Brahma. 

The passing wish of Brahma carried, however, no reality 

with it. And the creation proceeding from it is only an 
really 

illusion. There is only absolute unity existing, and ex¬ 

isting without pliirality. But he is like one asleep. 

Krishna in the Gita says: 'These works (the universe) con¬ 

fine me not, for I nm like one who sitteth aloof uninterested 

in them all'. The universe is therefore all illusion, holding 

a position between something and nothing. It is real as an 

illusion, but unreal as being. It is not true, because it 

has no essence; but not false, because its existence, even as 

illusion, is from God. The Vedanta declares: 'Prom the high¬ 

est state of Brahma to the lov/est condition of a straw, 

all things are delusion.'" 

Chunder Dull, however contradicts Bunses's assertion that 

the soul also is an illusion according to the Vedanta. "The 

soul," he says, "is not subject to birth of death, but is 

in its substance from Brahma himself." The truth seems to be 

that the Vedanta regards the individuation of the soul as 

Maya and illusive, but the substance of the soul is from 

Brahma and destined to be absorbed into him. As the body of 

man is to be resolved into its material elements, so the soul 

of man is to be resolved into Brahma. This substance of the 

soul is neither born nor dies, nor is it a thing of which it 
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can be said, "it v/as, is, or shall be." 

Those only who have obtained a knowledge of God are re?/ard- 

ed by absorption, but the rest continue to migrate from 

body to body so long as they remain unqualified for the same. 

"The knower of God becomes God." This union with the Deity 

is the total loss of personal identity, and is the attaiiunent 

of the highest bliss, in v/hich are no grades and from which is 

no return. It comes not from good ^^orks or penances, for these 

confine the soul and do not liberate it. “The confinement 

of fetters is the same •'hether the chain be of gold or of iron." 

The knowledge which realizes that everything is Brahm alone 

liberates the soul. It annuls the effects both of our virtues 

and our vices. We traverse thereby both merit and demerit, the 

heart's knot is broken, all doubts are split, anu all our 

works perish, only by perfect abstraction, not merely 

from the senses, but also from the thinking intellect, and by 

remaining in the k-nowing intellect, does the devotee become 

identified with Brahm. He then remains as pure glass when 

the shadow has left it# He lives destitute of passions and 

affections. He lives sinless; for as water wets not the leaf 

of the lotus, so sin touches not him who knows God." He 

stands in no further need of virtue, for "of what use can 

be a winnowing fan when the sweet southern wind is blowing." 

His meditations are of this sort: "I am Brahm, I am life. 

I am everlasting, perfect, self-existent, undivided, joyful." 

If according to this system, therefore, knowlwdge alone 

unites the soul to God, the question comes, Of what use are 

acts of virtue, penances, sacrifices, worship? The answer is 

that they effect a happytransmigration from the lower forms 

of bodily life to higher ones. They do not accomplish the 

great end, which is absorption and escape from Maya, but they 

prepare'the way for it by causing one to be born in a higher 
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Gondition. 

P. 120.-THe second system, the Sanhhya, is founded on two 

principles, both uncreated and eternal. Nature, and tha Soul. 

Nature is one, active, creating, non-intelligent. Souls are 

many, passive, not creative, intelligent, and in all things 

the opposite to Nature. But from the union of the two all the 

visible universe proceeds, according to the law of cause and 

effect. Brahma did not desire to create the luiiverse; had he 

done so he could not have created it. For desire implies want, 

imperfection. And if he v/as able he would not have desired to 

do it. Therefore he did not create it. 

Every soul is clothed in two bodies,-the interior original 

body, the Individualising force v;hich is eternal as Itself and ac¬ 

companies it through all its migrations; and the material, 

secondary body, made of the five elements, ether, air, ire, water 

and earth. The original body is subtile and spiritual. It is 

the office of Hhture to liberate the Soul. Nature is not v/hat 

we perceive by the senses, but an Invisible, plastic principle 

behind, v;hlch must be known by the intellect. As the Soul ascends 

by goodness, it is freed by knowledge. The final result of 

this emancipation is the certainty of non-existence^-neither 

I am, nor is aught mine, nor do I exist," which seems to be the 

same result as that of Hegel, Being=Not-Being. 

P.121.—Accordingly, the result of knowledge is to put an end 

to creation, and to leave the Soul emancipated from desire, 

from change, from the material body, in a state which is being 

but not existence. 

This sankhya dsKtrin® philosophy becomes of great importance 

when we consider that it was the undoubted source of Buddhism 

The Nyaya system differs from ihatxsf the Sankhya in its 

third eternal principle, Atoms, and in 1 + c, 
Its assuinptlon Of the 
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existence of a Supreme Soul, Brahma, ?;ho Is alml.cThty and all wise. 

It is a more dialectic system than the others, and is rather of 

the nature of a logic than of a philosophy. 

P.124.Simple monotheism does not long satisfy the speculative 

intellect, because though it accounts or the harmonies of 

creation, it leaves its discords unexplained.. But a dualism 

of opposing forces is found still more unsatisfactory, for the 

world does not ppear to be such a scene of utter warfare 

and discord as this.So the mind comes to accept a Triad, in 

which the unities of life and growth proceed from one element, 

the antagonisms from a second, and the higher harmonies of recon¬ 

ciled opposition from a third. The Brahmanical Triad arose in 

the same way. 

Thus grew up, from amid the spiritual pantheism into 'which all 

Hindoo religion seems to have settled, another system, that 

of the Trimurtti, or Divine Triad; the Indian Trinity of 

Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. This Triad expresses the unity of 

Creation, Destruction, and Restoration. 

It is almost certain that this Hindoo Triad was the result of 

an ingenious and successful attempt, cn the part of the Brah¬ 

mans, to imite all classes of worshippers in India against the 

Buddhists.... 

The struggle between the Brahmans and Buddhists lasted du¬ 

ring nine centuries(trom A.D. 500 to A.D. 1400), ending with the 

total expulsion of Buddhism, and the triumphant establish¬ 

ment of the Triad, as the worship of India... 

The worship of Brahma, the Creator, soon ceased to be popular, 

and the '^'orship of Siva and Vishnu as Krishna remain as the 

popular religion of India. 

one part, and a very curious one, of the worship of Vishnu 

is the doctrine of the Avatars, or incarnations of that deity. 
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There are ten of these Avatars,-nine have passed and one is 

to oome. The object of Vishnu is, each time, to save the gods 

from destruction Impencing over them in consequence of the 

immense power acquired by some king, giant, or demon, by su¬ 

perior acts of austerity and piety. For here as elsewhere, 

extreme spiritualism is often divorced from morality; and so 

these extremely pious, spiritual, and self-denying giants 

are the most cruel and tyrannical monsters, who must be des¬ 

troyed nt all hazards. Vishnu, by force or fraud, overcomes 

them all. 

This system of Avaiitir.- i -c peculiar and so deeply rooted in 

Lhe system, that it would seem to indicate some law of Hindoo 

thought. Perhaps some explanation may be reached thus:- 

\Ve observe that,- 

Vishnu does not mediate between Brahma and Siva, but between 

the deities and the lower races of men and demons. 

The danger arises from a certain fate or necessity which is 

superior both to gods and men. There are laws which enable a man 

to get away from the power of Brahma and Siva. 

But hat is this necessity but nature, or the nature of things, 

the laws of the outward world of active existences? It is not till 

essence becomes existence, till spirit passes into action, 

that it becomes subject to law. 

The danger then is from the world of nature. The gods are 

pure spirit, and spirit is everthing. But, now and then, nature 

seems to be something« it will not be ignored or lost in God. 

Personality, activity, or hrouan nature rebel against the pan¬ 

theistic systEBL idealism, the abstract spiritualism of this 

system. 

But all the efforts of Brahmanism could not arrest the natural 

development of the system. It passed on into polytheism and 
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idolatry. The worship of India for many centuries has been 

divided into a multitude of sects. Wiiile the majority of the 

Brahmans still profess to recognize the equal divinity of 

Brahma, ''^ishnu, and Siva, the mass of the people \7orship Krish¬ 

na, Rama, the Lingam, and many other gods and idols. 

The Sacred hooks of the Hindoos are very voluminous. They con¬ 

stitute a perfect sea of literature • The Vedas(the v/ord meaning 

knowledge) were vrtltXen 15oo to 2ooo years before Christ. 

They are divided into the Rigveda,,the Samaveda, the Yajurveda, 

and the Atharvaveda. The Rigveda alone consists of 10.580 verses. 

Next come the lav/s of Manu, or of Lhe Manavana. The two great 

epics, the Ramayana, and the Mahabharata, are religious poems, 

the former of which consisting of 50.000 lines, celebrate the 

adventures of Rama, an incarnation of Vishnu. The Mahabharat 

has 220.000 lines, and is divided into 18 books, each consti¬ 

tuting a large volume. Then there are 18 Puranas and 18 upu- 

paranas, and there is a supplement to the Mahabharata, of 30.000 

lines. The Puranas have much to say about the power over men 

and gods acquired through ascetic practices. By its means a sage 

of a lower caste conquered the gods, and had begun to create 

new gods and new heavens, when they yielded to his demands 

and allowed him to become a Brahman. There is no hint of ethical 

qualities being acquired in this way, knowledge, power, self¬ 

deliverance, not from sin, but from suffering, being the^ 

head of the gods. 

adores Vishnu as the Supreme Being whom he himself cannot under- 

s tand. 

The Puranas themselves are said to consist of one million 

six hundred thousand lines(quoting Preface to the translation 

of the Vishnu Parana, by H.H.Wilson). Pantheism is one of their 

invariable characteristics, as they always identify God and nature. 
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P. 136. Brahmanism teaches the truth of the reality of spirit,, 

and that spirit is infinite, absolute, perfect, one; that it is 

the substance underlying all existence.... something divine 

is present in all nature and all life. 

Now with this Christianity is in fullest agreement...“He is 

above all, and through all, and in us all," . 

The deficiencies of Brahmanism are these,-that holding to 

eternity, it omits time, and so loses history. It therefore 

is incapable of progress, for progress takes place in time. 

Believing in spirit, or infinite unlimited substance, it loses 

person, or definite substance, whether infinite or finite. 

The Christian God is the infinite, definite substance, self- 

limited or defined by his essential nature. He is good and not 

bad, righteous and not the opposite, perfect love, not perfect 

self-love. Christianity therefore, gives us God as a person, 

and man also as a person, and so makes it possible to consider 

the universe as order, kosmos, method, beauty, and providence. 

For unless we can conceive the Infinite Substance as definite, 

and not undefined; that is as a person v/ith positive characters;: 

there is no difference between good an d bad, right and wrong, 

- to-day and to-morrow, this and that, but all is one immense 

chaos of indefinite spirit. The moment that creation begins, l 
* 1 

that the spirit of the Lord moves on the face of the waters, and / 

says,"Let there be light," and so divides light from a.arkness, ^ 

God becomes a person, and man also can be a person. Things 

then become "separate and divisible" ’.^hich before were "huddled 

and lumped." 

Christianity therefore, fulfils Brahmanism by adding to eter¬ 

nity time to the infinite the finite, to God as spirit God as 

nature and providence. God in himself is tha unlimited, un¬ 

known, dY/elling in the light v/hich no man can approach unto; 

hidden, not by darkness, but by light. But God, as turned toward 
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US in nature and providence, is the infinite definite substance, 

thatis, having certain defined characters, though these have 

no bounds as regards extent. This last view of God Christianity 

shares with other religions, which differ from Brahmanism in 

the opposite direction. For example, the religion of Greece 

and Of the Greeh philosophers never loses the definite God, 

however high it may soar. \"/hile Brahmanism, seeing eternity 

and infinity, loses time and the finite, the Greek religion, 

dwelling in time, often loses the eternal and the spiritual. 

Christianity is the mediator, able to mediate, not by standing 

between both, but by standing beside both. It can le.qd the Hin¬ 

doos to an Infinite Friend, a perfect Father, a Divine Provi¬ 

dence, and so make the possibility for them of a new progress, 

and give to that ancient and endowed race another chance in 

history, T7hat they evidently want is moral power, for they 

have all intellectual ability. The effeminate quality which has 

made them slaves of tyrants during two thousand years will be 

takenj^ut of them, and a virile strength substituted, when they 

come to see God as law and love,-perfect law and perfect love,- 

and to see that communion with him comes, not from absorption, 

ccntemplation and inaction, but from active obedience, mora.l 

growth, and personal development. For Christianity certainly teache 

that we unite ourselves with God, not by sinking into and losing 

our personality in him, but by developing it, so that we may 

be able to serve and love him 
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V 6 
MEAISM ANL CHRISTIANITY 

Another branch of the great Ary^n atoclc overrun Europe, 
- 

and all the great nations of tha-t continent are of that race. 

r 
Successful also, In war. There have been many different conjec¬ 

tures concerning the migrations of the Aryan families, but In 

one particular all authorities are agreed,—their languages all 

belong to the same family. Creelc, Roman, German, Jrenoh, Spanish, 

Italian, English, Scandinavian, Russian,. Persian,^Hlndliland Sanscrit 

XBmxmimx2;Kax3a[axaxiXz3£aM:zxg3tIXiia. an are near axln In their 

construction. None of these peoples v/rote any histories to tell the 

story of those early wanderings, nor did they write Inscriptions 

on the rocXs, or build any monuments to tell to later ages hov/ 

they had lived and what they had done. But history often writes Itself 

ffollow hero v/lth "Bahalsm and Christianity Ch III Pantheism, p.7. ) 
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S which the Indian branch of th Aryans made their new home, on theater 

Indus, which in Alexander's time was called Ariana, while tlui^^r- /? i 

Sian bra^h gave to their adopted land the name of Iran'J^ll«t^ ^ 
\ 

of thesib, htj^s^ver, i'ema.ined _i43,,^Ir6n. Th^^re resj^^b, or possibly 

the more pbedy of„ the rjeiff immigrants jrtoved on^^^j^^aie of them passing 

south of the Blaoi^'^^^ to the BopiShorus,^^!^ jbh into iTurope, 

othe;« going nb'rth throu^,^the Cauca^^ t9.--'3oin the ^K5st northerly 

stream of migration on the Dan^i^^^w^^oe they grjiiiSiually overspread 

^all Europe and eai^Ly Aryans wei'e a pastoral people, 

and thouf^XSM they thou|^ well of themieives, judging by the name 

they assumed, they ^jsi'^^no interest in preser1»4ng any records of their 

history. They j^duoed a very voluminous religio^ literature, and 

a code of L^s, the laws of Manu, but they wrote no hii^ories, nor 

did thjpflT leave any inscriptions, as did the later Aryan kir^ of 

Pe^ia, to tell the story of their wanderings and of their mi^y 

L/t f ' ■ ' v-- 

deeds, y But history often writes itself, when the scribe fs/engaged, 
' Thousands of years ago , ' v j ^ i ,, 

as-he «uppo»6fi in something very different.^ On the shores of the ^y 

Baltic Sea, there were trees Rowing that exuded a resin, and the 
y-fi t ■■ 

insects which ali^ted on SBSSeseaSSSSSSfi were often entrapped 
cV 

and swallowed up in the soft clear p^eth. Then the trees were beaten 

down by the storms and buried in the sand, and now the peasants 

plowing in their fields turn up fragments of the foisil resin, QAiLt^^K CtiUiUji^ 
preserved 

in «B£dB whose transparent walls are often founds the delicate forms 

of insects too fragile to have lived throu^ a single season of 

natural life. So in the language5of those early Aryan* do we fin* 

much of their history preserved that woiild otherwise have perished from 

the earth. Their occupations, their modeiof life, their spiritual 
/" 

jh ^ 

longings,and the objects of their worship, the construction of their t • 

Su. ^ 
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see, the kinds of clothes they wore, the kinds of food they ate, &c. &c, 

>'V 

Sc their language tells the story of their wanderings» ^.e-werdo they 

new words they haye^otud^^hl 

meanings or uses of the words retained, and the changes made in their 

foms enable us to trace them from point to point, and to tell what 

the wircurastanoes were of their life at different times. 

rherever these Aryans went they made a name for themselves, and they 

have now spread abroad pretty well over the earth. That Noah's 

prophecy that Japheth should be enlarged was a prophecy in course of 

fulfillment was evide^twhen Cyrus established the greatest of the 
-'/VC-tLLc 

world empires that Uih itim-l«,l-had' kn&WS-fa(p to that timej that the Aryan 

was entitled to the name he gave himself is indicated in the fact that 

the branch of the family which retained the name for its land and 

its language is the only one of the ancient world empires to retain 

its independent existence as a nation to the present day, 8B&SS3SS^g8 

BS SB 
*B8S8&8^S8a8S8fiS«Bft8SaBBSS8 Cyrus was one of those rare cjiaf^ters 

in history whose name and character grown bri^ter the more the lij^t 

is turned upon it. One of his recent biographers characterizes him as a 

figure "solitary iind unique in the world's history; in the term of 

his life he brou^t an epoch to its close, snatched the lordship of 

the ewth from the Semites and Egyptians, and won. it for the Aryans 

for all time." To Persia God gave the honor of restoring the captivesV 

of Israel to their own land, for Persia, God, who has preserved her as 

a nation throu^ so many vicissitudes, has yet thou^its of love and / 

puri:)oses of mercy and blessing. , 
'xl 

i »,V 
t irv' 

The Aryans who settled in Greece became eventually''^famous as a race 

\ X \ X 
of philosophers. They have^®®^ ^^® world'^-^^chers in d^lar^n^sdom 

for nearly centuriei^^nd they have e^^ed to uivIN^stand 

all mysteries andS^U knowledge in ^ things of God ^ well. The 
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oifi^teot intellects of this most intellectual race were occupied for 

hundreds of years in the effort by searching, to find out God, to 

account for God gmd the world, and to reconcile their contradictions, 

im_ « • ' A ; it.,' " Kr^" \ 

They railed, and all who have come after them have faile^ix^ the 

solution af a problem that was far older than Job. 7/ 

They did not come so near to its solution as did the Persians, — 
equality with § 

who made no pretension to SBBSiesS^IS^StSeaSflSSB the Greeks in 

worldly wisdom. Zoroaster tau^t the Persians manjr jtruths about God, 
t 7:.- 

and we, as we look back upon the history of that people, 

will be prepared, I am sure ,iio attribute their wonderful preserva¬ 

tion, not so much to the impress that their great ruler made upon 

their character, as to that which, in the providence of God, was made 

upon them by their great teacher Zoroaster. He saw throu^ a ^^ass 
such as was 

darkly, not by the li^t of^revelation vouchsafed to the 

great line of Hebrew prophets raised up of God from among his Cho¬ 

sen People to bear witness to the truth. But he tau^t the great 

truths that God was one, and that he was holy, abhorring sin, and re¬ 

quiring that his worshippers should be holy like himself. Nowhere else, 

save in Israel, had sijoh exalted conceptions of God's character 

taken hold upon the conscience of the people. Plato and hM, 

in Athens, had indeed tau^t in much the same strain, but it was 

tau^t as a philosophy, not proclaimed as a faith that men muot 

live and die by, and it had no perceptible effect upon the morals 

of the people. 

But in his teaching Zoroaster fell infinitely below that of the 

Hebrew prophets in that he was appalled by the terrible problem of sin, 

and was, unable to reconcile its presence in the world with his faith 

in the liLirisfUfut of God, God must be less than BSB perfectly hoPf, 

or he must be less than absolutely omnipotent. That he was less than / 
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noly Was inconceivable, and Zoroaster concluded that he iattfft~be^“*lee* 

omnipotent, that he did not have the power to overcome Ahriman. 

He held out the promise, however that if all who beliey,^ in>a^ loved 
UMr^k.'^jZY M'i P 

goodness would be faithful to help Ormuzd, he would.'v^ventually^be en¬ 

abled to destroy Ahriman 8ind all his works. Another thing in which 

Zoroaster saw darkly was j^his idea that God was impersonal, a prin- 
%<r ’thc »y8t«» whi^ be , 

ciple of goodness ^ not a good j^erson. ^ The oonsequences^pfithese two 

fatal errors * will be considered in another place. / , 

Another l^anch of the family of Japheth was the Hbraans. They yw^re 
\ / V / 

far below the Greeks in the awujfers^^ of their intellect, but they 
' *** ' 

A, 

were much more pr'^tieal. They were great warr.iors and they established 

the greatest of the ^cient world empires, bvjt, tbe»^ir~AlW^1d»r:j|-'wd^ 

hi-» 'Macedonians had easily overthrown: the- ^ooeseore of Byrur,'' a^ 

thou A the SbttahB h&d# in tUa® .auh^PSate4 l(acedon^«i3d allr: Gvee^, ' 

they were unable tb make much hfeadww-a^ihat the Persians, wheyhad ^ >- 

by this/time leanKed the seq^et of^1^4^ande#ls wtlOcesses, and had re- 
/ 

gaine<^ the prestige of their earlier_;ilpgB. But the Romans were the 
r‘i \, 

teachers of the world in the sciencfT of They knew how to rule 
\ 

according to well defined and unch^ging legal principles, and their 

codes have had much to do in furn^hing principla^of legislation 

for the nations of Europe till tl^B present hour, N^t to Moses,the 

I \ 
Romans are held in the hipest estimation as lawgivers ’^rou^out 

Christendom. In all other departments of knowledge the Roma^ borrowed 
freely from the Greeks. | 1 %. 

I have said that the Greeks/were the worlds teachers. But 

world that was tributary to tbe Greek intellect stopped short at tb^ 
/ 

River Indus. Beyond that lint dwelt another branch of that same Aryan 
% 

/ 'v 
stock, men of the same great family, but having an entirely different 

/ '*‘'- 
■ \ 

outlook on life. Kipling ^tells us that 

”East is east,-and west is west, and never the twain shall meet, 
Till earth and sky come presently before God's judgment seat." 
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Of the Aryan families that spread, themselves abroad In Europe, 

^^^the Ureelcs attained to by far the highest Intellectual development, 

and they were accustomed to divide the world Into the two classes 

Oreeks and barbarians. Tliey were Indeed mighty men, and It has been 

said of them that, "in poetry. In prose. In architecture, sculpture, 

painting, music, grammar, logic, mathematics, medicine, law, and phi¬ 

losophy the GreeKs led and all others followed for more than two 

thousand years."* The Greeks also were BQBBSBBBg nature worshlppevilahaffy, 

llKa tiio Hindus, and llKe them, while their philosophers taught 

the unity of God, as an Essence, they, as v^ell as the common 

people practiced the most degrading Idolatries. 

stltute Lee 
tures,i9io. 

The Hindus and the Greeks, tiius early and widely separated, 

v;ere both occupied with the great question of the origin and 

destiny of the universe, and of the relations of God and mn. 

Tliey endeavored by searching to find out God, and to this ef¬ 

fort devoted the powers of their acutest Intellects, with the 

result that In both cases the pantheistic conception of the 

universe was arrived at,-that God was all, and an was God. 

Christianity came to the Greeks and BaggBBBeBZBhglBZlBniijBBBB 

taught them that God could only be known by revelation, so 

that pantheism never reached Its full developmentbut 

In India It became not onn the faith of the philosophers 

but of all the people,/iwhore to this day five sixths of the pop¬ 

ulation are believers In this phllosopiiy. In 
as In ancient Greece, 

India, however, the religion of 

the common people Is polytheism, Tlie Impersonal Essence v/hlch the 

Hindus can God cannot be worshipped, and Is not Intended to be 

worshipped, for It cannot be conceived by the inlnd, even of the 

most Intellectual, a distinguished authority on pantheism says: 
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"It is the personal goaa of Hindu polytlieism, and not tiie im¬ 

personal principle of Hindu pantheism that the Hindu people wor¬ 

ship. No people can worship what they heileve to he entirely 

Impersonal. Even in the so-called,religions of nature the dei¬ 

fied powers of nature are always personified. It is only as 

persona that prayers and sacrifices are offered them, m lands 

Where polytheism has been destroyed the pantheist still finds 

himself unable to worship mere indeterminate Being, and hence 

he becomes a worshipper cither of humanity in genei^al or of the 

individuals vmorn he regards as heroes."* Pantheism, either of * HLint 

Hlnau or dreelc origin, has had so great an influence on the iiSs^p? 

various religions of the East| both in the past and the present, 

that I will let the writer Just quoted say whafpantheism is 

before proceeding further. . . / ^ 

So. ^ 

. Anti- 
Theo- 
369. 
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PANTHEISM. 

> 

•X 

—P-i-534>i-Pantheism is a word so vag:iie that few thinkers have 

defined it to their oto satisfaction. There is no general 

agreement as to its meaning, and it has been applied to all 

sorts of doctrines, the worst and the best. It bben 

s'b'"-iii^erstood as to include the lo?/est g.thel^m and the high- 

est theism..There is a materialistic pantheism which cannot 

be rigidly separated -rom other materialism, and there has been 

much talk of late of a ''Chria.tlan pantheism which can only be 

distinguis hed from Christian theism If ..theism be identified, 

or rather confounded, with deism.Each'pantheistic sys- 

tem must be judged of in itself and as a whole in order to be 

impartially estimated.... 

'.7hat is pantheism? The following is as definite a general 

answer as I can give Pantheism is the theory which regards 

all finite things as merely aspects, mosilfications, or parts 

of one eternal, self-existent being; which views all material 

objects, and all particular minds, as necessarily derived 

from a single infinite substance. The one absolute substance- 

the one all-comprehensive being-lt calls God. Thus God, accord¬ 

ing to it, is all that is; and nothing is 77hioh is not neees- 
been 

sarily included in,or which has not necessarily bsaH evolved out 
y* 

of God. It may conceiv^'-pf the one substance in many'and most 

dissimilar ways, buylt is only pantheism on condition of con- 

celving it as onet For example, there can only be materialis¬ 

tic p ntheism iSiere there is believed to be materialistic monism. 

Its adherents are those v/ho regard matter as ultimately not 

ant aggregate of atoms but a unity,-who are so devoid of per¬ 

spicacity as not to see that materialism and monism are in re¬ 

ality contradictory conceptions. Pantheism may 

111311 the multiplicity o:'!’ phenomena from the unity 

of substance in many verri different ways, but 

it cannot be truly pantheism imless it represent it as a necessa¬ 

ry derivation. It must regard it not as a freely v/illed pro- 



cluction, but as an eternal process which could not have "been oth- 

r than v/hat has been^y^'''''^.'^rder~ThaT"'"t21^^rffia^y~he'"*pa^^ 

^ monis^and determlni^EU-HrdLst be combined.^,., rt Is only thrf^that 

tii^All o:' Wature''i3 believed to be cb-eztensive wirih^ God- 

-bnly th^-dihat the Divine Being is supposed.jttSbe fully or ex- 

hajisrtlvely expressed in th§^ Divine manifestations. 

According to the vie\7 I have just stated, no system which 

Hbes not include determinism and exclude freedom is truly 

pantheistic. I refuse to have any controversy v/ith certain so- 

called forms of pantheism which I do not regard as properly 

pantheistic, and ?;hich are certainly not anti-theistlc.. if mat¬ 

ter could be resolved int(!) force, and force could be reason¬ 

ably inferred to be a whase or exertion of divine power-if the 

laws of matter could be shown to be modes of God's agency, 

and the properties of matter modes of his manlfestation-if 

Beriaeyanlsm^couid^be proved true,-some persons ^'^ould say that, 

so far as the viaibis universe was concerned, pantheism had been 

established. I should say nothing of tn© hind.... Physical nature 

is not represented by the view to ■’hich I refer as in the least 

degree more commensurate ’"'itlr the ilvine power than by the 

common view. It may have been the free production of a volition, 

and may be an inexpressibly less ade lU te measure of the 

might oi God, than a thou<"ht or word is of the power of man. 

It may have left in God. a.n infinite energy ’^'^hich he can direct 

and apply according to the ood pleasure of his will, in like 

Licinner, if all huma.n minds were proved to e.xlst—as come have 

supposed ohem to do— through the 3on_itions of irttelllgence 

called primary ideas; and if these primary ideas could be as¬ 

certained to be-whut some hold that they are-thou^^hts of God, 

not only present in the mind of man, but constituting it what 

it is,-although Divine thought \vould thereby be represented 

as the substance, so to speak, of human nilnds, yet if a distinct 

individuality and real freedom could be justly attributed to 
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these mirii^Y'pantheism in .the strict and proper sense would not 

be estalDlished. The creature is so dependent on the Creator 

ojfily ih, throuo;h, and by Him. l,Vhat naount of be¬ 

ing has in itself no man can tell. The quantity of being, 

the degree o being, possessed oy the creature is certainly 

indeterminate. The finite cannot weigh itself in the balan¬ 

ces of substance or being with the Infinite.. It cannot ascertain 
I 
^ what measure of being, ..’hat amount of substance it has, as ais— 

i tinguished from the infinite. Nor is it necessary to '.ry to 
I 
I do so in order to preserve itself from pantheism and its errors. 
I 
j It will be sufficient "or thid purpose that it adhere to the 

I plain testimony of consciousness and conscience, to the great facte 

of freedom and responsibility. In imowing ourselves as self- 

conscious and self-acting wath a certainty far greater that 

any reasoning to the contrary can produce; we have a guarantee 

that the pantheism which includes fatalism is false,-and there 

is, properly speahing, no other pantheism!. 

Pantheism is, s regards the relation of God to the ’corld, 

the opposite extreme to "^hat apologetic writers call deism. The 

latter theory represents God as a per.-onal Being v/ho exists 

only above and apart from the v/orld, and the world as a some¬ 

thing which, although created by God, is now independent of him, 

and capable of sustaining and developing itself and performing 

its work'ithout his -id, in virtue of its own inherent energies. 

It not only sapsraiEB distinguishes God rom the w'orld, but 

separates and excludes him from the v/orld. Pantheism, on the con¬ 

trary, denies that God and nature either do or can exist 

apart. It regardsGod w'ithout nature as a cause without an 

efefct , or a substance without qualities, and Nature without 

God as an effect v/ithout cause or qualities without a substance. 

It sees in -hhe former an abstract conception of a poxver v/ithout 

efficiency-and in the latter, of a shadow which is cast by no 
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reality, it therefore represents God and nature as eternally 

and necessarily coexistent, as tli^ indissoluble phases of an > 

absolute unity, as but the inner and outer side of the same 

Whole, as but one existence under a douole aspect. Theism 

tahes an intermediate viexT-. It maintains "with Deism that God 

is a personal Being, who created the world Intelligently and 

freely, and is above it and independent of it; but it main¬ 

tains also xTith pantheism that he is everywhere present and ac¬ 

tive in the -.-'orld, "upholding all things b the -word of his 

power,"and so inspiring nd v/orhmg in them that "in him they 

live and move and have their being." It contradicts deism in 

so far^asth^t system represents the universe as independent of 

God, and^-pan theism in so far as it represents God as dependent 

on the universe. It excludes what is erroneous and retains what 

is correct in booh deism and pantheism. It is Lhus the pure 

truth and the whole truth. 

^Pantheism has appeared in a far greater variety of phases, 

anX^as presented a far richer combination of elements, than k^A.4^ 

materXlism. It has alx^ays endeavored to comprehend and to har- 

monize aspirations and facts, ideas and realities, the infi- 

nite and the riBi,|,e. It has tried,.all methods of Investigation 

and exposition, and ftaff^assumpd: a multitude of forms. It has 

had great constructive dtedlf-displayed on it, and has been 

adorned with all sorts of beauties^ But just because its histo¬ 

ry is far broader and richer than that of materialism, it is 

also one?7hich'it is far more difficult worthily to delineate. 

Itis not__.much o be -ondered at that there should be no ade¬ 

quate history of pantheism. I cannot attempt to tr«ae even the 

g-eiferal" course -of- that- history;---“and--yet-l- w3aimc^t'-vfn©ll^ 

tht^ sub^eo-t,- Beeingj#dhat 'pantheism can only be -understood 

through the study of its actual development. Nothing can be 

more deluoive than an estimate of pantheism based exclusively 

on a definition or general description. 
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P. 341.-It Is -in error to regard India as tiie sole fountain¬ 

head of pantheism. \»lierever we find traces of speculation on 

the origin of things, there we find traces of pantheism. But 

novrhere was the soil so congenial to it as in India, and no here 

else has it flourished so luxuriantly. It has ovErspread the 

whole land-overgrown the whole Hindu mind and life. The pan¬ 

theism of India, however, has always been to,some extent com- 

oined theism. There are hymns in the 

Rlg-veda, relative to creation, -which are distinctly more mon¬ 

otheistic than pantheistic. In many passages of the upanishads, 

the national epics, and the philosophical soutras and commenta¬ 

ries, the Universal Soul is certainly ngj^j^|^cribed as strictly 

impersonal. But theism in India ?ras never/\strong or pure, and 

has never been able to hold its own against the deeply and 

firmly rooted pantheism of the land. 

The literature of India shows us the successive stages 

through which its religion has passed. The earliest is that 

isclosed to us in the oldest Vedic hymns. It was a phase of 

religious naturalism. The objects and aspects of the universe, 

a.nd especially light an-^. its manifestations, asstoned in the 

Imaginations and feelings of the primitive Ary^n -ettlers 

a divine character. The bright shy, the sun, the dawn, the fire, 

the -inds, the clouds, were deemed by them to be instinct 

with life, thought, and affection—beings to i.-hom prayers and 

sacrig.Ges- ought to be (gffered-agents at once physical nd 

divinit ^deft^i^^s, however, the mind could not., long 

rest dn -a'--progre&s±ve-society^ They were tou vague and inde¬ 

terminate; they wanted character and individually. The intel¬ 

lect, the imagination, the heart, craved for more definite 

personalities, and gradually .eveloped naturalism into, or re¬ 

placed it by, anthropomorphism. Elemental deities yielded to 

hujnan deities. The two states Indicated are, how^ever, merely 
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stages of a single process.a certain consciousness of a com¬ 

mon Divine source of uhich these were the issues and expressions, 

was never entirely extinguished by the polytheism of either 

of these two stages, and the craving of the mind and heart for 

unity was seen in the exaltation of some one of the vods to 

supremacy.(now Varuna, now indra, now Agnl). With the rise and 

predominance of a cultured, thoughtful, speculative class, 

the priestly class, a more elevated, abstract, and comprehen¬ 

sive unity was conceived oirCrahma. The idea of Brahma is that 

of a being indefinable in Itself, but perceptible In its 

■'"orms, the substantial reality of all that exists, the universal 

Idf® v/hich the; world is absorbed and from which it Isvsues. 

....P. 344.-The Vedanta philosophy is undoubtedly the completest 

expression of Hindu pantheism.The central idea in the Ve¬ 

danta theory is, that there is only one real being, and that 

this being is absolutely one. All material things and finite 

minds are conceived of as but emanations from the sole entity, 

and nil that seems to imply independent existence is referred to 

Ignorance. The whole of science is comprised, according to 

Vedantism, in the one formula—“Brahma alone exists;everything else 

is illusion.” The truth of this -formula is h-ld to be implied 

in che very idea or Brahma, as the one eternal, unlimited, 

pure, and perfect being. If there existed a multitude of real¬ 

ities which had an origin and an end, which were finite, com¬ 

pounded,and imperfect, they must have originated in Brahma 

But this they -ould not have done, it is argued, unless Brahma 

had within himself :.he real principle of multiplicity, limita¬ 

tion; or in other v/ords, unless he v/ere really not one, not 

eternal, not perfect. To ascribe real being and individuality 

to anything but Brahma, is eiuivalsnt to denying that Brahma is 

Brahma. Nor can there be any qualities and distinctions in 

Brahma. The absolute unity must be at once absolute reality 

and absolute knowledge. Were absolute being and absolute 

knowing not identical, there could be no absolute identity. 
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no being absolutely one. Bralima, the universal soul, is the ab¬ 

solute hnoTiaedge hich is inclusive of, and self-identical ith, 

reality. But absolute knowledge cannot be the knowledge cf 

anything, for thid implies the distinction of subject and ob¬ 

ject, which is of itself a limitation both of subject and 

object. Absolute knowledge must exclude the dualism of sub¬ 

ject and object, and every kind of synthesis and relation. 

Thus argues the Vedantist. Y.iiat are we to think of his argu¬ 

ment? Merely that it is logically valid. It deduces correctly 

V a false conclusion from a false principle. He who will hold to 

the belief in an absolute abstract unity must necessarily 

identify knowing and being, and deny that pure knowing admits 

of a distinction between subject and object. But such a unity as 

this cannot be reasonably entertained by the mind. To ask reason 

to start from it, is to ask it to st-rt ’ith a contradiction 

of its own fundamental laws. Besides, no kind of multiplicity 

or diversity can ever be shovm to be consistent with such unity. 

The existence in some sense, however, of a multitude of different 

things, cannot be denied and must be accounted for. (For if 

all phenomena be illusion, yet the Illusion must be accounted for. 

In an absolut unity illusion XHdxixHorxns® can have no place for 

illusion Implies the listlnctlon bet ’een the real and the unreal 

whichf^is limitation. . 

I The hypothesis of emanation may be had recourse to, but it is 
j 
: obviously insufficient Emanation is a physic’ll process, and only 

possible because matter is essentially multiple and divisible. 

The-fire sends forth sparks just because it is no unity but a 

multitude-an aggregate. The sparks are not identical either with 

each other or with the fire; they and all the other p arts 

of the fire are distinct from one another, although all the parts 

[ are of the same sort. The notion of emanation and the notion of 

) absolute unity are exclusive of each other. The Vedantists 

1 
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saT>,'- this, and confessed that all the similes \7hich they m de 

use of dra^ra from instances of emanation in physical nature 

v;ere radically defective.-they admitted, in effect, that these 

similes vrere addressed, not to the reason, but tc the imag¬ 

ination. Hence it was necessary to supplement the hypothe.ls 

of emanation by another-that of illusion caused by ignorance. 

The problem .he Ved ntlats Ir.xl to solve vras to reconcile their 

theory of only one being with their consciousness of many 

beings. It v:as a problem which they could not solve, but they 

so far concealed their failure to solve it by making, as Dr. 

Bailantyne has said,"the fact itself do duty for its own cause," 

The soul does not know that Qod alone is, and that finite 

souls and finite things are not, because it does not kno?/ it— 

'j bec ause it is Ignorant. Were it not for ignorance the orlds 

I of sense and consciousness woula not appear-God alone would be. 

: It is ignorance which has made the appearances that we call "^orlds 

and souls, and these appearances are mere illusions-deceits. 

They are maya. It is impossible to find any satis¬ 

faction in such a hypothesis. (Y/ho is the deceiver? Brahma. ) 

V.^ho is it that Bralima is deceiving? Himself. Ihy should he 

do that? And how can he do it?M,)[iaie"'author here satates i,ii ■ in- 
_ .X"” 

^jti^avod ■phyo.Baojyijgy-'practically. the repl^ I have given above, 

here restate his argument in simplified form.-H. 

[p"—of the ”'orld and "of s^iF~may be false-due to 

ignorance. But if so ourselves and our ignorance cannot be 

identical with one absolute and perfect being-with Brahma^. 

The latter supposition precludes tlie possibility of Ignorance, 

appearance, illusion, &c. But the Vedcntists could not dispense 

with Ignorance and illusion. It was only thus that they could 

seem to adhere to their absolute unity.j 

The author^'^es on to say: I might now proceed to explain the 

Vedanta theory oc the three qualifies of Ignorance, which, 

separately or in coia^^ation, obscure the knov/ledge which con¬ 

stitutes the essence outlie soul; and of its two powers, the 
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the one originating belief in our consciousne^'^of personality, 

and the other accounting’ for the dream there is an external 

world. I might also dwell on the Vedninta theory of the nature 

ana laws of the evolution of"^^henomena. The transformations 

of Brahma, of which^the'evolution consists, are supposed to 

take place acco^ing to both a diminishing and an increasing 

progr^aaibh, the former being from moreeto less perfect, and 

the latter from less to more definite. /The end of man is 

held to be only attainable through the science v/hich is comprised 

in the formula-”one only without a second.*' The way to reach 

true science is seen to be meditation on Revelation, with 

ren’unclation of the 'rorld and pious dispositions and exercises. 

The effects of it are described as freedom from ignorance, 

error, the possibility of sin, desire, activity, transmigration, 

and change. Wlioever knows Brahma becomes Brahma. He is freed 

from the illusion that he has any distinct personal existence. 

He shakes off pleasure and pain, virtue and vice, all distinc¬ 

tions and qualities. He returns into the essence whence he 

came, and attains the highest identity.... 

In the pantheism of the Vedanta i^octrine the finite is lost in 

the infinite. Along \Tith the affirmation of an impersonal 

G-od there is the negation of the reality of the worlds, both of 

sense and consciousness., in'-other words- the issue of this' kind 

•o^-"pantheism is aeosmism. But pantheism is just as likely to 

issue in Atheism. Those who are determined to reach an absolute 

unity, while yet feeling constrained to admit that physical 

objects and finite minds have a veritable existence, must sacri¬ 

fice the infinite to the finite-God,to nature,-must represent 

God as an abstraction and nullity Prom this virtual atheism 

there is out a step to avowed atheism. The Gankhye philosophy 

and Buddhism are the Hindu exemplifications of this tendency 

of pantheistic speculation 
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GOD MANIFEST IN THE FLESH 

Should he a very prominent feature of Hindu worship. Yogis, 

mendicant ascetics^are met with in swarms all over India, while 

those who have incapacitated themselves from usefulness to 

their fellow men by self torture, self imitilation, &c.are num- "rl 

Buddhisr^egan as a revolt against the utter selfishness of 

Hinduism, and its supremo devotion, on the part of the 

multitude, to idol v/orshlp, and on that of the educated to 

a metaphysical God. Gautama, its founder^ taught the duty 

and set the example of helpfulness to the poor and the suf¬ 

fering, he tried to do av/ay with caste, he tried to reform 

society. But he made the impossible attempt to do this and 

to secure salvation for himself and his follov;ers by man's 

unaided efforts. He had thought out, through prolonged medi¬ 

tation, a y/ay, the Eight-fold , Path.bv which this could be. 
hiAlai ^ 

accomplished. y^He offered his followers no God to help them 

in their endeavors; no God for them to glorify when their 

earthly course v;as done,nor whom they might serve and 

Y love v/hilG yet 

its center and its circumferei 

O' 

LiiG yet on_^rth._The Buddha*^ system haj 
<IUmY ^ V 

ad man for , . 

LrcumferenceAslae from this it was not 

very different from the Hinduism which it for a time al¬ 

most disposed of its name. s efforts to root out caste 

wore not successful,and in place of the idolatry it sought to 

overthrow was substituted ^ss&mi idolatry. For, denied any 

other God, the Buddhists made a god of the Buddha himself, 

and his Images and his ^relics yAorsn^pped everyi^here in 

Buddhist l^ds ./^ Buddha was animdited by the same desire that 
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possessed the Hindus to got rid of existence ,/i and the same 
y\ 

conception of the impossibility of the task save through the 

extinction of desire. Transmigration was the road over which 

all must pass, Karma, more fully developed than in 

"isk was the retribution follov^ing all action, asceticism, 

taking largely the form of monasticism, v;as the way to 

quench desire, ^nd the goal, attained by the Buddha him- 

self and fortunate ones alone as yet of all the 

millions who have trodden the Sight Fold Path,—the goal is nir- 

van^iothingness. Absolute extinction of life, not in pure 

Being, as with the Hindu, but in no^-being, is the goal of 

the Buddhist. 

But after all where is the difference? The goal of the Brah¬ 

min is to be merged in tho abyss of absolute being,-being that 

has no attributes of any kind, end that can only be described 

by saying what it is not. The Buddhist finds his goal in 

the abyss of nothingness. One is nothing, the other is 

not-anythlng. Yet there is a difference, for when the Bud¬ 

dhist arrD_)^.'j.' ^ his coveted nirvana he stays there. Only""^/^ 

•^ggSSSSSSSiAss» succeed in reaching it, but once there the horrid 

dream of life is over for good. But the Hindu does not have 

even this poor comfort. Brahma, the abysmal essence, into 

which he has been absorbed, is only slumbering, he is not extinct. 

One day, in the aeons of the future he will awake, he will again 

send off emanations, and the illimitable dreary round of 

an existence of bad dreams must be gone through with again. 

And so on forever. There^inany hells and many heavens in 

Hinduism; there are deliverances from the deepest hells, but 

also there is no certainty of tenure in the highest heaven. 

Everything, Including Heaven and God, is subject to the 

remorseless law of change • 
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Yet the Buddhists themselves do not feel quite sure as 

to what nirvaua really means. To some it means absolute 

extinction of "being", others understand it, like the Hindoos, 

as only extinction ofexistence", and that out of being exist-- 

ence will again be manifest^ It is a fundamental doctrine 

01 Buctdhisia, as it is of Brahiriiniffm that whatever is is 

subject to the law of change; that all being is only a 

beaoLilng. ^ ^ 

Incarnations and re-incarnations arc very comr.ion to both 

religions, in Brahmanism it is v.'hose incarnations have 

been m.ost frequent. His "avatars" furnish a fruitful theme for 

the writers of the Puranas. It docs not appear that his incar¬ 

nations have had any4istinctively ethical purpose. Several 

of them have oeen to rescue the world from physical catas¬ 

trophes; some of them, like the one celebrated in the epic^" 

The REimayana, were made for the purpose of tempting into sin and 

overcoming men v/ho by virtue of their asceticism v/ere threat— 

,is represented as becoming incarnate from time^t9 tdm^n%rder 

to lea'^nen to follow the Eight Fold Path. \hfriUffh 
the 4.«^ifiinirrrj ... hir,-, fn . 

Lamaism is f^-evelopment of Buddhism that prevails mostly 

in Thibet. It has developed a great hierarchy of spiritual 

powers. AS in Brahminism these superior beings pass through 

the same kind of transmigrations that m.en are subject to, becom¬ 

ing gradually more and more ethereal till at length they 

are absorbed into-Sasatea, and their individual existence 

is at an end. They also become incarnate in apparitional 

bodies, and so dwell again on earth. There are two Grand Lamas, 

or popes, who are incarnations of the two highest Buddhas 

Whenever one of these dies his is re-incarnated in the 
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body of a child, and so God is continually Incarnate in the 

flesh. For, though Gautama, the Buddha, denied the being of God, 

his follov/ers insisted on having gods. If men canr^ot find 

a personal God in Heaven they will either Aake 'tiiejii gods of 

human personalities, or they will personify the powers of 

nature and worship them. An impersonal god can never become 

an object of true v/orshlp, however much or little it may 

the intellectual cravings for unlty\_^^'^ 

Buddhism made astonishing progress from the first, and 
£ / / 

hundred year^ts monasteries v;ere found 

^^ ovei^here in India, and in a large part of the territory 
}r: • / i 

'I'j I 7^; had supplanted the earlier faith. A thousand years later 

/Hinduism had again bee me supreme, only Ceylon, Nepal being left 

to Buddhism. The latter however spread abroad over Siam. Bur- 

China, Japan, &c., and today, after twenty five centuries, 

lit ha®, next to Christianity, the largest following of any 
lllLUy'j 

Ireligion on the eart^h. 

Then 
H'’- ' ^ (A. IlmWJL 

:‘a'i3iy*HBr recovered its lost ground^so effectually that 

v/hile Buddhism retains its hold on the other peoples, it has 

entirely disappeared from India. This was accoj.iplished in 

part by persecutions, but i uch more largely by amalgamation. 

V/hen the first Aryans came into India from their northern 

home they were divided into only three castes, the Brahmins, 

or priestly caste, the v/arrior, and the agricultural castes. 

They were opposed by the aboriginal peoples on their on¬ 

ward jaarch. This they overcame in part by force, and in part 

by admitting thesr chief ben into their castes, while the^^formed 

a nev/ caste, the sudras, to which all the subject populations 

were eligible. These they received as they were, Virithou^r 
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I ^ AflAll ArtA «V4aVi Via1/3 J aremany atliar oastes lawer tfe*n the each one of which hold 

all thooe of lower oaste rank than their own unclean, eauA lower than 

thejjfe are the outoaates, or the Pariahs, who are not counted hi^ 

enoujji in the soale of humanity to belonc even to the lowest of the 

castes. I have been speaking here as if these things were things of the past. On the con 

trarythey are all mat- 
Pive and a half centuries before the coming of Christ a sonAwas [Iters of present belief 

Hand practice throu^- 
born to one of the petty kings of Hindustan, who, after he had grown out those parts of 

India th ^ are oooup 
to manliood, and hod a wife and child, both of whom he loved, became jpied by the 25o0000® 

of its Hindu popula- 
80 distressed about the evils with which life seemed to be attended jtion. 

on every hand, that he forsook his prospective throne ajoi his family 

and friends, and became a hermit that he vd^t meditate on the way 

of escape from suffering. After a long period of time spent in as¬ 

cetic practices and in brooding over the subject of his thought 

evolved a philosophy which he tau^t to the disciples who had gath¬ 

ered about him in his retreat, ax»i by means of whioh he offered a 

way of salvation from suffering. Sin and suffering were considered 

by him, as by the Brahmans before him as identical, Hunan life 

was not a gracious gift of God, not the endowment of a loving heav¬ 

enly Father to his ohildren;whose thoughts were thou^ts of good to¬ 

ward them all, and whose plan of life for each individual of his 

creation made possible for him an eternity of continuous growth in 

grace, and in likenemsl/o his own divine character. Human life IB 

BPIffllBBiflRBBflBflHBiBBBBBlB was a penalty to be endured, a misfor¬ 

tune, a curse. The soul was an emanation from Bral^, and mj^st 
; ■ ' / 

/ 

eventually return to be re-lnoorporated with Brahma, but it must 

first pass through myriads of transmigrations. Rebirth after rebirth, 

perhaps in the form of man, perhaps on that of a monkey, a dog, a pig, 

or a worm, in infinite'BBBBBB succession was the lot of all. In the 

hope of mitigating to some degree the misery of such an existence 

i 
'd, 

\\ 
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a swarm of gods of higji or low degree had to be placated, and the 

Brahmans, who held themselvoa so high above all other men, were the 

priests and mediators of the gods, 

Gautama, the Buddha, had a sympathetic heart, and he felt deep¬ 

ly for his fellow men, so forsaken by the powers of earth and heaven. 

He soujjht earnestly to find a remedy for the ills of the world, and 

after long study and retirement he believed that he had found it. 

The Hindu gods and the Hindu prieets had done noting for the sal- 

vation of man from their sufferingshe taught ^hem to look neither 

to priests nor to gods for help, but to help themselves. He de¬ 

nounced the Idolatries of the Brahman system, he denounced the 

system of caste, he taught his disciples to put no trust in the 

hope of any future absorption in God, for there was no God, on 

earth or in heaven, Hetau^t them tha^here was no hope of 

salvation for them save as it was wrought each man for himself. 

It is written in the Dhamraapada that Buddha said, "By one's self 

the evil is done; by one's self one suffers; by ones self the 

evil is left undone; by one's self one is purified." How this pu¬ 

rification was to be accomplished was laid down in the "Noble 

lightfold lath, the most important element of which was the mo¬ 

nastic life. Right views, right conduct, and right aspirations 

r - v'. v. M 
were made much of by Buddha, but centeiiQ)lation,jSUPtitees, 

and the suppression of all desire, good or bad were the great 

virtues inculcated. For desire led to action, and action produced 

its necessary fruits, and the harvest of those fruits must be 

reaped in another existence. The result of desire therefore 

was transmigration, rebirth into another life of suffering, and, 

since life could not be lived without action of some kind, contin¬ 

ued transmigrations wore made necessary. The Brahmans reckoned 

the necessary number of thes n o « 
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the neoesaarjr number of these transmigrations, before one oould 

hope to attain to absorption in Brahma, at several millions, 

SH lakhs, of 100,000 each, being the number usually reckoned. 

Buddha accepted the Brahman doctrine of transmigration in all its 

long drawn out duration, but not as concerned the goal which it 

sought. 

The salvation which the Buddha offered his disciples, wrought 

out as it must be by self effort alone, and subject to the fate 

of such practically endless a series of Heaths and rebirths, was 

not the more abundant life but death, nirvana, extinction. This 

was a rewardvio difficult of attainment, that in the history of the 

world only Buddha and two or throe others had reached it, but this 

shadowy salvation was the best that Buddha had to offer to his 

followers. But Buddha himself, the Master, was a man of great 

endowments, and possessed of a rich and rare personality. His 

sinserity of purpose, his kindness of heart, and hie all pervasive 

sympathy FBBBIBB with the poor and the distressed in their suf¬ 

ferings drew manltitudes to him who were repelled bv the haughty 
jho faith spread rapidly and ere long 

and unfeeling Brahmans, religion 
had become the dominantBBfiBBBBin a large part of Indls^ and other 

eastern lands. But in India the triumph was but for a time. 

HBUB BB HBIMBHBEBMBSBfiBfipHBMfiMHHBfiBflfiHBMBHBiiBH 
The spectator who stands on the summit of one of the mountains 

surrounding the Bay of San Francisco when the fogs from the PftfiSS sea 

88dS8d8i& are moving landward sees them crowding their way through 

the Golden Gate and over the low lying shores to the south, sees 

them silently invading the fields and the valleys, enveloping the 

hills in their embrace, moving on resistlessly to encompass the great 
its hovels, 

city with a*gSBa«0#8, its palaces,, its churches and marts of trade 

moving ever onward till it en^aS^Sli the bay, its ships, its 
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islands, and the suburban cities along its shores till ^1 swal- 

lowed up inwall encompassing ma:sa. In like manner, as the Aryan 

conquerors came down upon India from the north did the religion 
appropriate to itself 

they brou^t with them envelope and^HBMaffllHfiHBHthe religions of 

the subject races, and this process is still in operation among 

the hill tribes of India to the present daY;:*_j 

. So likewise did it operate in its relations with Buddhism. It was unable to expel 

the intruder, it adopted the new faith, as it had done 

with all the old ones, and Buddha became one of the gods of the 

kUiU-U^ 
Brahman pantheon. The followers of Buddha had meantime found it 

impossible to get on without^yGod, and they made a god of their m 

master !Ihe relics of Buddha also, his bones, his teeth, 

any object with which he heid been ^inotoly associated.in life ^ere 

deified, and made objects of worshiplA Buddha had himself accepted / JJ 
t A A-;., 

the Brahma ^etri|ieS<^ transi^igration, h^s followers now accepted * 

caste andy!^.dflA^**3P^f^, a-nd y\^®® asf'most of India was concerned. 

Buddhism disappeared, and Brahmanism was enriched by the ad¬ 

dition of a few more gods. 

Belth io Buddhism as it continues to exist and to flourish in 

China, Japan, Farther India and Siam, Ceylon, 5to. repeated incarna¬ 

tions of the deified Buddha are fundamental, articles of faith, and 

this ie -tiJcaRiaa -4«ie-«P Brahmanism, Vishnu, who, with Siva, and 

the manifesjred Brahma constitute the Brahman triad of gods, being 

credited with nine avatars, or incarnations. These were not made 

for the purpose of delivering^ the world from sin, for the Brah¬ 

mans admit that Vishnu,s incarnations were tainted with sin. In 

fact the god is r^resented to have been manifested in the char¬ 

acter of an omnipotent debauchee, animated by a spirit of unbri¬ 

dled lust and licentiousness. It is taught however that his next 

avatar W ,i 
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avatar will be a sinless one, recognition being given in this 

conception to a great human need, and an unconscious tribute 

offered to Him /who, being without sin took upon himself the 

burden of our sin^that we might be made the righteousnes s of 

God in him.*' 

The modified Brahmanism, or Hinduism of the present day, resulting 

from these repeated ingestions of other religions, was for a long 

time indifferent to Islam, but it has in many places modified Islam, where they have been 

long in contact. It for a long time was indifferent to Christian¬ 
ia 

ity, but it is now engaged in the effort to SEBKBBVBBBRHfia 

Christianity as the IMBBB boa constrictor swallows its 

prey entire, Ihe formation of various societies called 8oma.ieB. 

such as the Brahmo-Somaj, the Arya-Somaj, and the like, in which 

it is attempted to acknowledge Jesus Christ as the Saviour of the 

world, while still holding to much of the Hindu philosophy, is a 

manifestation of this tendency. 
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P. SSO.-Buddlilsra originated in the essentially atheistioal 

oonviation that the existence of the universe is an illusion, 

and the existenoe of sentient and rational heings an incalcula¬ 

ble ex-11,-in the settled contempt for nature and life, which was 

the logical outcome oi Brahminical pantheism, and a result 

at which all Hindu philosophy arrived. The atheism and the pessi 

-ism v/hlch came to light in Sralmiiiilfflo^Bixixthaxflrst Buddhism 

were latent in Brahiulnlsm from the first, and became prominent 

and conspicuous in various forms in the coirpse of its uevelop- 

ment. Instead of looking at tjre phenomena of the world, 

history,and mind, as manifestations of the power, wisdom, and 

goodness of an Infinite Creator and Father, who by means of 

them discloses Himself to his children, -md educates and dis¬ 

ciplines them for a good and gracious issue, the thinkers of 

India, even when pronouncing these phenomena to be intimately 

connected with the substance of Divinity, the sole existence, 

irreligiously viewed them as mischievous mockeries, fitted 

only to deceive and enslave all that was noble in human nature. 

The atheism and pessimism of Buddhism were the ripened fruits 

of that root of bitterness.. 

In quite ecent times a system quite simllat to Budhhism 

has appeared in Cerraany, and been advocated by Schopenhauer, 

Von Hartmann, and numerous other writers. Like B. it has 

sprung from a skepticism which was itself the result of pan¬ 

theism. It is the atheism of pantheism evolved into a rival 

doctrine.... it has the great merit of distinctly raising 

a question of enormous importance, which has been strangely 

overlooked even by philosophy; and further, that it is neither 

an inconsistent nor an unreasonable answer to that question, 

certain v;idely prevalent principles being presupposed. 

The question to which I refer is, Wat is the worth of life? 
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.Although all the philosophers of Anoient t^reeoe c.nd 

Rome had sought to -seertain the end of life, they all tacitly 

agreed to identify it iTith the good. None v/ho came after them 

ujitll Schopenhauer appeared, ventured directly and expllcitely 

to deny the truth of thsit assumption. But such a denial 

indlspensihly needed in order to dispel the dogmatic slum— 

her which weighed on the human mind as to this matter. And 

the denial came. 

Ii bhe present life he all; if tiiere he no G-od and no immortal¬ 

ity; if nothing have value except what can he empirically weighed 

and measured,-it may he possible to prove that such assertions 

as that consciousness is necessarily and essentially pain; 

that misery is always in excess of happiness; that the course 

of things is only from had to worse,5:c.,-are exaggerations; hut 

not, I think, to disprove that what :good there is in life 

is so mingled with sin, suffering, and delusion, that a wise 

m.ui may reasonably :inl dellher .tely risli that he h d never heen 

horn. More tliat this pessimism is not logically hoxind to main¬ 

tain; and this it may successf’ally maintain against all ^^ho 

agree with it in the acceptance of atheistial principles. 

It is a peculiarity which Buddhism alone shares with Christ¬ 

ianity, that it concentrates itself in a person. It presents 

an ideal. It embodies its teaching in an example. It gives an 

object for affection. This, there can be no doubt, is one of the 

main sources which has enabled it, in spite of the witheing 

nature of its dogmas, to spread so extensively, to root itself 

so deeply, and to retain its hold so tenaciously. For the 

character of Stoiiiliax the mythical Buddha, although in many 

respects wildly extravagant, is invested with an undeniable 

moral grandeur and spiiitual impressiveness. It exhibits 

in the most striking manner all the gentler virtues. It is 

simp 
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simply amazing liow far on this side It transcends the Platonic, 

Arisi/Oteliaii, Stoic, and Epicurean Ideals of the sage, and ho?/ 

mean and superficial even it causes the boasted -'isdoni of the 

classical ?/orld to appear. Amon its faetures are a love ?/ith- 

out limits, self-sacrifice, justice, purity. Buddha is repre- 

' sented as freely enduring the severest afflictions, and freely 

foregoing for ages final beatitude in order to worh out the 

salvation of others. He announced his law as a law c'’ good 

news to all. He preached his crospel to the poor no less than 

to the rich, to the Soudra as unreservedly as to the Brahmin 

He tooh to his heart all living creatures. He enjoined a 

charity mi-h was not limited by race,caste, religion, or 

anything else. He counselled all to live a virtuous life, 

gentle and prudent, lowly and teachable, resolute and diligent, 

unshalian in mis fortune, uninflaenced by partiality, wrath, 

folly, or fear, faithful in the discharge of the relative 

duties, and actively benevolent; and to all who thus live, 

whatever be their station, circumstmces or creed, he promised 

victory over this world, and, if not Nirvana, rebirth in heav¬ 

enly mansions.. Hence, loUotless, 1: is that he has gained 

so many hearts, and drawn from them, as it were, the confession' 

of the young householder Sl,ahala,"It is wonderful, Master} it 

is wonderful!'Tis as if one should set up again that v/hich is 

overthrown, or should reveal that which is hidden, or should 

direct the ?/anderer in the right path, or hold out a light in 

the darkness,-so that they that have eyes to see shall see. 

Yea even thus hath the Lord made known the truth to me in many 

a figure. And I, even I, do put my trust in thee, and in thy 

law , and in thy church. Receive me Lord, as thy disciple 

and true believer from thifl. time forth, as long as life endures.” 

.The modern German philosophers who accept the Buddhistic 

theory of existence and life as the true one....set forth a 
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modified Buddhism v:lthout Buddha-B. reduced to a melfely atheist¬ 

ic and pessimistic theory. 

Life cannot be sustained on the doctrine that there is nothing 

worth living for. Modern pessimism is merely this doctrine 

elaborately developed. Buddhism is this also, but it is a 

great deal more; and in v/hat it is more, lies chiefly the reason 

whu it has exerted in many respects a beneficial influence. 

.is not this 'orld only which, to the Buddhist, is 

a vale of tears, but all other worlds are also vain and doomed 

to Tillsery... .YRierever the stream of existence flows-yea, even 

when it is through the lives of the hi^'hest gods-there unreal¬ 

ity and uncertainty are to be found, and sorrow is to be feared. 

Christianity rests on she belief that God made all things very 

good, and that the evil in 'he 'orld is due to sin,-to the per¬ 

versity of the creaturely will. Buddhism, on the contrary, 

rests on the belief that all things are very bad; that exist¬ 

ence is in itself evil; and that sin is only one of the necessa¬ 

ry conse^iuences of existence. It does not deny that there are 

pleasures, but it maintains that they are so rooted in delu¬ 

sion, and so surely followed by pains, that a v/ise man must not 

desire not to be captivated by them. It admits that there are 

many seeming good things in life, but holds that they are ^il 

merely seemingly good, it recopdiiaes that there are in every 

order of existences and actions some relatively good, but not 

any [.hat are absolutely good. Many things are better than 

other things, but the best of all is not to be at all. Par- 

Inibbana-complete extinction-ls the hifrhest good. 

P. 317.-But while Buddhism hnows no First dause it affirms 

the e.^istence of a mysterious law of causalityconditioning the 

uaiinterrupted succession of causes and effects; and this law, 

Karma, is of a moral as well as a physical nature. ’’[That deter¬ 

mines the TliUire is the aggregate result of past actions. 

The condition of each one to-day depends not only on what he 
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has lone sinoe he ras born, but equally on what he lid myriads 

of years ago. There is thus, according to Buddhism, a sort zf 

inoj.al government in Bhe universe, although there is no Mioral 

Governor; at least tliere is a very comprehensive and rigid 

moral fatalism, v/hen a world is destroyed, as in the cycles of 

change every world must often be, and when not an atom of matter 

in it, or a soul hi5h belongs to it, is left, good and bad 

works remain, ?fith their eternal conseauences, and give rise to 

a '.'orld and souls again.. 

Buddha is not the First Cause, not a God, not a God-man, 

! but a man-God. The notion tlaat man can attain by his own ex- 

ortions divine attributes—can by prayers and sacri'^ices, an''’ 

mental and bodily discipline, become a god, even in spite of 

jhe opposition of the gods-is a very widely spread one in 

naturalistic and pantheistic religions. It was istinctly rec¬ 

ognised in Brc-hmlnism; and from Brahminism Buddhism borrowed it, 

or, we may even say. Buddhism was based on this belief o'' Brah¬ 

minism. Buddha is a man—God; a man who has risen to be hi'^'hor 

than the hlphost oi gods, because he resolved to do so, and through 

a course of millions of years, and hundreds of births and deaths. 

ever kept steadily before him the purpose that he would find the 

way by which the souls of men might escape wrom the iniseries 

of their incessant wanderings from existence to existence.(But 

after all it was only knowledge that he could give them; he 

could give no one power to escape by faith in him. every one 

must work out his own salvation through a like course of millions 

of years-and nobody but Buddha has since done it. 

Schopenhauer teaches that the known world has no existence 

except in the minds of those who know it. It is a mere phenom¬ 

enon of consciousness; it is a deluiion-a dream. But beneath 

'this unreal world there is,so he argued-a real one, which is 

constituted by what he calls will. Tliis v/ill is said to realize 
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itself in tjie various piiysioal forces, and in the activities 

of vegetable and animal life, as vrell as in what are commonly 

termed wills. It is not accompanied or guided by intellect, 

but it precedes and creates intellect. This blind will-which 

is the ’'"ill no cne-produees and pervades the hole world. 

It is the one reality from i7hicli are reflected all appearances. 

What Karma is in the creed of Buddha, Will is in the creed of Scho¬ 

penhauer. It is his substitute for God. But if we ask, How 

is its existence to be loiof/n? he cannot tell us; and if he could, 

the telling us ."ould be of no use, since, on his own sho’wing, 

knowledge is delusion. If we ask him, ma.t is this Will which 

you say is alone real, the true and intimate explanation of the 

universe? he h?s to reply,-"There is no possible answer to that 

question; for in so far as a thing is imoirn, it is not 3?eal, 

but only a phenomenon." Thus what he says just amounts to this: 

"All that we knoY/ is delusion; and although T^hat I call will 

is real, it is only real in so far as I knoY/ nothing about it." 

Such is the theory which he puts forth as much more profound, 

and self-consistent, and lucid than atheism. 

Von Hartmann attempts to explain the universe by what he 

designates the unconscious. He regards the Unconscious as 

comprehensive of an omnipotent \¥ill and an omniscient intelli¬ 

gence. He represente both the priman will and the primal 

intelligence as unconscious....The Unconscious, he argues, 

creates and constitutes matter, 'hidh, according to his vie?/, 

is only an arrangement of atomic forces tliat are themselves 

unconscious volitions which have for objects "onconscious rep¬ 

resentations of ideas. It likewise originates and presides 

over the evolution of organisation and li-fe, so that its operations 

may be traced in all biological and psychological processes, 

and in the general course o history. It attains to conscious¬ 

ness in man through the separation of intelligence from will. 

And the grov/th of intelligence onsists in ever more ciesrly 
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P.322.-Buddliism although essentially atheistic, professes to 

be a religion which discloses salvation. It represents the 

attainment of salvation as dependent on a knowledge of the causes 

which account for existence. Existence is evil. The causes of 

existence are therefore the causes of evil. The iimnediate cause 

of existence is attacliment. Attachment-a certain cleaving to 

existence—is what keeps us bound dowai to it; enslaved under the 

law of transmigration. Attachment, the cause of existence, is 

Itself an effect, the cause of which is desire, the pursuit of 

what pleases, and aversion of what is disagreeable. Desire is , 

in its turn, the effect of sensation, throu'^’h which we become 

aware of the qualities of things, and so are moved to seek 

or avoid them. Sensation is still no more than an effect. 

Its cause is contact; not necessarily physical contact, but 

contact through the external senses or the internal sense. 

Contact is therefore in its turn, consequent upon the six seats 

or centres of sensation, five of v/hich are external and one 

internal, this last comprehending all tliat we sail sentiiaents 

all states of feeling v;hich are not dependent upon any of our 

bodily organs, but arise from mental causes. The seats of sen¬ 

sation are, in like manner, referred to form, fomn to con- 

sciousneds, consciousness to conception, and conception to 

ignorance. Ignorance is the ultimate cause of this chain of 

twelve alternate causes and effects. It is described as 

consisting essentially in regarding ?/hat is evanescent as per¬ 

manent, what is illusion as reality, or in other words, in 

supposing anything that exists to be anything else than a mock¬ 

ery and an evil. 

The theory of Schopenhauer is much the same. All phenomenal 

existence, according to him, is but a dream, and all indlvid- 
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uallty but a delusion. Life, though grounded in the HEKEXBity 

essence of things and a result of necessity, is a mere vanity. 

It has its root in the will to live; it is a cleavin ■ to ex¬ 

istence, a striving after satisfaction; but striving springs 

from desire, desire from want, want from suffering, and all 

from delusion or ignorance. Were it not irom ignorance of the 

worthlessness of life, there would be no v/ill to live; there 

would be no life. 

The teaching of Von Hartmann is at this point in agreement 

with that of Schopenhauer. It is to the working of the irra¬ 

tional will of the Unconscious that he ascribes alike the ori¬ 

gin of existence and of evil. That will has broken away from 

the primitive harmony of the Unconscious, and nature and life 

are the deplorable consequences. Reason-unconscious reason- 

follows afffter to undo as far as possible the evil which will 

has produced, and to convince it of the mischief which it has 

caused and is causing; but before it succeeds all history 

must be traversed, all delusions experienced, all follies com¬ 

mitted. 

P. 534.-T7e pass on to consider what pessimism has to teach 

concerning the chief end or highest good of human life. In 

the Buddhism of B. the series of causes accounting for the con¬ 

tinued flow or existence or evil is regarded as of extreme - 

importance. The nature of the salvation must correspont to 

the nature of the evil, and the methodin which the salvation 

is to be attained must correspondto the causes of what makes it 

necessary. Hence it is perfectly natural that the discovery 

of the order and connection of the causes enumerated should 

seem to the Buddkist to have solved the enigma, to have dis¬ 

pelled the mystery, of the universe. The nature of the evil 

must determine the nature of the salvation. Now the evil 
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is existence, it is existence in itself-existence in every form 

and aspect it can assume. This would lesd us to infer that 

the salvation must be the opposite of existence,-must be non¬ 

existence, annihilation, complete extinction. And the surmise 

is too true. The reward which Buddhism holds forth to its 

votaiies as the highest attainable, even by a Buddha., is per¬ 

fect Nirvana-nothingness, the absolute void, the state in which 

nothing remains of that which constitutes existence, the entire 

absence of sensation and self-consciousness.V/ith tlie ex¬ 

ception, perhaps, of Max Muller, all the leading authorities 

on Buddhism are greed that what It points to as the ultimate 

goal of a pious life is not merely a state of repose, of non¬ 

agitation, or a state of Unconsciousness, as in sleep, but ez- 

ii^*^^ibn, annihilation, nonentity.But Nirvana 

is Itself a a stste with stages. It may be complete or incom¬ 

plete. He who enters it is not at the end of life. He is only 

sure that he will arrive there; that he will not be reborn. 

¥hat is the very end? v/hat is Paranirvana? There seems to be 

no doubt ohat the only answer is—eternal and absolute nothingness. 

'>7ere it other--^ise B. would stand charged with the most manifest 

inconsistency. It loiows no absolute god, no world soul, no 

being into which the perfen man could enter or be absorbed; 

for every god, every soul, every belno^, is illusion and vanity. 

It distinctly condemns as a heresy the notion that man has 

any true self, any real individuality, or is more '.han a mere 

temporary aggregate of qualities..... 

But this absolute negation is not, as some have supposed, 

one of the chief sources of the strength of Buddhism. Y/hat 

the Buddhist laity hope for from obedience to the precepts 

of their faith is to be boren again in some higher and purer 

sta^ e of being than that through ?/hich they are at present 

passing. Nirvana to them is cessation from passion and change. 
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....P. 331.-in Chn. self sacrifice is divine; in B. it is pure¬ 

ly human, and proposed as the substitute 'or a reli'^'lon. In 

Chn, self-sacrifice contemplates the amelioration of the world; 

in B, it contemplates gettinp; out of the world. In Chn, self- 

sacrifice is proclaimed to be the source of the highest ul¬ 

timate joy; in B, it is offered as a means of suicide...The moral¬ 

ity of B, beautiful as it is in its outward precepts, is still 

the product of a root of bitterness, and owes its existence 

to the despair of all rest."-Quotation from Matheson. 

But moralltyls a help only in assisting to free the soul from 

the thralldom of existence. The direct path to Nirvana is med¬ 

itation and asceticism. No one who does not traverse this path 

can hope to attain the ultimate goal of Nirvana. 

P.o3B-The theory we have been considering answers successfully 

few, if any of the demands of the reason, the conscience, or 

the heart. It regards the world as irrational, and so, o course 

does not explain it. It lays good and evil under the same 

Gonuemnation. It seeks to empty the soul of the susceptibili¬ 

ties vrhlch it cannot satisfy, and to extirpate the desires v/hich 

it cannot regulate. It tends to arrest all social progress. 

The rest v/hioh it promises is that of the grave. 
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means of this deliverance is to be found in knowledge, in 

a perfect knowledge of reality as opposed to appearance.... 

The systems of philosophy supplement the religious worship 

but are not intended to destroy it. The Vedantists hold that 

v;hile in truth there is but one God, the various forms of 

v/orship in the Vedas, of Indra, Agni, the Maruts, etc., 

were all intended for those who could not rise to this sub¬ 

lime monotheism. Those who believe in the Sankhya maintain 

that though it v;holly omits God, and is called "the system 

without a God,” it merely omits, but does not deny, the 

Divine existence. 

Each of these philosophies has a speculative and a practical 

side. How did the universe come? How shall man be delivered 

from evil? 

In answering the first question the Vedanta, or Mimansa 

doctrine, proceeds from a single eternal and uncreated 

Principle; declaring thatthere is only 0tC8 being in the 

universe, Godor Brahm, and thAt all else is Maya, or illusion 

The Sankhya accepts TWO eternal and uncreated substances, 

Soul and Mature. The Nyaya assumes THfiBB eternal and uncre¬ 

ated substances. Atoms, Souls, and God. 

The solution of the second problem is the same in all 

three systems. It is by knowledge that the soul is eman¬ 

cipated from body or matter or nature. Worship is inadequate, 

though not to be despised. Action is inourious rather than 

beneficial, for it implies desire. Only knowledge can 

lead to entire rest and peace. 

According to all three wysterns the transmigration of the 

soul through different bodies is an evil resulting from de¬ 

sire. As long as the soul wishes anything, it v/ill continue 

to migrate and to suffer. When it gathers itself up into 

calm insight it ceases to wander and finds repose. 
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it is round that the name of any fact is the same 

in t\70 or more of the seven tribal languages of this stock, 

it is evident that the name was given to it before they sep¬ 

arated. For example, since we find that house is in Sanscrit 

Dama and Dam; (in Persian Baiii=a roof); in Zend, Demana; 

in Greek, jBomos: in Latin, Domus; in Irish, Dahm; in Sla¬ 

vonic Dotu, -from which root comes also our E nglish word 

Domestic, we may be pretty surethat the original Aryans lived 

in houses. When we learn that boat was in Sanscrit Mau 

or nauka: in Persian Nau. nawah; in Greek.Naus; in Latin, 

Navis; in old Irish, Noi or nai; in old German, Nawa or nawl; 

and in Polish Nawa, we cannot doubt that they knew something 

of what we call in English Nautical affsdrs, or navigation. 

But as the words designating masts, sails, yards, &c. differ 

wholly from each other in all these linguistic families, 

it is reasonable to infer that the Aryans, before their 

dispersion, went only in boats, with oars, on the rivers 

of their land, the oxus and the Jaxartes, and did not sail 

any\f/here on the sea. 
• • ♦ « 

P. 89.—They v/orshipped the heaven, earth, sun, fire, ?/ater, 

wind; but there are also plain traces of an earlier mono¬ 

theism, from which this nature worship proceeded.... 

The next step fomvard brings us to the Vedas, the oldest 

works in the Hindoo literature, but at least a thousand or 

fifteen hundred years more recent than the times we have been 

describing. The Aryans have separated, and the Hindoos are 

now in India. It is eleven centuries beore the time of Alex¬ 

ander. They occupy the region between the Panjab and the 

Ganges, and here was accomplished the transition of the Ar¬ 

yans from warlike shepherds into agriculturists and builders 

of cities. Their route lay from the Oxus to Cabul, and thence 

to the Panjaub. 
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chief gods of the vedlc age were Indra, god 

"he atmosphere; Varuna, of light or heaven; Agni, of fire; 

Savitri, of the sun; Soma, cf the moon. All the powers of 

nature were personified in turn,-as earth, food wine months, 

seasons, day, night, and dawn. Indra and Agni were the chief 

gods. But behind this incipient polytheism lurhs the orig- 

±nal ionotheism,-for each of these gods in turn, becomes the 

*** Supreme Being. The universal Deity seems to become apparent, 

first in one form of nature and then in another, such is the 

opinion of Colebrook, who says that theanclent religion 

Of the Hindoos recognizes but one God, not yet sufficiently 

iscriminating the creture from the Creator. And Maz Muller 

says:«The hymns celebrate Varuna, Indra, Agni, &g., and each 

in turn is called supreme. The whole mythology is fluent. 

Tlie powers of nature become moral beings.'' He adds: "It would 

be easy to find, in the niaaerous hymns of the Veda passages 

in which almost every god is represented as supreme and 

absolute."... m one hymn of the Rlg-Veda it is said:"They 

call him Indra, Hltra, Varuna, Agni; then he is the well¬ 

winged heavenly Garutmat; that which is one, the wise call 

it many ways; they call it Agni, Yama, Matarisvan." 

P. 114.~Duncher says that the Indian systems of philoso¬ 

phy were produced in the sixth or seventh century before 

Christ. (But Clarke says on the next page) These three 

systems of Hindoo philosophy, the SanlrJiya, the Nyaya, and 

the Vedanta, reach far back into a misty twilight.... In 

some points they agree, in others they are widely opposed 

All agree in considering existence an evil, understanding by 

existence a life in time and space. All are Idealists, 

to whom the world of sense and time is a delusion and a 

snare, and who regard the Idea as the only substance. All 

agree in accepting the fact of transmigration, the cessation 

of which brings final deliverance. All agree that the 
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It has given us the information that one great fmily, the 

Indo European,, has done most of the work of the world. 

It shows us that this family consists of seven races,-the 

Hindoos, the Persians, the Greeks, the Romans, who all em¬ 

igrated to the south from the original ancestral home; and 

the Kelts, the Teueons, and the Slav!, who entered Europe 

on the northern side of the Caucasus and the Caspian Sea. 

A comparison of the languages of these races shows that they 

must have emigrated from a region of Central Asia, at the 

east of the Caspian, and northv/est of India; that they were 

originally a pastoral people, and that they gradually changed 

their habits as they descended from those great plains into 

the valleys of the Indus and the Euphrates. In all these 

seven linguistic families the roots of the most common nouhs 

are the same; the grammatical constructions are also the smae; 

so that no scholar who has attended to the subject, can doubt 

that the seven langu ges are all daughters of one common 

mother-tongue. 

Pursuing the su ject further, it has been fo\md possible 

to conjecture with no little confidence what the condition 

of family life in this great race of Central Asia, before its 

dispersion. The original stoch has received the name Ar¬ 

yan, This designation occurs in Many (II. 22), ’"ho says: 

As far as the eastern and western oceans, between the 

two mountains, lies the land v/hlch the wise have named the 

Ar-ya-vesta, or inhabited by honorable men.» The people of 

Iran receive this same appellation in the Zend Avesta, 

with the same meaning of honorable Strabo mentions that, 

in the time of Alexander, the whole region about the Indus 

was called Arlana. In modem times the word Iran for Persia, 

and Erin for Ireland are possible reminiscences of the orig¬ 

inal family appellation. 
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in the two forms of austerity and sensuality, so in religion 

it shows itself in the opposite direction of an ideal panthe¬ 

ism and a gross idolatry. Spiritualism first fills the world 

full of God, and this is a true and Christian view of things. 

But it takes another step, which is to deny all real exis¬ 

tence to the world, and so runs into a false pantheism. 

It says truly. "There is nothing without God." it next says 

falsely,"There is nothing but God." This second step was 

taken in India by means of the doctrine of Maya, or Illusion■ 

means the delusive shows which spirit assumes For 

there is nothing but spirit; \7hich neither creates nor is 

created, neither acts nor suffers, which cannot change, 

and into which all souls are absorbed when they free them¬ 

selves fgda by meditation from the belief that they suffer or 

are happy, that they can experience either pleasure or pain. 

The next step is to polytheism...For when you remove person¬ 

ality from the conception of God, as you do in removing will, 

you remove unity.... Everything is an apppearance of God, 

though a false appearance. But the unity of will and person 

being taken away we have not onl^ God, but a multitude of gods. 

.P. 84.—Para Brahm, the absolute Spirit, they cannot 

worship, for he is literally an unloiown God. He has no 

qualities, no attributes, no activity. He is neither the 

object of hope, fear, love, nor aversion.Men must 

worship something, so they worship the appearances., not 

as appearances, but as persons, represented in symbols,— 

‘s idols. Accordingly idol-worship is universal in In ia. 

P. 85.—To the Hindoos all events are equally unimport¬ 

ant. They cared more for the subtilties of metaphysics than 

for the whole of their past. 

P. 86.—The study of the Sansctit language has told us a 

long story concerning the origin of the Hindoos.* 



TEN GPEAT RELIGIONS .—CLARKS. 

BRAHMANISM. 6y| 

p. 82.-The Hindoos have a rich literature of saored books, 

extending back twenty or thirty centuries; yet no history, no 

chronology, no annals They have a philosophy as acute', pro¬ 

found, and spiritual as any In the world, which Is yet harmon - 

ously associated with the grossest superstitions. 

With an Ideal pantheism resembling that of Hegel, Is united 

the opinion that Brahma and Siva,can be driven from the throne 

of the universe by any one who will sacrifice a surflclent 

number of wild horses. .. (its tenderness to lower animal 

life, combined with indifference or hideous cruelty to human 

beings....Its renunciation of all desire, and maceration 

Of the body as the true road to felicity, yet nowhere are luxu¬ 

ry, licentiousness, and the gratification of the appetites 

carried so far... 

Half the best informed writers on India will tell you that 

the Brahmanical religion is pure monotheism; the other half 

as confidently assert that they worship a million gods., some 

teach us that the Hindoos are spiritualists and pantheists; 

others that their idolatry is more gross than that of any 
living people. 

p. 8.^.—An ultra, one-sided idealism is the central ten- 

denoy of the Hindoo mind. The Ood of Brahmanism Is an In¬ 

telligence, absorbed In the rest of profound contemplation. 

The good man of this religion Is he who withdraws from an evil 

world into abstract thought.... 

This world and tine are to them wholly uninteresting; 

God and eternity are all in all. They torture themselves 

’vith self-inflicted torments; for the body is the great 

enemy of the soul's salvation, and they must beat it clown 

by ascetic mortifications. But asceticism, here as everywhere 

else, tends to self indulgence, since one extreme produces 

another.... 

As one-sided spiritualism will manifest itself in morals 
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PANTHEISM.fGreek). 

P. 351A11 tlie pre-Socratic schools of Greek philosophy, with the 

exception of that of Damocritus, were more or less pantheistic; 

but only in the Eleatic philosophy does early Greek pantheism ap¬ 

pear fully developed. It bears a most striking resemblance to the 

Vedanta theory Almost all that is needed to convert Vedanta 

doctrine into Eleatic doctrine is to substitute the ’’^ord Being 

for the word Brahma....Yet the one system is as thorougljly 

Greek as the other is thoroughly Hindu.Pjmenidessummed up 

truth in the formula;"Being is, and cannot but be; not-being is 

not, and cannot be. One can affirm anything of being, and noth¬ 

ing of not-being." Yet he knew he was in those words affiimiing some 

thing of not-being, but said that the very notion of not-be¬ 

ing was a contradiction, and all speech about it must be a con¬ 

tradiction. His not-being lid not mean non-existence, but all that 

sense and ordinary thought apprehend as existence. 

The ivorld was as entirely lost in his Being as in the Vedanta 

Brahma. But,as in India, so in Greece, there was a pantheism 

/ of a contrary kind-one in which unity was virtually lost in 

multiplicity, the absolute in the phenomenal. Perhaps the Heracli- 

tean doctrine was the best example presented by the history of Greek 

philosophy of a pantheism of this kind. Heraclitus having sought 

in vain for any permanent principle, for any absolute being, ?/as 

led to maintain that the universe is merely a process of 

nits incessant change; that its essence is not being, but be- 

'J' Gomingj^hat fire pervaded by intelligence is its universal ground 

and fittest symbol; and that the human mind is a portion of 

the all pervasive mind, an_ can only attain truth through coumin- 

nion with it. 

X Tfith Socrates an Plato the course of speculation took, on the 

whole, a theistlc direction. In Aristotle it tended rather towards 

pantheism. Stoicism was originally and predominanantly a material- 

)<> istic or hylozoic form of pantheism, but there was a theistlc 

tend.enoy in its conception of God as the supreme moral reason. 
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PAKTiiEISM. ' ' 

Christianity (iid not arrsst tJie progress «f pantheism as it did 

that of materialism. On tUe contrary, it seemed to stimulate 

and increaa^ its activity. In the second, third, fourth, and fifth 

centuries, A.D. there wa® a Vast amount of pantheistic specu¬ 

lation influeaced by and influencing Christianity, sometimes 

directly opposing it, aometlme^s endeavoring to incorporate 

its doctrines and establish them on a philosophical basis, 

and sometimes claiming to be identical with it and entitled to 

its authority. l need only to remind you of the Gnostic 

I systems, and of the Neo-Platonlc philosophy of Alexandria, 

/ When Gnosticism and Neo-Platonism seemed to be vanquished 

\ and destroyed, they were. In reality, merely transformed. They 

I entered into Judaism with the Cabbala, and into Christianity 

with the writings of the socalled Dionysius the Areopagite. On the 

threshold of the middle ages a very remarkable man-John Scott 

X Erlgina-raade a most vigorous and elaborate attempt to recon¬ 

cile and combine a pantheistic philosophy and the doctrine of 

the Christian Church, on the assumption that philosophy and 

the doctrine of the Chn religion are substantially one-philos- 

ophyveiled in the form of rsligisn tradition beino- religion, 

and religion unveiled from the form of tradition by reason 

beingxrsligisH Philosophy.. He explained Scripture as the 

symbolic self—inanlfestation of the absolute, and gave ingeni¬ 

ous speculative expositions of the Trinity, the creation af 

the world and of man, the incarnation of* the Logos, S:c. 

Pantheism aws prevalent all through the middle agesj and medi¬ 

eval pantheism, uiilike modern paJithelsm, was not confined to 

speculative individuals, but was adopted by considerable com- 

munities-the Beghards and Beguines, the Brothers and Sisters of 

the Free spirit, the Turlupins, the Adamites, the Pamilists 

theSpiritual Libertines, &g. This popular pantheism was part¬ 

ly due to spirit among 
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the uneducated massEA^THEls^artly to reaction from the exter¬ 

nality and formalism which characterized medieval Christianity. 

In the ye0.r 1600 the brilliant inaugurator of modern panthe¬ 

ism Jordana Bruno, was burned at Rome.... His system combined 

without hamionlaing the Eleatic, Heo—Platonic, and naturalistic 

pantheisms....Bruno was the precursor of Spinoza, by whom his 

writings were carefully stu.iied. 

Baruch Spinoza(1632-77) is the most celebrated of all pan¬ 

theists,.. .His theory of God was drawn from a multitude of 

s-Qurces-the Talmud,the Cabbala, Maimonides, Ben Gerson, Chas- 

dal Crescas, Bruno, Descartes, &c.In all inductive 

science, principles which are first in the order of nature 

are last in the order of intelligence. It is only in mathemat¬ 

ical science that first principles are first in the order both 

of nature and of intelligence. Unity is the goal of philos¬ 

ophy but not its starting point... .Spinoza's view was that 

\That is first in reality must be first in science, so he began 

v;ith God. His central definition is that of God:"God is a 

being absolutely infinite; in other words, God is substance, 

constituted be an infinity of attributes, each of v/hich expre:- 

ses an eternal and infinite essence.”.Every attempt to define 

substance in itself, or to reason o.. it, must be repelled as 

a violation of the laws of human thought, of the essential lim¬ 

itations of human imowledge.... Spinoza proceeded to demonstrate 

as he supposed that substance is prior in nature to its acci¬ 

dents; that two substances having different attributes have 

nothing in common with each other; that it is impossible there 

should betwo or more substances of the same nature or of the same 

attribute; that one substance cannot be created by another 

substance; that to exist pertains to the nature of substance; 

that all substance is absolutely infinite; that this sole 

and singular substance-this absolutelylnfinlte substance-is 

God, in whom.whatever is is, without whom nothing can be conceived, 
of whomall that ismust be some sort of attributes or modes. 



Thus lie graau^lly”worlC0'3. oiiBs tTie'^oonclusion' that God Is 

the one and all of substance, beyond ?;hiGh there is nothing, 

and in which all that is has such being as belongs to it. 

The second great stage in the development of hid doctrine of 

the divine nature is the deduction of the attributes of the one 

absolutely infinite substance, .\n attribute is defined by him as 

"whatever the intellect perceives of substance as constituting 

the essence of substance." Substance and attributes are insep¬ 

arable. Substance has necessary attributes, each of which in 

its own way the essence of substance, and is therefore, as that 

essence is, infinite, although only in its own way. Substance has 

necessarily even an infinity of attributes, for it is absolutely 

infinite, and only an infinity of attributes can adequately 

represent a Ibature v/hlch is not only infinite out absolutely and 

infinitely infinite. Out of this infinite number of attributes 

two only are hnown to us,-extension and thought. Extension as a 

divine attribute is, accoraing to Spinoaa, very different from the 

finite extension which belongs to body;...it is incapable of 

being apprehended by sense or imagination; capable only of being 

apprehended by reason. Divine thought is likewise altogether dif¬ 

ferent from huiuan thought: it is absolute thought-thought which 

has infinite substance itself for object; which is in no way 

limited or determined; which is unconditioned by anything 

like a faculty of understanding; which falls under no law of 

succession, separation, or plurality. 

The doctrine has still another stage. Substance with its attri¬ 

butes is God as the source or cause of the universe. But what is 

the universe itself? ^Aliat are the sunstars, earthhuman bodies 

and minds, human experience and human history? They are, Spi¬ 

noza argues, modes of the attributes of God. Modes express the 

essence of the attributes as the attributes express the essence 

of substance. The modes of each attribute are necessarily 

finite in nature, because an attribute is not a substance, 

and therefore not infinitely infinite., but they are necessarily 

infinite in number, because each attribute has a real although 

particular infinity Infinite thought must also express it- 
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self by an infinite number of ideas, and infinite extension 

by an infinite variety of magnitudes, forms, and motions. 

These modes oonstitute and compose the whole \7orld of the senses 

and the whole world of consciousness. Man himself is but a 

^ combination of these modes. His soul is amode of divine thought, 

and his body is a mode of divine extension . 

P.575.-Spinoza's language,"all finite things are modes of the 

one aivine substance," means no more, if strictly interpreted, 

than that all finite things are derived from, and dependent 

on, the one self-existent Being. Unfortiuiately he has made it 

impossible for us thus to interpret him. his language must be 

read in the light of the fact that he witliholds alike from 

the substance and the rnodes-from the self-existent Being and 

the derivative and dependent existences-freedom of will, true 

•*** **^ersonality. He affirms, indeed, that God is free; but he is 

careful t explain that by free he really means necessary; 

that divine xztlxiiy liberty is divine activity necessarily 

*5if*5if** determined by the divine nature, although independent of 

any extraneous cause. He also expresses his belief in the di- 

vine personality, even when admitting that he could '’omi no 

clear conception of it, but practically he ignored it in his 

theoiT. The result was the sacrifice of all Individual lives, 

of all personal character and action, of all freedom and res¬ 

ponsibility, to a dead, unintelligible, fatalistic unity. 

Spinoza was a man of singularly noble and pure narure, yet he 

was compelled by the force of logic to, draw from his panthe¬ 

ism immoral and slavish consequences which would speedily 

ruin any individual or nation that ventured to adopt them. 

It would not have been difficult to draw from it atheism 

itself. That was certainly not what Spinoza taught or meant 

to teach. ?/hat he maintained was, that the divine existence 

is the one true existence, and that the whole system of what 

we call nature exists only through connection with it. He did 
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not say that space, as we iincierstand ffij?aoe, and time, In the 

sense of duration, and the worlds which are in space and - 

time, and v/hat these worlds contain, are all that there is; 

on the contrary, he said that besides these things, there was 

the whole universe of true being-substance with infinite attri¬ 

butes unknown to us, and with others somewhat laio?m, absolute 

extension, absolute eternity, absolute thought, absolute 

activity. None the less did his idea of God involve the very 

doctrine to which it seemed the contrary extreme. If the ab¬ 

solute substance must express itself necessarily and completely 

in its attributes, it must be absorbed and exhausted in these 

attributes; and if they in turn must necessarily and completely 

evolve into modes, only modes v/ill remain. It may be said 

that substance, attributes and modes are eternally distinct, 

although eternally connected; but this cannot be rationally 

thought or believed if absolute activity be necessary activity. 

In this case the monism of Spinoza must inevitably disintegrate 

and dissolve into monadnism-his pantheism into atheism or 

nat^^ralism. 

Referring to the philosophies of Fichte, Schelllng, and Hegel, 

the author says: Goa is surely not to be identified with the 

moral order of the miiverse, or with an absolute indifference 

of subject and object which developes itself in reality and 

ideality, natvire and spirit, or v/lth a self-evolving imper¬ 

sonal process which, after having traversed all the spheres of 

matter and mind, attains its a luiowledge of its Godhead in the 

speciaative reason of man.. These are not rational thoughts 

but foolish fancies, although there may have been associated with 

them much that is true, suggestive, and profound.. It was 

natural, therefore, that the idealistic pantheism attributed 

to the philosophers just named should have very soon disappeared 

even in Germany itself.Pantheism is always in unstable 
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equilibriim Deti^.’’eeii theiam and atheism, and Is logically neces¬ 

sitated to elevate itself to the one or to descend to the other. 

....P. 377.-Renan quoted as saying,"I’Tio knows if the highest 

term of progress after millions of ages may not evoke the ab¬ 

solute consciousness of the universe, and in this consciousness 

Lhe awakening of all that lived. " 
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Pantheism In relation to fieligion. 

P. 381.-Pantheism has a decided advantage over polytheism 

in virtue of its emphatic affirmation of the unity and infinity 

of Grod. It responds, in consequence, to imperative demands 

of reason which polytheism contradicts. Hence while Lhe h- 

man mind has always found itself compelled, as soon as it be¬ 

gan to philosophise, either to assail polytheistic beliefs 

or to interpret them in a way which changes their character, 

it has on the contrary, been always led by speculation to adopt 

'pantheistic tenets. It is just when polytheism begins to pass 

into pantheism that philosophy makes its appearance; and in 

fact, it is the philosophy which accounts for the transition. 

Further, pantheism has the power of rendering polytheism sub¬ 

servient to its advancement. It can provide it with a basis of 

intellectual principles; it can devise plausible reasons even for 

its most extravagant details; it can make itself indispen¬ 

sable to it; and by doing so it can secure the assistence of 

all the forces of faith and superstition possessed by poly¬ 

theism. This may be a source of enormous influence, as the ex¬ 

ample of India convincingly shows. 

Further pantheism has a certain marked superiority over every 

doctrine or system which leads men to think of creation as 

Independeiit of the Creator, or of lod as withdrawn from his 

creatures. It is the expression of a sense of a divine pres¬ 

ence in the universe. It insists on the all-pervading activity 

of God,. . . .a truth whi di the human soul needs, v;hich theists 

have often not prized enough, and Y^hich many professed theists 

have virtually forgotten altogether. 

Pantheism likev/ise ministers in some degree to devout emotion 

and affection by centering all in, and even by sacrificing all 

to, the one absolute existence. It teaches men to rise both 

above the good and the evil of the visible and temporal ?^orld, 

and to yearn after rest in the world of immutable being. It 
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teaches them to saorifice egotismto glory in being parts 

and particles of God.(? ) That many minds can find stzangih a 

certain hind of strength and satisfaction in this teaching 

the -Tide prevalence of pantheism in religion abundantly shows. 

It pervades all Hindu religion, and elicits and sustains in 

many a Hindu mind a piety which concentrates the thoughts and 

energies with such wonderful intensity and exclusiveness on 

eternity, that time and the things of time appea.r onl3^ the de¬ 

lusions of a drean. It has in every age of Christian history }■ 

.presented itself either as the rival and opponent of Christian 

^*'^'** doctrine, or w0th the claim to be its highest and truest ex- I 
presslon; and many great and elevated minds have been found to 

listen to it, and to looh to the absorption in thr Infinite 

which it promises as their highest good. 

Pantheism, however, falls far short of giving such satisfac¬ 

tion to the religious wants of man as a true theism supplies. 

The omnipresence and the Immanence of‘God which it teaches 

are found tau'^iit as explicitely in the Bible. The tmith 

th^t "Of God, and through him, and to him, are all things," 

is common to pantheism and theism, and distinguishes both from 

w deism. To call language of this hind pe^ntheistic has no warrant 

^ in reason, and no other tendency but to mislead. 

P.385.-But pantheism is far from teaching the full truth 

even as to God's presence. It cannot consistently conceive of it 

V. as a personal and spiritual, but only as a natural and necessary, 

presence. It tells us that God is in all that we see and 

touch and hear,-in the light of day, the springing grass, and 

whispering breeze; but it tells us too that the God who is there 

is pre.oent only as substance, force,and law, not as reason, 

love, and will. If so-if God is only thus present to us in 

the elements and agencies of nature,-His presence is, in reality, 

only their presence. (So with the "Manifestation" of the Behai, 

so v;ith the God possessed Sufi). It adds nothing to their pres¬ 

ence. Were it withdrawn, if the thingSi 
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themselves existed, there would be no difference. Imagination 

anu. poetry may endeavor to make something of the distinction 

I between the presence of a merely impersonal God in nature 

I and the mere presence of nature, but I do not see how either rea¬ 

son or a reasonable faith, either philosophy or religion, can 

attach any importance to it If the ssmhsam God v/ho is in the 

sunb0.am can only be present as its light and heat, the sunbeam 

v;ithout God must be equivalent to the sunbeam with God. (So, 

if the man with Christ is jnst the same as the man was before he 

became a ne7^ man in Christ, then it is 

legitimate to say that nothing has been added. That Christ's 

supposed presence is simply the natural man's presence and no more). 

? only 77h0n God is i-elt to be the creative and legislative .Reason- 

j supreme 17ili, free, righteus, and loving.-can his presence 

in the objects nd processes of nature acquire a real religious 

, significance. If he is even only so present in ourselves that 

ohere is no distinction be^een him and us, bet¥/een his pov/er 
.Is ^ ^ ^ 

and our power, hi| presence with us is not distinguishable 

from his absence from us. Another sort of presence is needed 

before the soul can be satisfied,-the presence of one spirit 

with another spirit. Religion implies, undoubtedly, that 

we realize God's presence with us; but it equally implies, 

what pantheism denies, that he is personally distinct from us; 

that he can have affection and compassion towards us, and that we 

can love him with an unselfish love; that he can guide and help 

us, and ^xiat i/e may trust him as we cannot trust ourselves; 

and that we may fear him as one whom we can hffend, and pray to 

him as one r;ho can hear and answer us. 

Religion supposes faith, hope, love; but pantheism when it 

denies the personality of God refuses to these affections 

an appropriate object. It witliliolds from the view of the 

spirit what can alone satisfy its best and deepest feelings. 
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The less of determinate personal character Ood is regarded as 

having, the less is it possible to love or trust him. VHien 

supposed to be wholly indeterminate and impersonal, no room 

at all is left for a religion^^haracteri25ed by the personal 

affections. To a necessarily evolving, impersonal God-whether 

as conceived of as substance, identity, force, lav/, process, 

or idea-the only worship which can reasonably be offered is a 

cold, passionless resignation, v/hich submits because it must, 

which bows not to love but to uower, and v/hich loolcs forv/ard 

to the eternal loss of individual existence as the Inevitable 

destination of man. The soul craves for union with God, and can 

have no healthy spiritual life except through union with him; 

but the value, and even possibility of such union must depend 

not only on the disposition of man, but on the character of God 

Pantheism, however, would divest God of character; it denies to 

hi^ self-consciousness, fatherly love, providential care, re¬ 

deeming mercyrunder pretence of exalting him above all catego¬ 

ries of thought and existence it reduces him to the level of 

dead things, of necessary processes, of abstract ideas, or 

even to th still lower level of the unknowable and non-exist- 

ent; and it Xitiszaifsz® thereby leaves no room for that union 

with God in rational, p-ore, and holy love, which is the only 

basis, the grand distinction, the power, and the glory of true 

religion. It offers to enable us to realize better than any 

other theory the omnipresence of God, but it represents him as 

in reality inaccessible either to intelligence or affection. 

It keeps the word of promise to the ear, but breaks it to the 

heart. 

History confirms what has just been said. It shows that pan 

theism can only find room for a religion of affectionate devo¬ 

tion by being untrue to its distinctive principles. The more 
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consistent it is, the less religious it is. In Brahminism and 

BuddJiism we perceive how a deep sense of the evils of the pres¬ 

ent lire, and a vivid fear of the evils which may be endured 

in ohe future phases of existence, may cause men to yearn 

intensely and to labor earnestly for the extinction of personality, 

)C or even for utter annihilation, but the absolute Being of the 

r one system and the absolute Fate of the other are alike unloved. 

The mystical piety of India, when strictly pantheistic, knov/s 

nothing of the gratitude for divine mercy and the trust in di- 

; vine righteousness which characterize evangelical piety. In¬ 

stead of love and communion in love it can only commend to us 

the contemplation of an object vrhich is incomprehensible, 

■; devoid of all affections, and indifferent to all actions. 

Wnen feelings like love, gratitude and tiust are expressed in 

the hymns and Hindu isrorship, it is because the mind 

has consented to pransHHHK as real what it had previously pro¬ 

nounced Illusory, and to personify what it had declared to be 

impersonal. 

Hinduism finds polytheism to be tlj^^’^^ndlspemsible 

'.supplement to its pantheism. It is the g#?f^nal gods of Hindu 

polytheism, and not the impersonal p;?incipie of Hindu uanthe- 

iom that th0,^llndu people v/orship^ No people can worship w'hat 

they believe to*^bp^ entireky^jLafpersonal. Even in the so-called 

^ ^^®lisions oi nature the^^t^ified natural powers are alwavs per¬ 

sonified. It is on:Uf^s persons that prayers and sacrifices 

are offered them ./in lands where polytheism has been destroyed 

the panthe^t still finds himself^^^^^^ unaPle to worship 

mere indeterminate Being, and hence he b%^^es a v/orshipper 

eith^'of humanity in general or of the indivl^iials whom he 

r^ards as heroes. 

P391.-Pantheism has not elev ted thd purified the religions 

of EHd±a Hindu polytheism, but has added to their evil tendencies. 

P. 393.-Pantheism canonly defend its claimto have reached the 
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icnowiedge of absolute verity by virtually suppressing either 

the infinite or the finite-by representing either nature as an 

Illusion or God as abstraction. This truth has been pre¬ 

sented by Dr, Liddon in these words.: in conceiving of God, 

the choice before a pantheist lies between alternatives from 

which no genius has as yet devised a real escape. God, the pan¬ 

theist must assert, is literally everything; God is the whole 

material and spiritual universe; he is humanity in all its 

manifestations; he is by inclusion every moral and immoral agent; 

and every form and exaggeration of moral evil, no less than 

every variety of moral excellence and beauty, is part of the all- 

peivading, all— comprehending movement of His universal life. 

If this revolting blasphemy be declined, then the god of pantheism 

must be the barest abstraction of abstract being; he must, 

as with the Alexandrian thinkers, be so exaggerated an abstrac-tion 

as to transcend existence itself; he must be conceived of 

as utterly unreal, lifeless, non-existent; v^hile the only real 

beings are those xX finite and determinate forms of existence 

v/hereof 'nature* is composed. This dilemma haunts all the 

historical transformations of pantheism, in Europe as in the East, 

to-day as two thousand years ago. Pantheism must either assert 

that its God is the only one existing bein^'- v/hose existence 

absorbs and is identified v/ith the universe and humanity; 

or else it must admit that he is the rarest and most unreal 

of conceivable abstractions; in plain terms, that he has no 

being at all.»(Bampton Lectures for 186G). 

P. 396.-If evil be no less necessary or divine than good, 

evil must be but good in another way we are not skilled in, 

and neither God nor man can reasonably condemn it. If human 

personality and freedom are illusions, then must obligation, 

guilt and retribution be the absurdest fictions. In a word, 

from pantheistic premises we can only legitimately infer that 
"whatever is, is right," or that "might is right." 
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FLINT'S ANTI-TirSISTIC THEORIES. 

Hrd edition, 1877. BlaolOToods London, lo/6. 

Materialisn. 

P. lOi.-Micnelet and Strauss, uliile adhering ti the (Hegel's) 

distinotion ■between idea and nature, log!a and physios contended 

that GrOd is personal only in man, and the soul irmortal only 

in Sod, meaning thereby that God as God is not personal, and 

real souls not immortal. 

P. 114.-It is only o','- reaching unity that we oan get above the 

limits and conditions which are conolaisive evidences ol* depend¬ 

ence . Hence every form of dualism must be rejected as a the¬ 

ory of existence. Only a monistic philosophy c..n b.: a true 

philosophy. 

P. 146.-Scientific comprehension is only attained v;hen in¬ 

telligence n.s got beyon fifatrate or pictorial conception, 

and has freed itself from the material and sensuious elements con- 

t-.ined in iin.iedicte perception. Scarcely an^^ cause 'has had a 

more perverting influence on ..he of mental cint^. moral 

than the bias ./hicli the mind aerives from its familiar 

Gonversewith the objects of sense to assimilate all other ob¬ 

jects to these, and to think of them under material categories, 

or according to material analogies.Materialism undoubtedly 

owes much of its success to habitually addressing the mind in fig- 

urate language and through sensuous imagery....by hypotheses 

agr -cable to the Imagination, because capable of being easily 

represented in a pictorial or sensuous form. But in the eyes 

of thoughtful men, this, the great secret of its power, is 

an evidence of its sciebtific worthlessness. 

P. 149.-Sensationalism necessarily signifies that all loiowledge 

of matter is dependent on the particular constitution of the 

senses of the individual. Matter can be for the materialist 

merely what it is felt to be, or what it is imagined to be 

in Gonsegiuence of being felt. 

p..151.-That there is something eternal and self-existent. 
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FLINT'S ANTI-THEISTIC THEORIES. 

Materialism. 

the atheist, pantheist, and theist, the materialist and the 

spiritualist, agree in acknowledging. None of them calls on the 

other to explain the mystery of self-existence. Every sane mind 

receives that mystery and credits other minds with doing the same 

Doubt and difference of opinion are only possible as to what 

is self-existent or eternal. Is it mind or matter, personal 

or iiapersonal, knowable or unknowable? The theist believes it 

to be mind, and produces what he deems relevant and conclusive 

evidence to prove that it is mind. ?fhat evidence has the mater¬ 

ialist to the contrary, and for believing that matter is that 

which is self-existent and eternal? 

P. 159.“It has been attempted to meet tis argument (from 

the inertia of matter), by affirming that matter is endowed 

■'ith a property of attraction, by virtue of .-hich, while each sep 

arate molecule o'’ matter is inert, aaahxiaaiBKuiaxisxxstixa two 

molecules are active, each oeing a cause of motion in the other. 

But the reply is inadequate, as it ignores t o important consid¬ 

erations. The first is that inertia an attraction are not facts 

of the same rank or value, (inertia is an inherent property of 

matter. Attraction, oh the other hand, as a cause of ravity, 

as an efficient property of matter, is on occult and hypothetical 

quality, in the existence of which few men of science very se¬ 

riously believe, al'.hou h uhey feel themselves incompetent to 

displace it by any more plausible conjecture. 

P. 161.-The hypothesis that matter is essentially active 

seems not to be tenable. Is there any more plausible view 

as to the ?celation of matter to force which the materialist 

can idopt? App\rehtly not. Dr. Lowenthnl's contention that 

force is not essential to matter, but the result of its aggre¬ 

gation, is too riilcuious ’’or discussion. Aggregation presup¬ 

poses, and there :’or0 cannot explain, force. But no other 

supposition appeers to remain except that matter has the oo /er 
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FLINT'S ANTI-THEISTIC THEORIES. 

Ilaterl^.iisin. 

I ■- -L.^tln^ itoeij. in motion,-has in some degree the x^oulty oE 

’volition OP selE-letermination. This the supposition which 

^IPicurus .nd Lucretius adopted, is growing in favor -ith modern 

materialists. An^hropomorphisn in physics .'as nrcbahly never 

more present than at present, especially amon^, Vose mo denounce 

vnthropomorphima in theology. Oonfidently deny freewill to man 

and confidently ascribe it to atoms, and you stand a good 

juot no?/ of being widely acknowledged as agreat physi¬ 

cal philosopher 


